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Welcome
The first computers were so large that they would not have fit into your house and were certainly not

available to the average person. But today they are ubiquitous and they fit on your desk, in your briefcase,

or in your hand. 

This course is designed to introduce you to everyday functions of using a computer to make digital media.

There's probably a lot you already know about using your computer. Computer fluency goes way beyond

knowing how to use a mouse and send e-mail. If you are computer fluent, you understand the capabilities

and limitations of computers and know how to use them wisely. Being computer fluent also helps you to

make informed purchasing decisions, use computers in your career, understand and take advantage of

future technologies.

We've arrived at the point where the tools used by the amateur and professionals are basically the same, so

there's much to be done even by "novice" computer users who have the confidence to experiment with any

of the readily available software. This convergence of different types of technology lets us create even

more engaging media -- tell different kinds of stories in new ways.

In short, computers can help you be more efficient with the work you currently create, but also help you

learn new skills to make things as of yet unimagined. Let's get started.

If you have some time and want to watch a great movie - try The Machine That Changed the World. This is
a multi-part, professionally produced video that documents the history of computing (up until 1992). The
above link is to Part One : Great Brains. There is a link at the bottom of that page that takes you to
subsequent parts: Inventing the Future, The Paperback Computer, The Thinking Machine, The World at
Your Fingertips.

What's Inside Your Computer?
Sometimes it's helpful to get back to basics to help troubleshoot computer issues. When I work in a studio

and something isn't working, I used to always ask as my first question "Is everything turned on?" And,

when some piece of equipment didn't turn on, the first thing to check was "Is it plugged in?" So often, these

simple fixes are overlooked - and they can often save you hours of troubleshooting and frustration.

In a computer lab, it's pretty obvious if a computer is on or off, but if it's not printing, or your application

keeps crashing, then you need to know a little more about where to look for solutions. And sometimes this

is all a matter of getting back to the basics.

Decimal and Binary Number Systems



The short answer to what's inside your computer is a bunch of zero's and one's. That's it! Your computer

can figure out even the most complex problem using electronic pulses that are either ON (1) or OFF (0).

See how much smarter you are than your computer? I mean really, you can speak a real language, form

sentences, view pictures, enjoy music and so much more. 

So why would you ever need (or want) to know this much information about your computer? Well, its a

rare day that I need to resort back this far to troubleshoot a problem, but it can be really helpful to try and

come up with new ways of using your computer if you recognize that all applications, all data at its core is

simply digital information. So when you want to start thinking about adding a still picture to your video, or

using audio with your presentation files, or adding video into a PDF document, you'll want to think about

the standards that will help you work between different applications, and different systems.

You computer's counting system that only understands 0 and 1 is called the binary number system. People

are all used to the decimal system, where we count 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. When we run out of "digits"

we sort of circulate around, and the next number is 10, and so on.

But, if you only have 0 and 1 to count in the computer's binary system, what comes next? Hardly seems

useful if we can only count from 0 to 1. In other words, how do we get to our decimal number 2?

In decimal (also known as "cardinal" or "whole" numbers), when we run out of space going from 9 to 10,

we add a place (digit) and start counting all over again.

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

and so on...

If we try this in the Binary System, let's see what happens.

000 = 0

001 = 1

010 = 2

011 = 3

100 = 4

101 = 5

110 = 6

Do you begin to see the pattern? 

Binary Numbers



The binary system is considered base-2 (because there are only two unique numbers between 0-1).

Computers store data in binary. As you'll see later when we discuss file sizes, often you'll see numbers that

don't seem quite right. Like, instead of 1,000 which is 10*2, (a fine round number that is easy for humans

to understand - we're programmed to think in base 10), you'll see computer numbers popping up to be

numbers like 1024, which is 2*10.

The binary system is essential in technology. It's how electronic circuits work - they are either on or off.

And every sequence of these signals has a certain meaning. Another example of a binary system is Morse

code - dots and dashes are used to express letters.

2 to the power of 0 equals 1 

2 to the power of 1 equals 2 

2 to the power of 2 equals 4 

2 to the power of 3 equals 8 

2 to the power of 4 equals 16 

2 to the power of 5 equals 32 

2 to the power of 6 equals 64 

2 to the power of 7 equals 128 

See the pattern? Now let's take these numbers to use them as a template while remembering that binary

numbers are read from right to left:

128 ------- 64 ---------- 32 ----------16 --------- 8 --------- 4 -------- 2 --------- 1 

Now let's use this template on that ugly binary number from our earlier example. At the top is our template,

at the bottom is our binary number:

128 ------- 64 ---------- 32 ----------16 --------- 8 --------- 4 -------- 2 --------- 1

--1 --------- 0  ---------- 1  ----------- 0 --------- 1 --------- 1 -------- 1 ---------0

Now we use simple multiplication and addition. If the binary number is a 1, it means this digit is "on" or

"true" and we add the corresponding number from the template, if it is a 0, it means the digit is "off" or

"false", and we do not add the corresponding number from the template.

In our example, the digits for 128, 32, 8, 4 and 2 are true, so we add

128 + 32 + 8 + 4 + 2 = 174

You could also express it as

128*1 + 64*0 + 32*1 + 16*0 + 8*1 + 4*1 + 2*1 + 1*0 = 174

This means our binary number 10101110 is the number 174 in the decimal system.

It's good to remember that all your computer can do is add a bunch of ones and zeros. So if you're not a

mathematical genius, it's okay. It's especially useful when you wonder why it takes you so many steps to do

what seems like a simple task. The computer is basically stupid, it takes your smarts to really make it do

anything useful. Or, conversely, when you're sitting in front of the monitor wondering why it's taking your

computer so long to compress your video file, you'll soon learn just how many numbers it's busy crunching

behind your back.

Try this video to see the math in action: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ETsfylK7kzM

Bits and Bytes (and Megs and Gigs)



So now that you know the computer can only speak in binary, how can it make sense of everything you

want to make it do?

Think of it this way. When you write a letter, do you think about first writing "D" and then "e" "a" "r" "M"

"o" "m", one character at a time? Probably not. Sure, maybe when you have to remember how to spell a

complex word, you think one letter at a time (or if you have to hunt and peck for the keys on the keyboard).

In general, you "chunk" the letters together and start right in with "Dear Mom" as two complete words.

(Here's my plug - learning to type is possibly the single most useful skill you could acquire for an easier

digital media life.)

In a way, the computer can do this kind of "chunking" or grouping together too.

With one digit, we can only represent either the number 0 or 1. This single digit is called a bit. This is short

for "binary digit". A bit is the smallest unit of measure of data in a computer. You can think of it like a

single letter in "Dear Mom".

(You'll learn, and perhaps care more about this later when we learn about sending information over the

Internet)

Below, you'll see binary numbers again, but this time you'll see them represented with a lot of digits or

positions in the number. Unlike the single bit, that uses one position, the following numbers use 8 positions

to represent numbers (data).

00000000

00000001

00000010

…….

11111111

In our earlier example, we used the binary number 10101110. This number has 8 binary digits, or 8 bits.

This is not a coincidence, because if you take a group of 8 bits, you have a byte. The reason computers

group bits together into bytes is that when they are being fed a continuous stream of bits they have no idea

where one piece of information ends and the next one starts. But if you receive groups of defined length,

e.g. a byte containing 8 bits, it's easy to interpret them. 

A good example is how ASCII code (American Standard Code for Information Interchange) works. Any

character you type on your keyboard is interpreted by your computer as a byte, an 8 digit binary number.

For example, the letter "A" is expressed as the ASCII code 65. But 65 is a decimal number, so if you

convert it to a binary number, you get 01000001. These 8 digits, or one byte, are known to your computer

as the letter "A". (More on this later.)

Nowadays, you don't hear people talking much about bits and bytes. Chances are, you hear K, Megabytes,

Gigabytes or even Terabytes. For our purposes now, these all refer to amounts of stored data - on your hard

disk, flash drive, camera chip, etc. 

KB is short for Kilobyte. A Kilobyte is 1024 bytes. This is two to the tenth power or 2^10.

MB is short for Megabyte. A Megabyte is roughly "a million bytes", or 1,048,576 bytes. A MB holds one

thousand KB. This is two to the twentieth power or 2^20.



GB is short for Gigabyte. A Gigabyte is approximately "a billion bytes", or 1,073,741,824 bytes to be

exact. A GB holds one thousand MB. Today when we talk about Gigabytes, we are talking hard disk

storage, or USB Flash drives. This is two to the thirtieth power or 2^30.

TB is short for Terabyte. A Terabyte is approximately "a trillion bytes" or 2^40. Maybe suffice it to say a

big hard drive that holds about 300 hours of good quality video. 

What's next? Petabytes, Exabytes, Zettabytes, Yottabytes, Brontobytes - but you don't hear of these very

often (at least yet!)

It's important to know "the order of magnitude" that your digital media will require to store the documents

and files you create on the hard disk in your computer. You'll get a feel for this as you begin to make some

media. Even small media projects can take up a lot of storage. 

Why a GB doesn't always equal a GB

Here's another situation where you can look really smart if you paid attention and know the difference

between the binary and the decimal system. This question is asked over and over again:

"I bought a 8.4GB hard drive, but when I formatted it, Windows tells me that I have only 7.82 GB

available. Did they sell me the wrong drive?"

No, they sold you the correct drive, but it was not labeled quite correctly. The marketing department of the

drive manufacturer doesn't know too much about bits and bytes and the binary system. To make it easier to

calculate, they assume that 1 KB is 1000 Bytes, 1 MB is 1000 KB, etc. which is wrong. So when they have

a drive that can hold 8,400,000,000 Bytes, they just call it 8.4 GB and say that's close enough for

government work. Not so.The multiplication factor is not 1000 since we're not using the decimal system, it

is 1024 instead (2 to the power of 10).

Are bits used anymore?

It's important to know the difference between a bit and a byte because these two can get easily confused.

One good example is monitoring data transfer speed. When you download a file from the Internet, you may

have noticed that your browser indicates the transfer rate in KBps. Please note that the letter "B" is

capitalized. This means the transfer rate is shown in Kilo Bytes per second. For example, your download

might arrive at a rate of 3.5 KBps. Now, if you are using a 56K modem, why is that rate so low, shouldn't

you see something closer to 56? No, because 56K is short for 56 Kbps. Note the lower case "b", it means

Kilo Bits per second. And since we know that 8 bits equal one byte, we divide 56 by 8 and get a theoretical

maximum of 7 Kilo Bytes per second.

Processors and Megahertz

Types of computers

Chances are you're using either a PC, running some version of Microsoft Windows (XP, Vista, Windows 7)

as your operating system. Or you're using a Mac, running some version of Mac OS X. Are you using a

desktop computer, a laptop, a tablet, or something even smaller? 

Often desktop computers are more powerful and offer more upgrade options than portable computers. But,

what laptops may lack in options or expansion capabilities, they more than make up for in convenience.

Imagine being able to take a computer with you everywhere you go? You could write your next script at the

coffee shop. Or edit video right after your shoot, from the field. With the convenience of portability usually

comes higher prices for laptop computers.



Tablet computers are typically even smaller than laptops, and will have a touchscreen or graphics tablet that

allows you to operate the computer with a stylus or digital pen, or a fingertip, instead of a keyboard or

mouse. Are you reading this on your iPad?

Ultra portable computers (sometimes called sub notebooks) are systems that are generally less than 4

pounds in weight and are around 1-inch thick. They can be as thin as a spiral bound notebook or a

paperback book. They sometimes sacrifice features for portability, and are often more expensive than larger

laptops.

Smart phones, like the iPhone or Blackberry devices are even smaller than ultra portables, but don't have

nearly the same functionality as a typical computer. They are useful for specific tasks, but in general are not

replacements (yet) for a full-featured computer. 

Processors

No matter what kind of computer you use, its main component is called the Central Processing Unit, or

CPU for short. The CPU is a tiny silicon chip that acts as the brain of your computer. Right now, Intel is the

most popular CPU manufacturer.

On the Mac side, things are fairly simple - because you don't get to "choose" your processor. The new Macs

(circa 2006) are using the same Intel chip that PCs use. This means that the Mac hardware can run both

Mac OS or Windows - all from the same computer. The older Macs (before 2006) had G3, G4, or G5

Motorola chips. These Mac processors run at a variety of different speeds (called Megahertz or Gigahertz).

For the PC side of the computer world, there are more CPU choices. You could be using an Intel, some

kind of Pentium processor, or AMD or others. Depending on how you purchase you computer, you can

often highly customize PCs. So you get to choose the type of processor you'd like.

The brands of processors will change, as some get faster they are more widely adopted than others, so

what's "most popular" today may not be so tomorrow. Perhaps more important for digital media makers to

know is the speed at which your computer processors runs. It can make or break your computing

experience.

Processor Speeds

An important second feature impacting your computer's performance is the speed of the processor’s

internal clock - sometimes known as "clock rate". These clock rates are measured in millions of cycles per

second or megahertz (MHz), or gigahertz (GHz). The typical range is 2 to 4 GHz, with faster chips being

introduced everyday.

Processor clock speeds are pretty easy to understand. The higher the megahertz, the faster the computing

speed. Clock "ticks" are how often your computer can read the data and process it. In computing, speed

equates to time. A slow computer will make you wait while a screen redraws, or while it computes data

(especially if its processing your video). This is usually only a matter of a few seconds of lag time, and

often you won't even be impacted by it. But, if you use your computer for several hours each day, those few

seconds of waiting time can become frustrating. 



Multiple Processors

More and more computers are coming with "dual-core" or "quad-core" or even "8-core" options. A dual-

core computer has two CPUs that can work in tandem. A quad-core has four CPUs. An 8-core has eight.

These multiple processors might be on one chip, or on different chips, but they work together to speed up

your computing. It's almost like have multiple "brains" in your computer.

Bus Speeds and Sizes

A bus is a connection between the motherboard (or CPU) and other parts of your computer, such as the

processor, memory, expansion cards, etc. Each bus has two parts, the data bus, which transfers the actual

data, and the address bus, which transfers information about where the data is supposed to be sent. Every

bus runs at a particular clock speed, expressed in MegaHertz (MHz).

Each bus also has a certain width expressed in bits, indicating how many bits can be transferred

simultaneously over the bus. Physically, this means how many wires are in the bus. The wider the bus, the

more data can be transferred at the same time, the faster the bus is.

FAT stands for File Allocation Table. This FAT centralizes the information about which areas of your hard

drive belong to files, which areas are free or possibly unusable, and where each file is stored on the disk. To

limit the size of the table, disk space is allocated to files in contiguous groups of hardware sectors called

clusters. As disk drives got bigger, the maximum number of clusters has dramatically increased, and so the

number of bits to identify a cluster needed to grow also. 

When you partition a new, clean hard drive, one of the things you do is decide what file system to use.

Until recently, FAT16 was the main file system for home computers. It's being replaced by FAT32, which

allows you to store larger files. In contrast to that, FAT 32 uses a 32-bit number, and therefore can handle

up to 2 Terabytes

Random Access Memory

Your computer stores data in two places: long-term memory (such as your hard drive) and short-term

memory called Random Access Memory, or RAM for short. The more you have, the faster your computer

will run.

RAM (often just referred to as memory) in your computer holds its contents only when the computer is

turned on. Unlike your hard drive that saves data for a long time - and it continues to store all your

important documents even after you turn the computer off - RAM is the temporary memory that

applications use to process your tasks as quickly as possible.

Every time you start your computer, launch a program, or open a file, data gets loaded into RAM. That's

why RAM is listed in the system requirements when you purchase new software. And, as applications get

more and more complex, they require more and more RAM. More RAM means you can have more

applications or documents open at the same time.

RAM is sold by the megabyte or gigabyte and is typically more expensive (on a megabyte for megabyte

basis) than hard drive space. If your computer is getting a little old, but you can't afford to buy a new one,

installing more RAM can often give you a noticeable performance increase. 



Depending on your specific computer and its hardware configuration, you can add more RAM as needed.

For example, you may have slots for 2 RAM chips, or maybe 4 slots. Each "chip" occupies a slot in your

system, so you could fill the two RAM slots with 1GB RAM chips in each (for a total of 2GB) or you could

put 512MB chips in each slot for a total of 1GB of RAM.

How much RAM do you have in your computer?

Windows: To find out what OS and how much RAM you currently have, go to Start / Settings / Control

Panel / System / General. The amount of memory will be indicated in KiloBytes (KB), so you'll need to

divide that number by 1024 to get the amount of MegaBytes (MB) since one MB equals 1024 KB.A typical

computer will ship with anywhere from 512MB to 4GB (sometimes more). 

Mac: Go to the Apple menu and choose About this Mac. You'll see both your processor speed (and type)

and Memory (amount, speed, and type)

If you purchase additional RAM for your computer, you want to make sure you get the right kind for your

particular computer. There are a bunch of different kinds - each its own sort of alphabet soup! DRAM,

SDRAM, DIMM, SIMM, EDO, DDR. 

RAM is something you can install in your computer yourself if you have the courage to open it up. It's

easier to get to the RAM in some computers than others - easier on desktops, harder on laptops. The RAM

chips plug right into your computer's motherboard.

As with most parts of your computer, more RAM is better. When you start working with large graphics

files, or capturing a lot of video, you'll want to get the most RAM you can afford - or the most that your

computer's motherboard will allow. Having more RAM will mean your computer doesn't need to access its

hard drive as often, and will make your work go faster.

Understanding Cache and Virtual Memory

You might also hear people referring to cache, or even cache RAM. Cache memory is extremely fast, and is

built right into the motherboard of your computer. It's not replaceable or upgradable, unless you upgrade

your entire processor. It is small and typically stores the most commonly used instructions - the ones your

computer will need to access again and again.

Virtual memory is a part of your hard disk that the operating system uses like physical RAM (it sees no

difference between the two). Because it is actually your hard drive and not RAM, it is substantially slower

than physical memory (speeds measured in milliseconds, as opposed to nanoseconds). It is a good

"workaround" solution to not having enough RAM to run a particular application.

Operating Systems

Your computer needs special software on it so that you don't have to talk in only one's and zero's. The

operating system is your interface to your computer. Without an operating system, your computer wouldn't



be very useful. The main purpose of an operating system is to organize and control hardware and software

on your computer so it behaves in a flexible, but predictable way. It behaves in a consistent way for

applications to deal with the hardware without having to know all the details of the hardware.

An Operating System (often shortened to OS) is the program that manages all the other programs in your

computer. Typically, a user doesn't actually "see" the operating system, but rather, they interact through a

user interface (Finder on the Mac, or Windows on the PC). Other common operating systems are Linux and

Unix.

Operating systems are responsible for everything from starting up the computer when you push the "on"

button, to high level system security. The type of operating system a computer has also determines what

types of software you can run.

And, you'll even find operating systems on your favorite portable devices, like cell phones! In fact, the

computer in a typical modern cell phone is now more powerful than a desktop computer was 20 years ago.

Both the Mac and Windows operating systems use a software update feature that allows you to get security

upgrades, system patches, and even application updates.

Macintosh Operating Systems

Apple Macintosh computers use some version of the Mac OS. The current system software is Mac OS X

(pronounced Ten). Apple took technology they had collected over the years, along with technology that had

flourished in the open source world, and pulled it together as Mac OS X. Since its original release in 2001,

a new version has been released approximately every year. 

There are lots of applications that come with Mac OS X including:

• iLife - iMovie, iDVD, iPhoto, iTunes, GarageBand

• Quicktime

• Safari (web browser)

• iChat AV (instant messaging)

• Mail (email client)

• iCal (calendar)

• Time Machine (backup software)

• Preview (PDF creator/reader)

• Spotlight (file searching)

Perhaps most important to media makers is Mac OS X's ability to multitask, and its protected memory. If

one application crashes, it won't take your whole computer down with it. So, if you have your email

application open in the background, and you're also editing your latest graphic, you won't loose your

graphics work if your email application crashes for any reason. And, being able to compress video "in the

background" while you continue to refine your graphics or write a new script is crucial.



Mac OS X also includes some very nice accessibility features including speech recognition, windows and

text zooming.

Windows Operating System

If you are using a PC, chances are you're running some flavor of Microsoft Windows. In 1985 Microsoft

created Windows, a graphical extension to the MS-DOS operating system. In the day, Microsoft called

Windows 1.0 "a new software environment for developing and running applications that uses bitmap

displays and mouse pointing devices". Until Windows came around, you needed to know MS-DOS, and

type fairly non-intuitive commands to run your PC computer.

Obviously, there have been many, many versions of Windows since 1985. Most Windows users are

running anything from Windows 95/98, Windows NT, Windows Me, 2000 Professional, or Windows XP

(the letters "XP" stand for eXPerience and was released in 2001). In 2007 Microsoft introduced Windows

Vista but adoption was slow. Windows 7 was released in 2009.

XP is installed on over 400 million computers - so there's a good chance you either are or were running it!

If you've taken the leap to Vista or Windows 7, you'll find an updated interface, better searching features,

new applications, and easier to configure networking.

Included with your Windows OS are lots of applications like:

• Internet Explorer (web browser)

• Movie Maker

• Windows Media Center

• Photo Gallery

• Windows DVD Maker

• Windows Calendar

• Tablet PC support

• Windows Media Player

• Snipping Tool

In General

Whether you use a Mac or a PC, you should be able to take the general skills you know about using one

system, and translate them to the other operating system. This is a really important skill to have, because

sometimes you'll be in an office that uses all Macs, but you have a PC in your home, or the other way

around. Go into a graphics, video, or audio studio and you'll often find a mix of different types of

computers. Wouldn't it be great if you knew enough to simply switch between them without worrying?



I often use this analogy - I know how to drive a car. When someone let's me borrow their car, or I have to

rent one, I don't ever have to say "oh, no, I don't know how to drive a Ford!" I translate the general

knowledge I have about driving cars to whatever car I'm driving at the time.

Application? Document? or System?

You just read that a computer has an operating system. The operating system performs services for

applications. Without an operating system, you couldn't use your computer.

Everything else on your computer is a file of one kind or another. 

Applications (short for application program) are the programs that you use on your computer - like MS

Word, Internet Explorer, Photoshop, or iMovie. More generally, applications include word processors, web

browsers, image editing, or video editing software. Typically, applications are written to perform one

specific function really well. 

As you've seen, some applications come "packaged" with your operating system, and others are available

for free from the Internet, and others available for purchase. Not every application available runs on every

operating system, so be sure to check the system requirements before you buy or install any new software.

Make sure it is designed for your operating system, that you have enough RAM, and enough available hard

drive space to install the application.

On your Mac, you should store all your applications in the Applications folder on your hard drive. (It's also

available in the Sidebar of any Finder window.)

On your PC, you'll want to store applications in the Programs folder, found in your Start menu.

Documents are the files you create when you use an application program. If you've ever used a word

processing application to type a paper, the file you created is a document. Each of the digital media types

have their own kind of documents, and standards for saving these documents. For example, you save text as

a different kind of document than a movie or graphic. But each document is a file stored somewhere on

your computer's hard drive.



On your Mac, you'll want to save your text documents in the Documents folder, which you can find in your

'home' folder from the sidebar of any Finder window.

On your PC, you should store text documents in the Documents folder, found in your Start menu.

It could be said that to make multimedia, you need to know how to use many different applications, and

then figure out how make all the documents work together in a single presentation.

Using Your Desktop

Whether you're using a Mac or a PC, you'll notice some similarities between the two operating systems. It's

these similarities that we are most interested in. Ideally, you should be able to walk up to a computer, and

figure out how to get around.

Each system uses a metaphor (some call this a "mental model") to help set a context to best explain the

different parts of the graphical user interface. Once your computer has fully booted and loaded its operating

system, what you see is your Desktop. It is what's running underneath your browser window right now. IT

is always available. You can think of the desktop of your computer just like the desktop of your real-world

desk. You place items on the desktop (but hopefully not everything!), and you sort files into folders to keep

things organized. You'll see an icon for your hard disk (where all your documents, applications and the

system are stored), probably a trash/recycle bin, probably some files, shortcuts to applications, etc.

To "open" an icon, just double-click it with your mouse cursor.

When you double-click an icon you'll see a window (see image below). On a Mac these are called Finder

windows. On a PC it is the Explorer window (not to be confused with Internet Explorer - which is a

browser). Inside a window you may see other folders, documents, or application programs. To open a

folder, just double-click its icon. You can store your documents inside folders-just like you might if you

had real-world folders. You might consider placing similar items together in a folder. It's not such a good



idea to just stuff a bunch of random documents into one folder -it makes it harder for you to find the

documents you need, when you need them.

Mac OS X Finder window open. The main part of the window is known as the "pane" shown above in Icon

view. The left part of the window is known as the "sidebar" that holds shortcuts to folders, etc.

Windows XP Explorer window open. Shown in icon view showing the file manager with Folders visible on

the left, and a status bar at the bottom. Not shown above, but may contain a "task pane" on the left side of

the window.

To close a window, you use the icons located at the top of your window. The Mac places these colored

buttons in the upper-left of a window. Windows places the window control icons in the upper-right of the

window.

Mac



Windows

To open an application, you'll just double-click its icon - just like opening a window. Each application has

its own set of menus. Click and hold on the menu headings at the top of your screen to see what you can do

from each menu.

The menus are places you'll go to perform specific tasks. Each program has it own set of tasks that it can

complete, but there are standards across software developers that have been implemented to make it easier

on you, the end-user of the software. For example, you can always find Print in a File menu. Or Copy in the

Edit menu.

The menu bar is available to you while you are using an application - often called the "active" application.

You can have more than one application running at a time, but only one can be active - whichever is the

top-most window. 

Any menu item that has a right-facing arrow indicates a hierarchical menu is available. In other words,

there are more choice available in the Open Recent option (shown above in Photoshop), or the Dock

(shown below in the Apple menu).



On a Mac, the menu bar is always positioned at the top of the screen. The Mac includes an Apple menu that

is always available as the left-most menu option. It contains items that pertain to your entire computer, not

just the specific application you are using.

On a PC, menus are usually "attached" to the application window. 

Menu items in black letters are available for use, while items listed in gray are not currently available. In

the menu below, some items are not available. I can't Undo or Redo for example (because I hadn't done

anything to change the document at the time this screenshot was taken).

Navigation

With Windows and Mac OS X, you use a graphical user interface (GUI) to interact with your computer

(rather than typing commands, like in the old days with DOS). And with a GUI, you need to learn how to

navigate the system with a keyboard and mouse. That's a whole lot easier than typing commands that are

not even in English!

Using your Keyboard

If you plan to use a computer for many hours a day, every day, my best advice is to learn how to type! It's

one of the most valuable skills that I ever learned. Imagine being able to type your thoughts as quickly as

you think them. (Now spelling or typos, that's an entirely different story!) Don't let the keyboard be a

barrier to efficiently using your computer.



All computer keyboards are basically the same. Most offer all the standard keys you'd expect to need (you

know, a, A, b, B, c, C, etc.) and then some additional keys that can perform special functions, such as the

CTRL key (control), the ALT key (or Option key on a Mac), and on a Mac, there's the Apple key (or

command key on the PC).

Fkeys are typically located at the top of your keyboard. These are function keys that let you customize

shortcuts. There are often 12 of them, labeled F1 through F12. You may never use them, but at least you

know what they are.

Whether you're using a Mac or a PC, you can always press the Return (or Enter) key to "accept the default

action". So if you see a dialog box like the one below, pressing Return will Save your file.

Pressing Return in cases like this can be a real time saver since you don't need to take your hands off your

keyboard to get to your mouse. 

The Control Key (CTRL) and Command Key 

The Ctrl key is only used in conjunction with another key - sort of like how the Shift Key alone does

nothing, but in combination with a letter, you get an uppercase letter. Holding down Ctrl while pressing

another key will initiate a certain action. Ctrl key combinations are defined by the running application, so

they can change depending on what application you're using. Some, however, have become standards that

most applications follow. For example, in a lot of programs Ctrl+S will save the current file or document,

and Ctrl+P will print the current file or document.

These "shortcut" or "key commands" can really help save you a lot of time. And, most applications retain

the same keyboard commands even as versions change - so you learn them once and you can continue

using them forever (in most applications). I recently heard a story from an Accessibility specialist who said

that not only will you save yourself from lots of wrist problems, but you'll be over twice as fast if you can

learn to use keyboard commands rather than mousing to everything.

Macintosh keyboards have a Control key that is used only sparingly in Mac programs. On the Mac, the

Command Key is also known as the Apple key. You'll use Command+S to save a file, and Command +P to

print a file.

The ALT key and Option Key

On a PC, you'll find an ALT key. On a Mac, the Option key performs the same functions.

I've only given you a few "keyboard shortcuts" above. There are hundreds of them that you'll get familiar

with as you master programs that you use daily. To learn more keyboard shortcuts for menu options, just

look to the right of a menu. In the image below you'll see examples of using the Apple Key (shows up like



a curly in the menu below, some people call this the "flower" key), and Shift-Apple key combinations.

Using A Mouse

Mac desktops typically come with a mouse with a single button, while PCs typically come with a mouse

with two, three or more buttons. Both can accomplish the same tasks, just a little differently. And, you can

use single button mice on a PC, or multi-button mice on a Mac - its up to your personal taste. 

The mouse provides the ability to point to, select, and move items on the computer screen. To select items,

all you need to do is "point and click" the button of your mouse. If you run out of room on you table, but

you still need to move the cursor further, just pick up your mouse (or finger if you're using a trackpad) and

put it back down away from the edge of your mouse surface.

Clicking can be more involved than just pressing down on the mouse button. A single-click (often referred

to just as "click") means to press and release mouse button. If your mouse has more than one button, it

means click the left button. You click to open a menu. Or you click a web link in your browser to go to a

new web page.

To double-click is to press twice in quick succession, and then release the mouse button. You'll double-

click to open documents, files, or applications. 

Right-click



Right-click means to press and release the right mouse button. Be adventurous; right-click on everything.

You really can't do any damage with the right mouse button in Windows (or on the Mac if you've got a

multi-button mouse attached) because it's designed to show only a contextual menu (a list of options

appropriate for the selected object). One of the options is usually Properties, which gives you access to lots

of settings and information about a specific file. 

You'll want to know what to do when someone says "right click" and you only have one button on your

mouse! On a Mac with only a single button mouse, you can access this contextual message window by

holding down the CTRL key while you click (since there's only one button). So, right click on a single

button mouse is CTRL-click.

Dragging

To drag your mouse, place the pointer over an object, then press and hold down the left mouse button.

While you're holding the button down, move the mouse to reposition the object on the screen. When the

object you moved is where you want, release the button. For example, you'll need to drag to make

selections in your documents. You'll drag to make selections in your image files, or in your audio, or even

in your video.

Scroll Bars

A good place to practice your dragging skill is on a scroll bar. Sometimes a window is too long to fit in the

window on the computer screen (like this window to the right, for example). Do you see a scroll bar

running up and down the right hand side of your window? Click the small box and, while holding down

your left mouse button, drag the box towards the bottom of the screen to see additional areas of the

window. You can drag the scroll bar up or down at any time. 

To accomplish the same task, you can also click the up and down arrows on the top or bottom of the scroll



bar; this moves the scroll box up or down one line at a time. If you're scrolling up or down multiple

screens, dragging the scroll box is a much faster way of moving than clicking the up and down arrows one

line at a time.

You can get a mouse that has a scroll wheel right on the mouse itself. You can use this scroll wheel instead

of the scroll bars on the edges of the windows. This can save you some time.

There is another scroll bar for horizontal movement. If a window is too wide to be fully visible, you may

also see a scroll bar on the bottom of the screen that you can use to scroll both right and left (see image

above). As a designer putting text, images, and possibly video on the web, it is fine to make people scroll

down through a long page (like this one), but in general, people don't like to have to scroll right and left.

So you've got four basic ways to click:

1. single-click (to select or click an icon to change views for example)

2. double-click (to open a file for example)

3. press (to get a menu to open for example)

4. press-and-drag (to move an item for example)

You can also "hover" over an icon. This is like an anti-click. Just move the mouse cursor over an item and

hold it there. Often you'll see a tool tip appear which can help you learn how to use an unfamiliar

application.

All these principles will hold true if your using a trackpad on a laptop computer. I find a trackpad can slow

me down a bit, but you can experiment to find what works best for you. You can attach an external mouse

to your laptop computer if you want. But, go wild, know that you have options, and with all the choices out

there (including wireless and Bluetooth mouse devices), you're sure to find one that works great for you.

There are also a few other ways you can use your mouse to interact with your computer. Common ones you

might hear are:

• shift-click

• command-click

• option-click

• control-click

What is mean here is that you hold down the referenced key on your keyboard while you are clicking.

Managing multiple applications

Whether you're using a Mac or Windows computer, you'll find yourself using more than one application at

a time. Both systems have an easy way for you to seamlessly switch between running applications, or

launch new applications.

The Dock (Mac)

The Dock is a row of icons that typically runs across the bottom of the screen containing shortcuts (aliases)

to applications, folders, or documents you frequently use. You can customize the Dock to your own tastes,

including moving it to the left or right side of your screen, creating magnification so that icons appear

larger as you move your cursor over them, or even hiding it so its not visible until you hover your cursor

over it. You'll find your Trash in the right-most position on the Dock (not shown above). The blue dot

underneath an icon indicates it is running. You can use the Dock to quickly switch between open

applications and documents.



Any application can be added to the Dock simply by dragging its icon to it. You can also remove an item

from the Dock just by dragging it up and off the Dock. Any running application appears in the Dock,

whether or not you decide to permanently add it there. Each application has different Dock menu options -

actions you can take right from the Dock, whether or not that application is the active application.

The Taskbar (Windows)

In Windows, the default location for the taskbar is at the bottom of the screen, though you can move it to

the edge of any screen. By default it contains the Start menu button, Quick Launch bar, taskbar buttons and

notification area (shown right). 

You can use the Quick Launch area to place shortcuts to commonly used applications. Taskbar buttons are

created for each document window you have open, so it's a good way to quickly switch between multiple

open windows. The active window appears lighter than other open windows or applications in the taskbar.

ASCII - or how your computer learned English

We talked a little bit about ASCII (pronounced "ask-key") when discussing binary numbers. ASCII is a

character set that consists of 128 numbers (0-127) assigned to letters, numbers, punctuation marks, and

other commonly used characters.

Check out this chart below learn how it works. 

In the right-most (white) column:

letter a=Decimal (light yellow column) 97, b=98, etc...(notice these are lower case letters).

In the third column:

letter A=decimal number 65, B=66, etc (these are upper case letters)



ASCII is an acronym for the American Standard Code for Information Interchange. In ASCII, each 8 bits

are grouped together in a byte, and each byte corresponds to a single character. This allows for 2^8=256

possible characters. Since there are only 26 letters in the English alphabet, plus 26 uppercase letters, plus

10 digits, plus a dozen or so punctuation marks, there are quite a few extra characters leftover. That is, if

you're using English!

(A tiny movie example of ASCII in action courtesy of Dick Barton.)

Unicode - going to global character sets

If you are using a language that requires more than 256 characters, ASCII just won't do. So, for companies

who are writing applications that available in many different languages, they have adopted the Unicode

standard rather than ASCII. Unicode uses 16 bits to describe characters, rather than 8 bits used in ASCII.

So it can support 2 to the 16 or 65536 different characters.

These formats are whats behind the scenes when you save a text document in different formats.

Using a simple text editor

If you can understand how to open your applications, create documents, and know where to save the

documents you create, then you have a great start on being a digital media professional. You'd be surprised

how valuable these very basic skills can be throughout your career.



As you've seen, an application is a program that you can use to create documents, movies, photo collages,

etc. You use different applications for different tasks, but one of the most basic, often used applications is a

word processor. You can type a letter, write a script, or even complete your next novel in a word processor.

If you're using a Mac you'll find you have an application called TextEdit. If you use a PC, you'll find

Notepad and Wordpad applications. These are the simplest word processing applications out there. What's

so nice about these is that they load quickly, are already installed on your computer, and are very easy to

use.

TextEdit on the Mac
You can find TextEdit on your Mac in the Applications folder. TextEdit includes tools to format and layout

your page, edit and stylize text, check spelling, create tables and lists, import graphics, work with HTML,

and even add music and movie files. We'll talk about file format options for saving your TextEdit files on

the next page.

You can either start a new document (File > New), or edit an existing document (File > Open). 

Notepad and Wordpad on Windows

On your Windows XP computer, you can find Notepad and Wordpad in Programs > Accessories.

Both Notepad and Wordpad are text editors that are included with the Windows operating system. Notepad

is the most basic text editor you can use. While you can create several paragraphs of text with Notepad,

using line breaks (by pressing the Enter key), the program does not give you text formatting options. For

example, you cannot change the font size or make the text bold.



WordPad is similar to Notepad, but gives you more formatting options. You can use bold and italics

formatting, and change the font, size, and color of the text. You can also create bulleted lists and center

paragraphs. 

More Advanced Editors

If you want even more formatting options and a more user-friendly interface, you can use a program such

as Microsoft Word. Available for both Mac and Windows, Microsoft Word is possibly the most popular

word processing program of all time. It's not a free application, but lots of people use it. It can do anything

you could possibly ever want to do with text, but most of us probably only use about 10% of the features!

You use the I-beam cursor (shown below at the top of the blank document) is the insertion point letting you

know that this is where you're going to start editing (it typically flashes). It will work like this in your word

processor, but also in your advanced audio and video editing applications.

Cut, Copy, Paste

If you've used your word processor at all, you probably already know that you can cut, copy, and paste

words, sentences, even entire paragraphs from one place to another. You can do this within your document,

or between multiple documents. Great - big deal you think. Would you believe me if I told you that

knowing how to manipulate text in a text document is the exact same skill you need to edit audio or video?

Or that you can make web pages just by using a text editor? Or deliver your audio as a podcast with

Wordpad or TextEdit?

• Cut (Command-x)

• Copy (Command-c)

• Paste (Command-v)

These are universal - used in every application, and always found in the Edit menu. You first select the

words (or sentence, or entire paragraph) you want to remove, for example, and then go to the Edit menu



and choose Cut (or Command-c) and then they are stored on your clipboard.

How does it work?

When you use the Cut or Copy functions, the information is stored in the computer’s temporary memory in

an area called the clipboard. Although you cannot see the information, it remains in the computer clipboard

until you use the Copy or Cut command again, at which time the information that was in the clipboard is

then overwritten with the new information. (Some applications, like Microsoft Word for example, let you

keep more than one item on the clipboard at a time.) When you Paste, you insert the clipboard contents into

your document wherever your insertion point is in your document.

You can use the clipboard to copy information within a document, between documents, and sometimes

even between applications.

Text File Formats

Every type of application, whether it's a word processor or a video editor, will have a lot of different file

formats you can save your document in. As time goes on, new standards are created that keep the wheels of

progress moving forward in the computer industry. Let's look at what all those different text file formats

really mean. And why would you choose one format over another?

The coolest part about file formats (they are also called extensions) is that they are standards. In a rapidly

evolving computer field, standards are awesome because people write software that follows these

standards. This means that if I write a paper in Microsoft Word and save it as a .txt file, you don't

necessarily need Microsoft Word to open that file! If I really saved my Word file as .txt, you could open it

with TextEdit, or with Notepad/Wordpad. You could read the document, make any changes to it that you

want, and even save a new copy of it.

Check out all these way I can save a text file I created in Microsoft Word on my Mac.

For text document, here are four really important formats you should know about.

Text Only (.txt) Saves your text document as an ASCII text file. Saving as a .txt file removes any

formatting you have in your document - anything you made bold, or indented, or changed to a fancy font

will not be preserved. Your document will be converted to the most generic text you can get! This is good

if you don't know how your file will be viewed. Or, this is the format that you use for web pages and even

for blogs and podcasts - you save HTML and XML and most code files as text-only. 

Document Format (.doc/.docx) Saves your text with all its formatting in a format that can be read by

Microsoft Word, WordPerfect, or OpenOffice (a free, open-source alternative to Microsoft Office). This is



a pretty good way to save a text file if you're sure the person who will be accessing it has a fairly good

word processing program. Or, if you are typing a document and you know you're the only one using it, then

by all means, save your formatting! In the graphic above, you'd choose Word Document to get this .doc

format. With recently releases (Office 2007, Office 2008 for Mac) of MS Word you'll start to see the .docx

extension. This format can only be opened by the newest word processors.

Rich Text Format (.rtf) Saves your text with some (most) of the formatting. This is sort of like an

enhanced .txt file. It tries to save formatting information like font and margins, but it may not store every

bit of your formatting. Because it's a standard, many word processing applications can read a .rtf file, and

any formatting that the application can not understand, it will simply ignore. This is a good choice if you

want to share your document in editable format, but aren't sure if the other person has Microsoft Word.

Portable Document Format (.pdf) Saves your word processing document, along with any graphics you've

inserted, exactly as they appear. When you save a file as a PDF, you can be assured that almost any

computer user with any application will be able to open and view your document. And, it will look exactly

as you designed it. This makes it ideally suited for saving documents with complex formatting. You can use

a free Adobe Acrobat program, or the Preview application in Mac OS X, to view these documents. For

better or worse, you can not edit a PDF file, so if you do share a document as a PDF, you'll be sure no one

is changing it along the way. Think of it as a snapshot of your text document.

Saving Files

Below you'll find directions for saving text documents in Rich Text format from Word, TextEdit and

Wordpad. You can decide which format is right for you, the saving process will be about the same as

described below.

To save a document in Rich Text format using:

• MS Word

In Word choose Save As from the File menu, then make sure to choose Rich Text Format from the

Format menu in the Save window. When you have this Save window open, check to see if you

have the "Append file extension" box checked. If you do, you should see the file name

automatically change from .doc to .rtf when you properly select Rich Text Format from the

Format pop-up. This lets you know that you have successfully saved your document as an .rtf.

Simply changing the file name to include .rtf but leaving the Format pop-up set to Word

Document does NOT create a .rtf.

• Using TextEdit

If you are using TextEdit on the Mac, make sure to choose Save As and then check or change the

File Format pop-up to display Rich Text Format. If you don't see this option, check the TextEdit

Preferences and make sure your New Documents are created using Rich Text rather than Plain

Text.



• Using Wordpad

If you are using a PC with Windows....Wordpad defaults to saving files as .rtf. Notepad saves as

.txt by default. So if you're using a PC, the easiest solution to easily making .rtf files is to use

Wordpad.

Organizing Your Files

I make a lot of little movies. Each movie has anywhere between 10 and 20 images, an audio file, and then

there are multiple movies. All this mounts up to hundreds and hundreds of files every month. Sometimes I

need to get back to these files! Really. If you never had to re-do old work, or update a resume, or update

your website, then it wouldn't really matter where you save your files. But, you always have to make

updates. And, if you're working at a production company, you'll certainly need to be sharing files with

others.



Keeping your computer organized is as important as keeping your important documents organized, or

keeping your portfolio up-to-date. And, if you're confident about your organization scheme, you'll find

yourself much more adventurous when it comes to trying new things on your computer. It's like having a

good safety net. When you're not worried about loosing your data, you can think more about your projects,

and less about how you're going to find them again.

Some applications, like one that I use on a daily basis, require that I place all my media files into a single

folder, and I have to call the folder "Library". As long as the application can find this Library folder, saved

at the same level as the project file, it functions great. In some ways I really love an application like this,

because it absolutely forces me to be methodical and organized when I'm making my movies.

Other programs let you save files wherever you want. This lets you be disorganized when you're in the

middle of your creative thinking, but you run the risk that you'll never find your source material again. Or

worse, you'll accidentally delete your source material and your work will be lost forever.

Sometimes you'll find that your operating system, whether Mac OS or Windows, will help you store files in

logical places. On a Mac, you'll find folders for Movies, Music, Documents, Pictures, etc. This organization

scheme works well for a lot people. I recommend using the features in whatever operating system you use

to help you stay organized.

In Windows, it's not called "Home", but rather "My Documents", "My Pictures", and "My Music". You can

get there right from the "Start" menu.

So you can see, if you have to jump from one system to another, that each may have its own naming



scheme, but they are pretty similar. I'm not saying you won't "prefer" to work in your "native" environment,

but it's nice to be able to use any computer available.

Backing Up Your Files

Having a backup of your files is a very good idea. But, to truly take advantage of the safety that backing up

affords, you should back up your files to someplace other than the hard drive in your computer. Because, if

both your original and your backup are on the same drive, and then something happens to your computer,

now the original and the backup are both lost! Backup to some other media - a CD, a DVD, an external

hard drive, or a server for example. 

Creating folders to group similar documents in one place is a great way to get organized. The idea is that

you name your folder something meaningful, and place all documents that relate to that folder inside. For

example, I have a folder for all the files for my online course. Inside that folder, there are individual web

pages for each page you'd see in your browser.

You might also notice that I don't have any odd-ball characters in my file names, no blank spaces, and I

keep everything lower case. This is my "standard" which helps me stay organized. You'll find a system that

works for you.

Files on the Desktop

For those of us who are not as organized as we should be, the Desktop of the computer seems like a decent

place to store files. (I once ran into someone who used his Recycle Bin to store his files! Yikes!) Files



stored on the desktop are really easy to find. But, files really DO NOT belong on the Desktop. Why? Well,

because if you ever have to work on a public computer, say in the library, or in a production facility, files

stored on the Desktop are usually immediately trashed by system administrators. Think of your computer

desktop like a real-world desk - you can place document on top of the desktop while you're using them, but

when you get up, you probably want to file them away in a folder, and then place the folder in a drawer.

That being said, don't store your files in some obscure place on a public system hoping no one will notice

(of course, you'd like to find them again). Those industrious lab/networking folks always seem to find

them. In fact, it is very easy for those system administrators to find these stray files and delete them. If you

get in the habit of carrying around some portable storage device (more on this later), then you'll always be

assured decent, secure storage space.

But...I know, it's easy to save a file to the Desktop. And yes, if I took a screen shot of my computer right

now, there are files on my Desktop. Now, those files are documents that I've temporarily saved to the

Desktop (because it was convenient) and then, at the end of the day I (typically) move those files to

appropriate folders.

There are two important things (in my mind) to mastering file management:

• Always save your documents in their proper location and/or 

• Always clean up after yourself and move files to their proper location before you leave for the

day. 

Saving Documents

A good way to start getting organized is to pay close attention to where you save your files. This way,

you'll immediately place them where you want them, rather than having to move all your documents

around. Think of it like preventative maintenance. When you see a Save dialog box, pay attention to what

you have selected in the Where section (see image below).



Save 

My advice on Save is this - as soon as you get a document open (let's say a word file), save it as soon as

you type the first words in the document. If you save when you first start out, you'll have a sense of the

document's topic (so you can come up with a decent file name), and you'll choose where to save the

document right away.

When you Save a new "Untitled" document for the first time, you'll get a dialog which looks similar to this.

After you save your file the first time, you can use Apple-S (on a Mac) or Command-S (on a PC) to quickly

save your file. When I'm writing a Word document, I turn on the auto-save feature if the application

supports it (Microsoft Word does, as do many other applications including audio and video editors). In

addition to the auto-save feature, I typically save every time I have to stop typing to think for a second. You

can never save too often - especially when you're doing creative work with your computer. 

If I'm using an audio or video application, I have forced myself into the habit of saving before I preview my

video, or listen to an audio edit. Yes, every time. This means I save regularly, just in case anything happens

to the computer. Final Cut Pro and Premiere for video editing also have an auto-save feature. It takes much

less time to save than it does to re-create original thoughts, or amazing video edits. Save, and save often?

For graphics applications, I find it much harder to remember to save - since I'm always seeing the results of

my work as soon as I make a change. In this case, I try to save whenever I'm thinking about what I need to

do to the image next. You'll come up with your own "prod" that will get you to periodically save your

documents. 

Save As

The Save As command let's you save copies of your document. This is useful in situations where you need

to keep (or want to keep) old versions of your work. Maybe you're using an audio editing program and

you're fairly happy with your edit, but you want to try something different - without screwing up the work

you've already done. You can "Save" your file "As" a different name, and then perform the different edits

on the new file.



Many applications let you do a Save As and convert the file type (change its extension, convert a word

document to a text file, etc). This is a great way to save one file in multiple formats. For example, you'll do

this a lot if you make graphics for the web. You'll make a beautiful, large file for your original, but save a

compressed version to display on the web. This way, if you want to make changes to the graphic at a later

date, you'll still have the large, beautiful file to go back and work with.

A word of caution. With Save As you can easily end up with multiple versions of the same file. It can be

difficult to recognize the differences between two versions of a long word document when you go back in 6

months to look at the document. You can look at the "last modified" date on the files to figure out which is

the latest version, but this may or may not help solve the mystery of which file you really want!



The moral of the story: Save as often as you can remember to save. The shortcut for most applications is

Apple-S (on a Mac) or Command-S (in Windows).

Finding Files on Your Computers

If you're really diligent and have a great filing system on your computer, you'll never have a problem

finding any document you create. And, ideally speaking, all your applications will be stored in the same

place, so you'll never lose those either. And, any files you download from the Internet you'll either save

right to the proper folder, or download to your desktop and then file them away shortly. This would be an

ideal world. This would be how Martha Stewart's computer would always be organized.

It's a goal to strive for. The closer you get to the perfect organization scheme, the easier your digital life

will be. You'll confidently browse through the folders on your computer, secure in the knowledge that you

know where all your stuff is.

But, often there are distractions that come along, and the next thing you know you're in a hurry, you have to

run to get the phone or whatever, so you just save your file to some folder on your computer. Then, when

you get back to your computer, you can't remember where you put the file!

With Windows or Mac OS you can use the Find/Search feature to locate files in a few different ways.

Search by File Name

I know my own naming convention, so, if I were to update my web page right now, I know that I can find a

paper I wrote because, to this day, I remember the name I gave it. Really. I almost never name documents

the same thing. I needed to find a movie that I used as a test to see how to close-caption. My filename:

ccornot.mov....because it was a test to see if you could turn off closed captioning (get it? cc or not). The

good news is that my file naming scheme doesn't have to make any sense to other people, it only needs to

make sense to the person who's using it. Your file naming scheme needs to make sense to you. Figure out a

convention that works for you, and then stick with it.

You can search from any Finder window (Mac) and search for files by filename, or even the contents of the

file.



In Windows, you can use the Search feature (and let Spot the dog help you) to search by file name. You can

also include information about when you think the file was created.

If you're making files for the web, its a good idea to stick with convention and make all your documents

have names that are in only lowercase, have no odd characters or spaces, and contain the proper file

extension. We'll get more into file extensions later on, but for now, decide what makes sense to you, and

then stick with it.

Search by Date

Sometimes I think I was smart - and I think I remember what I called a document, but when I search by

name (or even a partial name), my search comes up with nothing. It's not time to panic yet. If I can't

remember the name, I can usually remember about when I made the file (or used the file last). You can

search by Date Modified to find documents that you made today, yesterday, in the past week, or in some

other time frame. This can often be just the trick you need to find the file you're looking for. When you find

it, you might consider renaming it to something you'll remember next time!



There are a lot of other ways to search for documents on your computer, but searching by Filename and by

Date Modified are two of the most useful. What other ways do you use to find those documents that have

gone missing from your computer?

Spotlight (for the Mac)

If you have Mac OS X v. 10.4 or higher you can use Spotlight to help you find files. It's pretty neat because

you can enter keywords into the Spotlight window (upper-right of the Finder) and the OS will not only

search for file names that contain that keyword, but it will actually search the contents of your documents.



So if you search for "digital media skills" you'll find documents with those words, or any documents you've

created that contain those words. So if I have papers that I've written that have those words, but the

filename is called something completely different, Spotlight will find it. It searches PDF, movies

(keywords), pictures, email messages, whatever. This can really get you out of a bind when trying to find

your files.

Search using Windows

Use the Search options (in the Start menu) for finding files, folders, or applications on your Windows

computer. You can limit your searches to just pictures, just documents or a lot of other formats.

Taking a Screen Shot

So often tech support, or a co-worker at a remote site, or someone wants to have to screen shot of

something on your computer. These can be really useful to you because you can then "take a picture" of

anything on your computer and use it anywhere you want - print it, email it, include it in your next video,

or post it to you blog.

And the easy (and free) solutions that follow produce so much better results than taking out your digital

camera and clicking a picture!

On a Mac 

Command-Shift-3 will take a picture of the entire desktop. You'll find a file "Picture1.png" on your

desktop.

If you want to take a snapshot of just part of your screen, use Command-Shift-4. You'll see your cursor turn

into cross-hairs and you can then drag to create a selection that you want to capture. 

I tend to take a lot of screen shots, so I use an application called Snapz Pro

(http://www.ambrosiasw.com/utilities/snapzprox/) which allows me to both take screen shots easily, in any

format I want, but I can also use it to capture screen movies!

On a PC 

In Windows 7, your best option is the Snipping Tool - which is an easy to use, but pretty sophisticated

screen capture tool, built right into your operating system. In Windows XP,  you'll use the "PrtScn/SysRq"

key on the extended keyboard. When you press this key you may not notice that anything has happened.

This copies what's on your screen to the clipboard - so you'll need to open up another application (maybe

MS Word or WordPad) and then go to the File menu and choose Paste. You'll see your screenshot appear in

the file.

Another way to get an even better quality screen shot is to use an application like SnagIt. Go to

http://www.techsmith.com/screen-capture.asp and then click Download Free Trial.

Finding Out What's Inside Your Computer

We've all had the experience of needing technical support - and sometimes this can be painful! One of the

ways to get better answers it to ask better questions. If you can at least begin to speak the same language as

the tech support folks, then you're more likely to get satisfying answers. What follows is information that

you can use to find out exactly what type of computer, and operating system you have on your home

computer.



Find your system specs including:

• Type of Computer Hardware, Processor, and Speed 

• Operating System and version 

• Hard Drive Space (total and available) 

• Amount of RAM installed 

• Graphics Card 

• Sound Card 

• Types of External Device connections (USB, FireWire, etc) 

If you're using Windows XP

Go to the Start Menu -> Programs -> Accessories -> System Tools, and then select System Info. You'll

open an application that will tell you all sorts of information about your computer. In the Left pane, expand

the 'Components' section, and then click 'Display' or 'Sound Device' to find out about your video and audio

devices, respectively.

You can find out about the amount of RAM on your computer under the "System Summary" section. It

may be called "Total Physical Memory"

To find your hard drive capacity, go to the Storage -> Drives section. You'll see a list of each drive you

have (if you more than one drive or multiple partitions) and you can see the "size" and "free space for each

one". Then you can add them up.

Alternatively, to get the hard drive space, you can open Windows explorer (NOT Internet Explorer) and

click My Computer. You'll see a listing of all the drives and their total/available space.

If you're using Mac OS X

On a Mac, you can find detailed information about your computer hardware by going to the Apple menu,

and then choosing About this Mac.

In the window that appears, you'll find your system software version information, processor speed and

memory (RAM) information. If you click "More Info" you'll bring up the Apple System Profiler that tells

you everything about your computer. Expand the Hardware item in the Contents field, and you can select



all the different hardware devices. You'll see all the information about your computer.

Basics of a Computer Monitor

Your computer's monitor is literally your window to the digital world. Today, there are two basic categories

of monitor. A CRT (cathode ray tube), or an LCD (liquid crystal display). LCD (and now LED) monitors

(also known as "flat panel") are the monitor of choice for digital media artists. They are slimmer, so they

take up less space on your desk, and they require much less power to operate, so they keep your energy

consumption (for a desktop computer) or battery consumptions (for a laptop computer) way down. Mostly

you'll find LCD and LED to be what's available now.

Computer Lab with CRT monitors



Computer Lab with LCD monitors

LCD monitors have a lot of advantages, which we'll get into in a minute, but they are also typically more

expensive than CRT monitors. You might also see these marketed as AMLCD - active-matrix liquid crystal

display.

What is a Multisync monitor?

Multisync allows a monitor to understand any frequency sent to it within a certain bandwidth. The benefit

of a multi-scanning monitor is that you can change resolutions and refresh rates without having to purchase

and install a new graphics card or monitor each time. Because of the obvious advantage of this approach,

every monitor you buy today is a multi-scanning monitor.

Display Connector Types
A lot of computers use a VGA connector (analog) to pass video signals from your computer to your

monitor. These are typically used when connecting to a CRT monitor. VGA carries three separate lines for

the red, green and blue color signals, and two lines for horizontal and vertical sync signals. In a normal

television, all of these signals are combined into a composite video signal. On your computer monitor,

however, they remain separate. This separation of the signals is one reason why a computer monitor can

have so much higher resolution than a TV set (it looks a lot sharper). The important point here is that your

computer monitor has a lot of similarities to your television monitor.

Since VGA adapters display analog video information, a new standard was designed to make use of digital

LCD monitors. DVI (digital video interface) keeps the signal coming from your computer as digital

information, so the color and quality of your monitor are pristine. It is an uncompressed video signal.

Because VGA technology requires that the signal be converted from digital to analog for transmission to

the monitor, a certain amount of degradation occurs. DVI keeps data in digital form from the computer to

the monitor, virtually eliminating signal loss. DVI is technology-independent. Essentially, this means that

DVI is going to perform properly with any display and graphics card that is DVI compliant. Because this is

a digital connection, you can use a converter to convert to an HDMI connection

HDMI is an acronym that stands for High Definition Multimedia Interface. It is an extension of the DVI

digital standard mentioned above. It can carry digital high-definition video and multi-channel audio

connectivity. HDMI can also carry remote control signals.The video portion of HDMI and DVI signals are

identical. That is why a cable can be made that connects to HDMI on one end and DVI on the other. HDMI

is a standard connector for high definition television sets. So, if your computer has a DVI or HDMI output,

then you can connect it to your fancy, big LCD and plasma television. This is great if you're doing group-

based computer projects so everyone can see the monitor, but, if you computer happens to have a Blu-ray

DVD player in it - you can use it to play high-definition video and watch it on your nice television!

Another fairly common choice is to hook your computer up to a projector. Many of us have had to do this

to demo something in front of a classroom using our own laptops, but some people like using projectors

just so they can rest their eyes a bit, and watch video on a really large screen. Most projectors (but not all)

are still using a VGA type connector - so you'll need to make sure your laptop has the right cable to connect

to these projectors. Windows laptops have lots of different external monitor connector types - some are



VGA, some are HDMI. Most Mac laptops use DVI connectors, and you need to carry a DVI to VGA

connector with you to make the connection to the projector. 

Size of Your Monitor and Viewable Area

Three measurements are used to describe the size of your display: the aspect ratio and the dimensional

screen size and the viewable area. Many computer displays, like many (older) televisions, have an aspect

ratio of 4:3. This means that the ratio of the width of the screen to the height is 4 to 3. The other aspect ratio

in common use is 16:9. Used in cinematic film, 16:9 was not adopted when the television was developed

due to the difficulty of creating a CRT that could accommodate the format. Technologies have greatly

improved, so the aspect ratio has never been a problem with the manufacture of LCD and plasma

televisions. In fact, as widescreen TVs become more popular, most television and computer monitor

manufacturers now offer 16:9 displays.



The display area includes a projection surface, commonly referred to as the screen. Screen sizes are

normally measured in inches from one corner to the other corner diagonally across from it. This diagonal

measuring system actually came about because the early television manufacturers wanted to make the

screen size of their TVs sound more impressive. Be sure you ask what the viewable screen size is. This will

usually be somewhat less than the stated screen size. Larger is generally more expensive, and heavier.

Popular desktop computer monitor sizes are 15, 17, 19 and 21, 23, even 30 inches! Notebook screen sizes

are usually somewhat smaller, typically ranging from 12 to 19 inches (netbooks are even smaller in the 9"

range). Obviously, the size of the display will directly impact resolution. The same resolution will be

sharper on a smaller monitor, and fuzzier on a larger monitor, because the same image is being spread out

over a larger number of inches. An image on a 21-inch monitor with a 640x480 resolution will not appear

nearly as sharp as it would on a 15-inch display at 640x480. Let's look at little more about this.

Resolution

Resolution refers to the number of individual dots of color, known as pixels, contained on a display.

Resolution is typically expressed by identifying the number of pixels on the horizontal axis (rows) and the

number on the vertical axis (columns), such as 640x480. The monitor's viewable area (discussed in the

previous section), refresh rate (see below) and dot pitch (size of the pixels) all directly effect the maximum

resolution a monitor can display. Some monitor manufacturers may allow for such high resolutions at a

high cost but the user will never utilize such a resolution - icons on the screen just get too small to see! 

Resolution is also sometimes referred to in ppi (pixels per inch), which is just another way of expressing

the value. 

Aspect Ratios



Refresh Rate

In monitors based on CRT technology (or analog projectors), the refresh rate is the number of times that the

image on the display is drawn each second. If your CRT monitor has a refresh rate of 72 Hertz (Hz), then it

cycles through all the pixels from top to bottom 72 times a second. Refresh rates are important because they

control flicker, and you want the refresh rate as high as possible. Too few cycles per second and you'll

notice flickering, which can lead to headaches and eye-strain. Some people are more sensitive to this

flickering - if florescent lights drive you crazy because of flickering light, you'll want to make sure you

have your refresh rate set as high as your monitor will support.

Televisions have a lower refresh rate than most computer monitors. To help adjust for the lower rate, they

use a method called interlacing. This means it draws all the odd rows from top to bottom, then starts over

from the top drawing the even rows. The phosphors hold the light long enough that your eyes are tricked

into thinking that all the lines are being drawn together. 

Because your monitor's refresh rate depends on the number of rows it has to scan, there are limits the

maximum possible resolution. A lot of monitors support multiple refresh rates, usually dependent on the

resolution you have chosen. Keep in mind that there is a trade-off between flicker and resolution, and then

pick what looks best for your eyes.

Refresh rate isn't an issue with LCD or LED screen, because they have a backlight that is always on. You

might see response time ratings or latency - this refers to how well a monitor can display moving images.

As with most things computer - faster is better.

If you've ever seen pictures or video taken where there are a lot of computers with CRT monitors - you've

seen the "scan lines" that are a by-product of the refresh rate.

Inkjet Printers

Color inkjet printers are really popular, and pretty darn cheap! They are good for printing out both text and

do a decent job with your own digital photos. Even though the printer may only cost $49, pay attention to

how much ink cartridges cost. This can really bring up the total cost of ownership.



Some printers have ink cartridges that combine color (red, green blue), and black into the same plastic

assembly. Some of the printer cartridges also include the print head that actually dispenses the ink on the

paper.

There are about ten-zillion different kinds of ink cartridges. Be sure to check the number on yours before

you buy a replacement or get it refilled.

If you don't use an inkjet printer very often, the ink can dry up - making it even less cost effective per print.

So consider how much printing you'll really do before purchasing one.

Photo printers

These typically have higher quality output than inkjet printers and work great for printing your own digital

pictures. Many offer quality so good you can't distinguish their output from photos printed professionally

using a more conventional process. The higher priced models probably print nearly the same quality as the

lower priced models - the difference is primarily in speed and features. Often many of these print only to

one paper size, often 4 by 6 inches.

Laser Printers

I never used to include this topic - because laser printers were just too expensive "for the rest of us", but

they've gotten a lot cheaper - some as low as $100. You have a lot of options - from black and white only,

color, to all-in-one machines that print, copy, scan, maybe even fax. If you have lots of pages - and lots of

text to print out, nothing is better than a nice, crisp, laser print. And they can often print many more pages

per minute than inkjet printers.

Laser printer require toner cartridges - so check the price of these before you decide which model is right

for you. Many public access computing facilities have laser printers available for use - they are durable and

fairly inexpensive to run.

Printer Paper

There are plenty of different kinds of paper you can get to suit all your printing needs. You can use regular

paper, like what you find in a photocopier, for your daily printing needs. They also make beautiful glossy

paper that will make your digital images really shine. You can get T-shirt iron-on transfer paper, and even

fabric like paper that will make your print resemble a painting. 

When you Click OK to Print

Check out the following web page for a great description of the whole printing process - from when you

click print, to what's happening inside your printer. (really, its worth checking out)

http://www.howstuffworks.com/inkjet-printer4.htm

Printer Drivers

With some operating systems, you'll need to find drivers so your printer will work with your computer. In

Mac OS X or Windows 7, for example, you'll find that you can hook nearly any modern printer up, and the

operating system will just recognize it. In cases where your printer needs a driver, you'll get software with



your printer, or you can download it for free from the printer manufacturers website.

Connecting a Printer to Your Computer

Most newer printers are USB printers. USB (Universal Serial Bus) is a common connector for printers,

digital cameras, scanners and other computer peripherals. In fact, your computer probably has its mouse

connected with a USB connector. USB ports are incredibly simple to use.

Other older computers and peripherals use parallel ports, or SCSI (pronounced skuzzy) (small computer

system interface) connectors. These both had their drawbacks, and have pretty much been rendered

obsolete with the invention of USB and FireWire. 

Printing wirelessly

If you have a wireless network then you might even be able to print wirelessly, just by using your wireless

router. If one of the computers on the network has a printer attached, all of the computers on the network

should be able to access it -- as long as your printer is designated as a "shared" printer for the network. If

your wireless router doesn't have a built-in print server, you can get a stand-alone print server.

Understanding the Connections to Your Computer

USB 1.1 "Full Speed" USB

USB (Universal Serial Bus) is a standard connector type that both Macs and PCs use. You'll find that most

digital still cameras, flash drives, portable MP3 players, headset microphones, computer mice, game

controllers, scanners, printers, and other peripherals all use USB to connect to your computer. The idea

with USB was that it was cheap for manufacturers, and that it had decent speed, and allowed lots of devices

to be used at once. 

In the early days, computers had a whole bunch of different kinds of ports, and Macs and PC often had

different ports - making it nearly impossible to share devices between the two. It was confusing if you were

trying to use both platforms, and even if you just used one platform, things were less interchangeable than

they are now with USB. There used to be parallel ports, serial ports, special mouse and keyboard ports,

SCSI ports. It was a mess.

USB 1 is limited to 12 megabits per second transfer speed. Suffice it to say, 12 megabits per second is

completely adequate for most of the devices that use USB right now. It's considered "plug and play" in that

you don't need to restart your computer in order to have a new device accessible on your system. You can

plug in the USB device, and it is immediately recognized by your operating system. You can also safely

unplug most any USB device at any time (see below for more information on "flash drives"). Best of all,

there's no need to assign unique device IDs (SCSI numbers) to each device like you used to, and no need to

worry about what order you plug devices into your system.



USB can have up to 127 devices per bus! I have never seen anyone come anywhere close to needing this

many external USB devices connected to their computer. Consider using a USB Hub is you have more

devices than available ports.

And Now There's More Than One USB Spec

So, since the invention of USB in 1996, there have been some improvements - mostly because consumers

have demanded faster and faster transfer speeds, but still with the flexibility of "plug and play". The above

section talked about USB 1.1 or "Full Speed USB", which has a bandwidth of about 12 megabits per

second. This is very common, and can be found on most personal computers.

An enhancement to 1.1 specifications is sometimes known as "High Speed USB" or USB 2.0, which can

give you bandwidth of up to 480 Mbps - or almost 40x more than the original USB 1.1. Pretty fast. It's

available on "newer" computers, and you'll find hard drives and some digital still and video cameras use

this specification. Just remember, not all devices have the same "need for speed". So a nice digital camera

may benefit by transferring images faster, but your keyboard or mouse is unlikely to benefit from these new

enhancements.

We are seeing a lot more video cameras that use USB 2.0 rather than FireWire 400 connectors. There really

are nominal speed differences between the two, but its important to know what ports you have on your

computer that you intend to attach the device to! If you don't have a FireWire port on your computer, don't

buy a FireWire video camera.

USB 2.0 is backward compatible with previous revisions of USB. You can use a USB 1.1 device or

peripheral in a USB 2.0 port, but your device will not run any faster than it was designed to. 

A Note about USB Flash drives and USB iPod/MP3 players

So everyone seems to have one now - these USB Flash drives (sometimes called jump drives) are great for

carrying around your files. We'll discuss them more when we talk about storage later, but here's an

important note to my discussion about USB. You should not simply unplug flash drives from your

computer. Even though they are USB devices, you should "unmount" them to safely remove them from

your computer. This helps ensure that you won't lose any of the data stored on them. 

These flash drives and your portable media devices - like iPods, MP3 players, probably your cell phone,

etc. are important exception to "grab-and-go" rule with USB. If the USB device manufacturer has asked

you to "dismount" it, then please do so! You can safely dismount a device from a Mac by dragging its icon

to the trash. On Windows, just click the "safely dismount devices" icon in the task bar area in the lower-

right of your screen.



FireWire 400 (IEEE 1394, iLink)

This connection was original invented by Apple in 1995 (for which they received an Emmy), it was later

standardized as IEEE 1394. FireWire, iLink, and IEEE 1394 all refer to the same connector. Devices that

have much higher data transfer needs, like video cameras, external hard drives, and a lot of audio

equipment all use FireWire because it is much faster than USB 1.1. It can transfer 400 Mbps.

FireWire can support up to 63 devices on a single bus. Again, there is a limit, but I've never seen anyone

encounter this in real life. Like USB, FireWire is also plug and play.

Most digital video cameras have an IEEE-1394 plug. When you attach a camcorder to a computer using

IEEE-1394, the connection allows for many different kinds of data transfer. For example, with the right

software the computer and the video camera can communicate. The computer can download all of the

scenes from the tape automatically, and with perfect digital clarity. As prices fall, video production is

available to us, at home! 

FireWire 400 has a higher sustained transfer rate than even USB 2.0 - so it's still a popular choice for video

camera and hard drives. USB 2.0 was released about 5 years after FireWire 400 just so you get a better

sense of the progression of these two connectors.

And then there's a faster FireWire (800Mbps)

Yes, even FireWire has been improved upon. You can get computers now that have FireWire 800 ports,

which are twice as fast at transferring data than the original FireWire 400 ports. And, you can still connect

up to 63 devices at once should you ever need to do such a thing. FireWire 800 is great when you're

transferring digital audio and video to computer. It is backwards compatible - so you can plug a FireWire

400 device into a FireWire 800 port and it will work.

Mixing and Matching

Well, in a perfect world, all these different kinds of connectors would "just work" together. In my

experience, this isn't always the case. (I'm sure there are other reasons, but here's a common one I've run

into).

So if you have a "bus powered" FireWire hard drive it uses FireWire to power itself in addition to allowing



data transfer. This is great if you're using a computer with FireWire, but if you try to attach it to a Sony

Vaio that uses iLink (smaller 4 pin connector), iLink does NOT provide power. So your hard drive won't

power up, and therefore won't work. The same is true with USB 2.0 "bus powered" devices.

A word about SATA and eSATA

There are lots of "other" kinds of connectors used inside your computer. I primarily have focused on the

"external" kinds of connectors because they are the one's that you see and use on a regular basis. But, I

thought this worth mentioning as it's becoming more standard, and more sought-after. 

SATA stands for Serial Advanced Technology Attachment, and is a way to connect to hard drives inside

your computer. It's fast and can handle a high throughput of data. But, because it's such a great connector

for hard drives, there has been a move to make eSATA drives, "external" SATA.

eSATA transfers at a maximum of 3000 Mbps, and so is significantly faster than either FireWire 800 or

USB 2. Use it if you've got it!

Optical Storage Devices - What's Optical?

There's a whole set of devices known as optical drives. These drives can be divided in two major

categories, CD and DVD drives. Additionally there are readers - those drive than can only access data

already on a disc. Writers or burners can both read data on the disc, and also write data to them.

The data, of course, is stored as binary data that gets written to the disc as millions of tiny bumps and flat

areas, arranged around the circumference of the CD. The disc gets written from the inside of the disk in a

spiral to the outer edge of the disc.

These drives are called optical devices because they use lasers to burn data into the media, or read the data

from the discs. When the laser passes over a flat area in the track, the beam is reflected back to an optical

sensor on the laser head assembly. This is read as a digital 1. When the laser beam passes over a bump, it is

interpreted as a digital 0. If you're familiar with how records (LPs) work with a turntable - optical discs

work in a similar fashion, except they're digital. The smallest entity in the CD format is called a frame, and

holds 24 bytes. Data in a CD-ROM is organized in frames and sectors. A CD-ROM sector contains 98

frames, and holds 2352 bytes.

Because you'd want every CD or DVD, no matter what content it contained, to be playable by any

computer or CD-player or DVD-player, there needed to be a standard. The standard for music CDs is called

ISO 9660. This standard evolved as needs grew, and it is still the basis of music and data CDs.

CD-ROM

For many years computers have come with CD drives. These drives can play your audio Compact Discs,

and can get computer data from a CD-ROM (compact disc, read-only memory). CD-ROMs made the



floppy disk obsolete. They are cheaper to produce than floppies, hold more data than floppies (at least

650MB), last nearly forever, and practically every computer has a drive that can read them. And, the drives

let you play your favorite CD music while you work on your computer. When the CD drive became a

standard in all computers, we saw the beginning of the multimedia computer. We even saw the idea that the

average person could use a computer to do more than just crunch numbers. Just think, you could have fun

with your computer!

Many "ultra-light" portable computers don't have a built-in optical drives. This won't be the immediate

future for standard laptop computers, but for those who are looking for really portable computers, they just

take up space and add weight. You'll still be able to use an external optical drives when you need it.

CD-R/CD-RW

There are CD-R (compact disc, recordable) and CD-RW (compact disc, re-writable). CD-R is the

"standard" that allows you to write data to a disc only once. You "burn" the data or music to the disc. If

your data doesn't take up the entire disc (650MB), then you waste that extra space. You can't write to it

again later. Lucky for us, the disc media itself is incredibly cheap, so there's little financial burden.

With CD-RW, you "burn" data to a thin layer on the disc. But with a CD-RW disc, the layer can be

changed. So you add to your session later, or you can erase the CD-RW to re-use it. The discs are slightly

more expensive than CD-Rs, and in general they tend to be less reliable than CD-Rs. 

DVD

Technically speaking, DVD stands for Digital Video Disc. Sometimes it stands for digital versatile disc.

Mostly, we all know that you can go get your favorite movies on DVD, and watch on your TV or computer.

DVDs can hold over 2 hour of high-quality video, allow for multiple audio and video tracks, have subtitle

capabilities, and can have menus and other simple interactive features. The DVD has made videotape

obsolete, just as audio CD made cassette tapes and albums a thing of the past. 

DVD-R, DVD+R, DVD-RW, DVD-RAM, DVD+RW

Okay, it's crazy out there! If you want to write data to a DVD disc, whether your making your own movie

DVD with menus, subtitles and everything else, or you just want to have 4.7GB (yep, gigabytes) of storage

space to write your files to, this field is a "work in progress".

I have never used, nor do I know anyone who has used the RW flavors of DVD re-writable discs. I'm not

saying those people don't exist, I just don't know anything about it. Let's focus on the more common types,

DVD-R and DVD+R.

DVD-R comes in two flavor (G) and (A). Confused yet? This is what they mean by the "bleeding edge" of

technology. The (A) stands for "authoring" version and (G) is for "general" version. The general version is

intended for home use and writes with a cheaper laser. DVD-R(A) is intended for professional development



and uses a more expensive laser. DVD-R(A) discs are not writable in DVD-R(G) recorders, and vice-versa,

but both kinds of discs are readable in most DVD players and drives. FYI- Apple uses a DVD-R(G) in their

SuperDrives and you can use iDVD or DVD Studio Pro to make your own DVDs on a Mac. The DVD-R

format is the "recognized standard".

DVD+R is another type of format that DVDs can be written to. Philips, Sony, Hewlett-Packard, Dell,

Ricoh, Yamaha, and others support this format. It is not supported by the DVD Forum (the standards-based

authority on how DVD technology should be invented/developed). It's important to know that there is no

real "standard" at this point. It's a little bit of a wait and see game to see which format becomes dominant,

and thereby the standard. In the meantime, if you want to make a DVD yourself, pick either DVD-R or

DVD+R and go for it. Ask your friends, ask people who have made DVDs for their opinions.

Combination Drives

If you buy a new computer, chances are it will have some kind of combination of CD player/CD burner and

DVD player/DVD burner. You can get drives that let you play and burn CDs, and watch and burn DVDs.

In general, the more your optical drive can do, the more expensive it will be, but it will also be able to do

all the functions "below" it...so DVD burners can certainly play DVDs.

What's important to know is that optical drives are running the show in terms of removable storage media.

With blank CDs costing pennies, you may find that burning a CD is the easiest and most effective way to

get files from one place to another.

Blu-ray

Okay, so here's a note about the Blu-ray Disc format. Blu-ray disc, developed by Sony, are a high-density

optical disk that can hold 25GBs (single layer) or 50GB (dual layer) of digital data. It's becoming the

"standard" format that allows us to watch HD (high definition) video on disc. Because HD video takes up a

lot of storage space, a regular 4.7GB DVD won't let you store many minutes of a movie! You can easily

store a 2-hour HD movie on a single layer Blu-ray disc.

Blu-ray technology allows you to archive large amounts of data, audio asset libraries, raw video shoots or

complete multimedia projects on long lasting BD (Blu-ray Disc) media - at a low cost per GB. You can

store up to 50GB of digital data on 1 Blu-ray disc (that's about 10 DVDs worth of data!)

The biggest issue - not many people have Blu-ray DVD players that you need to read blu-ray discs. They

may start coming standard on computers, and the price of stand-alone player (set-top boxes) will surely

come down as adoption rises. At least at this moment, it seems like Blu-ray has "won" the format battle

against the HD-DVD form. Again, stay tuned. 

External Storage Devices

Below you'll find some common options people use to either expand the storage capacity of their computer,

or to transfer files from one place to another. My opinion - larger, faster, cheaper storage is usually your

best bet. Especially if you think you'll need to transfer graphics, audio or video files. You'll quickly learn

that a CD just doesn't have the storage capacity for most files you'll create. 

FireWire or USB 2.0 Hard Drives



You might want to get an external FireWire (or IEEE 1394) or USB 2.0 hard drive. These drives are great

for transferring large amounts of data. They are fast, and per megabyte, offer the cheapest storage you can

buy. The drives come in a lot of different sizes, and the maximum capacity increases by about 40% a year!

Go for as much as you can afford. Terabyte drives are now available in the consumer space!

There are two sorts of FireWire drives -- one is a big box that houses a standard size hard drive. They

typically come with fans to cool the hard drive, and require that you plug them into the wall for power.

These can be great for long-term storage of your files, like for backups. They work fine as a "transfer

medium" but remember, you'll have to lug around a hard drive, power cable, and a FireWire cable. This

may only amount to a few pounds, but when it's stuck in your computer bag, it can really mount up.

Another kind of FireWire or USB 2.0 hard drive is designed with a sleeker profile. These drives are more

expensive than the standard size drives, but they are tiny! (In the computer world, less weight usually

amounts to higher price.) They can weigh literally ounces and can be powered right through the cable. Yep,

they don't have to be plugged in to a wall to work. Just plug the drive right into your computer, and the

computer powers the drive. These are really great, but they can be expensive. 

Most modern computers have FireWire and/or USB ports. So you're pretty safe taking one of these drives

anywhere, and being able to access the data you have stored on it. If I know I'm going to have to transfer

files to PC, I often choose to take a USB drive, because USB is on more PCs than FireWire.

And speaking of USB drives, I've been using my iPod as a hard drive. These are great because they let me

carry around one device. It can hold gigabyts of information, and can also play my music!

USB Flash Drives (Jump drives)

Another popular option for removable storage is called a USB Flash drive. You can get really inexpensive

flash drives that can store gigabytes of data. And they are the tiny! They are great for taking large files with

you. One of the best features of these drives is that they don't require drivers - because they are USB, they

simply work. So you can take files from your Mac and transfer them to someone's PC, or the other way

around pretty seamlessly...and without carting around a huge drive, cables, and a power supply. 

Web Space



Many ISP's (Internet Service Providers) who provide you an email account, also let you have some space to

store digital files. Many people use this space for a web site, but you could also use it to upload and store

your files. When you need the files on the go, you can simply log in to your web space and download the

files.

This has some good uses. A lot of providers let you set up public space where you can put files in a public

drop box where anyone can access them. So, if you have a paper you want to let 20 people all over the

world read, you could leave it on your web space and they could all download it directly. (Or, you could try

Google Docs if you want!)

On the downside, per megabyte, some web space can be really expensive, and a lot of places make you pay

again and again every month for this space. The other problem with web storage is that you have to actually

upload and download your files. This can be time consuming if you are using a slow modem connection,

and sending large files. That and needing to have an Internet connection!

Utility Software

My best advice for performing "housekeeping" chores on your Windows PC is to get yourself a copy of

Norton 360 by Symantec. There are other software makers who make some of the same kinds of utilities,

but Norton has a name we've come to trust. Included with your Windows install is Disk Management.

On the Mac, you can often solve problems by running Disk Utility (comes with your Mac OS X install). It

can verify a disk's integrity and repair the disk if it's damaged. It's especially good for repairing

permissions, formatting and partitioning disks.

Here are some of the tasks you might want to do on your computer to keep it in great working order.

Partition Your Hard Drive

With just a piece of software, you can essentially split your hard drive into two or more parts (these are



often referred to as partitions). You could have your one hard drive divided into a partition that holds your

operating system, and another partition that holds all your applications and documents. Partitions can help

protect your data if your system crashes. They can simplify backups because all your data will be in one

partition, rather than scattered throughout all the other files on your hard drive. You can also install and run

multiple operating systems on the same computer if you install them on different partitions.

Defragment Your Hard Drive

Imagine that your hard drive is nothing more than hundreds of thousands of little boxes that all store data.

Whenever you add anything, a program, a note, audio, video, anything at all, your operating system splits

the data up and begins to fill the small storage "boxes". When you delete a file, the box is emptied, leaving

an empty space within your hard drive.

As your computer loads applications and data, it has to fill the boxes as it sees them, skipping over any

taken boxes. This spreads out the data all over your system – data that should be close together. You don't

actually see any of this happening, you only see the effects of it. A fragmented system can become groggy,

where it takes longer to process information. Defragmenting your hard drive will bump all empty boxes

together (see graphic above) so they are contiguous - or right next to each other. You'll experience better

overall computer performance if data is accessed contiguously, rather than having to jump all over your

hard drive to find the complete document.

Now, as drive capacity increases, the file system doesn't need every single little "nook and cranny"

available, so you may never really need to defragment your hard drive. And, depending on how your drive

was formatted, it may be doing this kind of "shuffling" of files in the background.



On a Windows PC you can use the Disk Defragmenter that is included with your Windows installation (this

is called Windows Defrag under Vista). Just open My Computer. Right-click the local disk volume that you

want to defragment, and then click Properties. From the Tools tab, click Defragment Now.

On a Mac running Mac OS X, there's the OS automatically optimizes the allocation so you don't need to

defragment.

Scan for Viruses

Computer viruses span the range from absolute truth to complete hoaxes. A computer virus is a type of

computer program that is designed to hide in the background of your system. A virus can replicate itself

from one computer to another by attaching itself to existing programs or parts of the operating system. You

can unknowingly transmit a virus from one system to another by copying infected program files from one

machine to another, or by using an infected program downloaded from the Internet. Computer viruses often

infect many programs on the same system, or even parts of the operating system itself in an attempt to

spread themselves as far as possible.

A computer virus will often have a "trigger" such as a specific date, or a specific program being run that

will perform a trivial event (such as flashing a message on the users screen). Some viruses will perform

more malicious deeds however, deleting or scrambling users' files, or their entire system. Some viruses

slow down a system, disable certain functions, or cause erratic system behavior. 

What can you do? Well, firstly, you can regularly backup your data. It's really the best way to know that

your files are safe. If you use a Virus Scanning program, you can regularly check your system for viruses

(McAfee is a trusted antivirus software). You can also password protect your system, this will prevent

anyone else from downloading software to your computer that might be infected.

And the good news if you're on a Mac, to date there have been far fewer viruses that have affected

Macintosh computers than PCs. It doesn't mean you're totally safe on a Mac, just a bit safer.

Anti-Spyware

Spyware is a type of computer virus that collects personal information without your consent. Personal

information is secretly recorded with a variety of techniques, including your logging keystrokes, recording

your Internet web browsing history, and scanning documents on your computer's hard disk. Behavior is

much like those listed above, and often it can completely bring down your entire system. Again, this is a

much bigger issue for PCs. There's lots of anti-spyware software that is designed to clear out already



existing problems, and help prevent future incidents.

Backup Software

If you back up your data on a regular basis, you'll prevent yourself from having catastrophic data loss.

Imagine losing all the papers you've written for school, or last night's excellent jam session with your band.

Sometimes you just can't re-create this kind of data. And, most of us don't think about doing a backup until

it's too late - and our computer has just died.

There are a lot of reasons you could lose data from your computer. Hardware or system malfunction (this

just happen to me, hard drive totally died). Sometimes data is lost due to human error (you accidentally

delete the wrong file), computer viruses, or even natural disasters (hard drive burned in a fire).

Of course, if you were to try to back up your entire computer, all the applications you have, and all the

files, it would take way too long to perform on a daily, weekly, or even monthly basis. But, if you do this

complete back up only once, you can do "incremental" backups, storing only the data that has changed

since the previous backup. So any new documents you create, any new applications you install, each time

you perform an incremental backup the software will look to see what's changed on your system since the

previous backup.

If you're using a Mac, you might consider using the built-in (Mac OS 10.5 and higher) Time Machine

application. It let's you create periodic backups so easily that you'll actually do it. You can set it up to

wirelessly connect to an external drive and then forget it (until you need the backup, and everything is

there.)

On a Windows machine, you can use the Backup utility and back up any folder (or user account) on your

system. You can set a schedule for routine backups and know that your files are safe.

Compressing Files

Compressing your files is a little like voodoo. It magically makes your data files smaller than they really

are. Compression lets you reduce the overall number of bits and bytes in a file, so it can be transmitted

faster over Internet connections, or take up less space on a disk. Typically, when you download

applications from the web they arrived as compressed files. 

Once you download the file, your computer uses a program such as WinZip or Stuffit to expand the file

back to its original size. When you expand the file, it is identical to the original file before it was



compressed - there is no loss of data.

At first glance, this seems very mysterious. How can you reduce the number of bits and bytes, and then add

those exact bits and bytes back later? Most types of computer files are fairly redundant -- they have the

same information listed over and over again. File-compression programs simply get rid of the redundancy.

Instead of listing a piece of information over and over again, a file-compression program lists that

information once, and then refers back to it whenever it appears in the original file.

For example, let's take the fictional example of compressing a word processing document - and let's use this

sentence:
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A compression algorithm could say that the above sentence contains
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etc 

Every time a compression algorithm finds cases where the data is not unique (or finds the letter 'a' used

multiple times, for instance), it would store the letter only once, and then keep a small reference file stating

where it found the letter each time it occurred. Believe it or not, this ends up being less data!

The most common compressed files are those with extensions such as .zip, .sit, and .tar. These extensions

represent popular compression formats for the PC, Macintosh, and UNIX. The compressed file may be a

single file, or a folder that contains multiple files, bundled together into a single archive. An archive file

can sometimes contain video or graphics files within it, and often contains software programs with related

documentation.



Choosing a System that Works for You

When you go into a computer store, you need to understand what the technical specifications really mean.

Many stores are trying to sell you a system, it could be more than you need, or it might not actually meet

your needs. Only you can know exactly what you need out of your computer. The information that we

covered so far should be a good guide to help you understand the basic parts of a computer. This course is

designed as an overview. It should get you asking the right questions, more than necessarily knowing all

the answers. And since technology is changing constantly, you can't possibly know all you need to know.

But, you can know the right questions to ask, and how to ask them, and how to relate them to the

fundamental knowledge you have.

If you're buying a new computer, it's like a jigsaw puzzle. You'll need to put all the pieces together to see

the final picture. Look at the types of things you use a computer for today, and think a bit about what you

intend to use it for in the near future.

Do you need portability? Remember that laptops are more expensive than desktops, but let you do your

work on the go, and give you less need to transfer files from one place to another. You just take your

system with you wherever you go. In the future, maybe you'll want to edit video in the field? Maybe you'll

need to show your multimedia projects to clients? What are your needs?

If you decide you want a desktop system, what size monitor do you need? How fast does the computer need

to be? How much RAM will you need? How large of a hard drive? Will you want to burn your own CDs or

DVDs? Will you be able to "grow" your system as your needs increase?

Internet Service Providers

Often abbreviated ISP, an Internet Service Provider is a company that provides you with access to the

Internet. Typically, you pay them a monthly fee, and they give you a username and password you can use

to access the Internet through their pipeline. They often give you at least one email account, access to the

web, and also some web space that you can use to host a website, blog, or podcast.

Internet service providers are the folks who physically hook up individual customers to the Internet. You

can't connect directly to the Internet, but rather must go through your ISP. They buy Internet access from an

"upstream provider" - or some other large provider. It's almost like a big pyramid. Eventually, the signal

gets passed to one or more "backbone providers", which have the capability to route network traffic across

the country or around the world.

Depending on what your connection is, your ISP could be your phone company, could be your cable

company, or could be someone else who provides Internet access. You'll often get an email address (or a



few) and some web space for file sharing or a website.

The list gives you access to all the Internet Service Providers in the U.S.

http://thelist.com/

Connecting Your Computer to the Internet

As the web becomes bigger and more popular, and web sites get more complex with audio, video and

graphics included on many sites, you'll want to make sure your computer connects to the Internet as quickly

as you need. Maybe you're a casual website browser, or maybe you're trying to upload large video files to a

client - each will have different connection requirements.

There are two basics types of connections: dial-up phone modems and high-speed broadband modems.

There are a few different kinds of broadband connections. We'll look at a few.

Dial-up 
Even with today's complex web pages and large file transfers, many people connect to the Internet with a

phone line and a 56K modem. A modem (which is short for modulator/demodulator) is a device that lets a

computer send digital signals over an ordinary wire phone lines.

Listen to a dial-up modem

The sounds that you hear are analog audio waveforms that the modem converts into a series of binary

digits. If telephone lines were all digital then you wouldn't need a modem to convert from analog signals to

digital pulses. But, a modem lets your computer connect to, and communicate with, the rest of the world.

When you use a modem, you normally use an email program or web browser, or some specific application

to dial the modem on a telephone line. This is called "dial-up connection".

There are a couple of basic types of modems for a computer: external USB modems and internal modems.

The external USB type you set on your desk outside the computer, while the internal modem is not visible

since it's inside the machine. The internal modem is a card that is inserted inside the computer motherboard.

They are included with many computers now.

In general, modem technology is getting quite dated. It's often too slow to be practical for multimedia. And,

if you spend a lot of time on your computer with your modem, then you'll probably end up needing a

second phone line installed in your house so you can still talk to people on the phone. This can get

expensive - or at least comparable in price to either DSL or Cable modems. 

If your ISP only provides dial-up access, then they will give you a local telephone number to "dial in" to

connect to the Internet. When you're online, you can't use your phone, and callers will receive a busy signal

for the entire time you are surfing the web. Only one computer at a time can be connected through a dial-up

account.



Watch a step by step animation about how your computer connects to the Internet. 

http://www.learnthenet.com/english/animate/connect.html

Broadband Connections

The connection types that follow are all considered broadband. Think of your connection to the Internet as

a pipe. With broadband the pipe is many times bigger than a dial-up connection. This pipe carries

information to your computer. A bigger pipe means that you can receive lots of information quickly -

enabling fast downloads, streaming audio or video, fast uploads of large files and more. Once you start

making lots of digital media, you find that your connection speed to the Internet is crucially important.

Broadband also has the added benefit that its always on - no need to dial in and then wait for your modem

to make a connection. And, it won't tie up your phone line. Just open your web browser and start surfing. A

broadband connection can be up to 50 times faster than a modem connection. Fast Internet connections

certainly make the web a beautiful place. No more waiting around. (Hey, my parents even just upgraded to

a broadband connection!) And you can use a router to let every computer in your house or small office

share your broadband connection.

You still use a modem to connect, but its not like a dial-up modem. And, you typically connect this modem

using an Ethernet cable. 

Cable Modem

The cable companies were one of the first companies to jump on the Internet bandwagon and implemented

their own networking techniques designed to operate over your standard television coaxial cable

connection. The cable company provides the Internet service, and most companies will either sell or lease a

cable modem directly to the customer. 

The cable modem is a small device, similar to ordinary dial-up external modems. But that’s where the

similarity ends. One side of the cable modem connects to the coaxial cable coming from your local cable

operator, and the other side connects to your computer through an Ethernet interface. So you’ll need a

network card inside your computer to connect this. An advantage of the Ethernet interface is that you can

easily connect other computers at your house to the cable modem by attaching a hub to it. This shared

connection is vital in houses with more than one computer needing Internet access.

Cable modems (and DSL connections) are asymmetrical, meaning they can download data to your

computer faster than you can upload data to the Internet. I find this especially sad, because the Internet was

designed as a great publishing tool for individuals. But, when it's still much faster to receive information

(like receiving a broadcast from a television station) than to publish your own information (like making a

cable show for the local access television station), then we have a slowness hurdle to get over in order to be

use the Internet as the delivery mechanism for the rest of us. There will be a day, soon I hope, where all

connections will be symmetrical, and you can receive and transmit data over the Internet equally fast.

DSL

DSL stands for 'Digital Subscriber Line', another fast, efficient method of sending data. Rather than through



cable television lines, DSL travels through existing telephone lines. While there are many different 'types'

of DSL service, most companies offer what is called 'ADSL', or 'Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line'; this

means that the download and upload speeds will be dissimilar, or asymmetric. Just like with cable modems.

DSL operates at frequencies outside the normal voice range, so it's possible for a DSL-enabled phone line

to carry both data and voice calls at the same time. DSL service is usually offered by the phone company,

but some states have a deregulated system which allows third-party Internet service providers to install

their own DSL equipment on the phone lines.

Range is the primary problem with DSL service. Because DSL depends on higher frequencies, the signal

degrades faster than a standard voice signal. So, in order to receive DSL service, you must be within about

12000-20000 cable feet of the telephone company's local office. Of course, there's no way for you to

measure the length of the cable between your home and the local office, so it's up to the phone company to

determine who is eligible for DSL service.

Satellite

For a bit more money, you can use the airwaves to connect to the Internet with a satellite dish. The best

feature of satellite connections is that it is available no matter where you are. This is really important if you

live in a rural area, and can't get either DSL or Cable modem access. Like Cable and DSL, it is an always-

on connection that keeps your phone line free for talking. It has some serious drawbacks. Like, if you are

an online gamer, you'll find an incredible lag time from the time you send information, to the time it is

received back, making online game play nearly impossible. Why the lag? The satellite is 22,000 miles up in

the sky. That's some distance for data to travel.

Understanding Bandwidth and Baud

When you access a web site, you are downloading a file to your computer where it is displayed in your web

browser. Each time you view a new page, data is being transferred. Bandwidth is the term used to measure

the amount of data being transferred.

In general, when you talk about connection speeds, you hear people talking in baud, or bits per second. So,

when you see Mbps it stands for Mega (roughly a million) bits per second. If you need a refresher on bits or

Megs, or K, see the earlier section of this course.

Here's a best-case scenario of the bandwidth capabilities of the different technologies discussed above. All

things being the same, Cable and DSL are about equal, so the choice is really whether you want to pay the

phone company, or the cable company.

Technology--------------------------------Download Speeds-------------------------------Upload Speeds

Cable……………………………………..768Kbps-6Mbps………………………………128-768Kbps

DSL………………………………………768Kbps-3Mbps………………………………128-768Kbps

Satellite……………………………………….400Kbps……………………………………….60Kbps

Dial-up (56K modem)…………………………56Kbps……………………………………….56Kbps



Wireless Technology

Wireless technology lets you surf the Internet without cables! You can hook up a single wireless access

point (or Airport base station) or other wireless router to your high-speed Internet connection, and then

every computer with a wireless card installed within 150 feet (or so) from the base station can get on the

Web. You can do this from anywhere. Surf or send email from your couch on your portable computer, if

you want. (For those who worry about network security, you can "secure" your wireless connection so that

other's can't use your connection without a password, or even limit it to certain machine addresses.)

Wi-fi is based on the IEEE 802.11 wireless standard. Wireless access points (often Linksys, Cisco, or

Apple Airport) are WiFi certified for interoperability with other 802.11-compliant products (including

enabled phones, game consoles, PDAs, printers, etc). That means you can use your Wi-Fi enabled device at

thousands of wirelessly-enabled locations - Starbucks and McDonald's are two biggies, but there are many

smaller Internet Cafe's you can visit. Looking for a hotspot near you or your next camping spot? Try http://

www.wi-fihotspotlist.com/

More and more people are connecting wirelessly. Please understand that the wireless connection is between

your computer and your wireless access point. So, if you have DSL as your connection to the Internet, you

connect wirelessly to your own DSL modem. And that modem is still connected via a wire to the phone

line. Having this set-up in your own house is the cheapest and least destructive computer network you

could have. No need to poke holes in the walls to run Ethernet cables.

There are different "flavors" of 802.11. The popular one's are 802.11a, 802.11b, 802.11g and recently

introduced 802.11n. They all operate at different wireless frequencies, and have different data rates and

ranges. The 802.11n standard is the latest, has the best range and highest data rate.

Wireless Cellular Data

As "smart phones" become more popular, use of the wireless cellular network data connections have

drastically increased over the past year. From iPhones to Droids and Blackberries, people are connecting

using the cellular network and sending email, browsing the web, watching YouTube videos, all on tiny,

multi-use, portable devices. You can also get a wireless data card to get Internet connectivity for your

laptop.

Unlike the IEEE 802.11 (Wi-Fi) networks described above, 3G data networks are wide area cellular

telephone networks. Wi-Fi networks are typically short-range but cellular data plans are available on a

wider-scale (available most places there is cellular phone service).

Understanding the Internet and the World Wide Web



(A Brief) History of Computing and the Internet

In the late 1950s and early 1960s, computers were just becoming useful. Back then, a typical computer cost

about $20,000. In 1972, Intel introduced its first 8-bit microprocessor. Apple ignited the personal computer

revolution in 1977 with the invention of the Apple II, which sold for $1,195. It had a whopping 16K of

RAM. Ah - the good old days!

Ever since there have been computers, people have been trying to network them together. In the 1960's,

ARPA net was being developed by the Department of Defense Advanced Research Project Agency

(ARPA). It was designed to let researchers in the US share the existing, limited super-computer processing

power. Since there was not yet any idea of "personal" computers, where everyone would have a computer

on their own desk, it was necessary to "share" computers over this network. The ARPA net was also

designed so that any one bomb strike would not disable the entire government network infrastructure. By

implementing an interconnected network of many computers would mean that communications could be

routed around the country even if any one, two or more "substations" were destroyed in an attack.

By the 1970s, there were 23 universities and government research centers around the country on the

ARPANET. By the early 1980's, this number grew to 213 agencies on the "net". In 1987, there were more

than 10,000 Internet "host" computers. By 1989, this jumped to 100,000. This is incredible growth. It

wasn't until 1991 that the Internet got a user friendly, easy-to-use interface, and transformed itself into the

World Wide Web.

Online Resources:

An excellent time-line of the progress of the Internet is found at:

http://www.pbs.org/opb/nerds2.0.1/timeline/. Check it out to see a complete picture of how this technology

has changed the world. It's pretty exciting to see how this participatory experiment has evolved.

And here's a link to a fantastic movie you can check out. It talks about the history, and the possible future

of the Internet.

http://epic.makingithappen.co.uk/

History of the Internet (in a nutshell 1969-2009)

http://sixrevisions.com/resources/the-history-of-the-internet-in-a-nutshell/

Newsgroups

In some ways, newsgroups are the precursors to blogs. Also known as Usenet, newsgroups started when a

few people, at a few college campuses, wanted to share information by posting articles for anyone to read

and respond to. Legend has it that way back then - about 15 years ago - you could read every message in

every group over a (single) cup of coffee.



Today there are hundred of thousands of newsgroups on every topic imaginable. Each Internet Service

Provider (ISP) decides how many of the newsgroups it will make available for its users to have access to,

but most services provide at least several thousand newsgroups for their clients to access. Through the use

of newsgroups, terms such as "spamming" (uselessly/ blatantly promotional messages posted en masse) and

"flaming" (a torrent of angry replies to a message) originated. Still, reading newsgroups can be fascinating

(sometimes even useful), and asking a question can elicit replies, ideas, and thoughts from all over the

world.

You can read these Newsgroups using your Web browser, or you can still use special Newsreader software.

I recommend the web browser method (shown above).

When you browse through the newsgroups on the web, you'll find they are loosely categorized. There's

rec.somethings for recreational hobbies, sci.something for the scientific types, comp.something for

computer folks, and a whole host of other categories. Check out all the newsgroups, and read a few! Don't

forget to come back here! Newsgroups can be distracting.

Discussion Boards, Mailing Lists and Groups

Discussion boards are typically smaller in their scope of possible users than newsgroups. Discussion boards

are great places to ask questions of each other, and share resources. They are mini-communities on the

Internet. And, in some cases, the people that are allowed access to post to the discussion board is often

limited in scope (for example, your classmates in this course).

A mailing list provides a way for you to send email to a group of people with a single group name. Anyone

in the group can send email to the entire group. These are sometimes known as Listserv's, which is a

program that helps an administrator manage the entire mailing list group. Once you join a mailing list,

you'll automatically receive copies of all the messages that anyone sends to the central address. These

messages will be sent right to your email account. It's a good idea to sign up for one mailing list at a time,

otherwise you might find your email box filling up with lots of messages. These are kind of like precursors

to podcasts - where a user subscribes and then gets content automatically delivered.

Yahoo and Google offer free "groups" that you can start yourself to create a community of interest, or join

any of the millions of already existing groups.

Chat Rooms



A chat room is a place you can go to have a real-time conversation (typically typed) with others using the

Internet. Another variation of a chat room are the popular Instant Messaging applications - where you can

instantly send text messages back and forth with either a single person, or a group of people. And, as we

progress here, there are a few "videoconferencing" instant messaging options where you can have real-time

conversation, where you see and hear the other person. It's almost like being there!

Because you'll want to be able to type fast to participate in heated Chat sessions, there's a whole code of

acronyms that people use inside the chat rooms to get their point across with as few letters as possible. It's

worth checking out the list at http://www.astrohoroscopes.com/lifestyle/chathelp.html. (Also widely used

for texting or text messaging.)

Email

Email is the most popular, and widely-used form of communication on the Internet. Your ISP provides you

with an email account, which gives you an email address and a password. All you need to know is the

email address of the person you want to send a message to, type your message, include any attachments,

and it is off and running to the recipient immediately.

Often a school or company provide email accounts. Yahoo provides free email accounts. Or try Google's

free Gmail. 

Using Email

Most people have used email before, it's one of the most popular uses of the Internet. It is easy to use and

efficient.

Your ISP might provide you with an email address and a bunch of online space to store your messages.

You can also get email accounts from places other than your ISP. For example, you can use a Gmail

account (free from Google) or a Yahoo! account (free from Yahoo!). You can have as many email

addresses as you want (or can handle monitoring!). Some people choose to use different accounts for

different purposes to help them keep different parts of their lives organized. For example, I have a work

email address, and a personal email address I only give out to friends and family. I have yet another email

address that I only use for my side hobbies. 

You can access some email accounts only through a web browser, where you go to a login page and enter

your username and password and read and send email through your browser. Or, other accounts let you use

dedicated email applications, like Mail (Mac) or Outlook (Windows). 

Mail Etiquette



• Don't spam people. Spam is usually as unwanted as junk mail. Just because its free and easy to

send a message to a lot of people, avoid doing so.

• Don't forward chain mail or hoaxes along to your friends.

• Avoid ALL CAPS unless you really are shouting.

• Don't reply all, when reply to sender is adequate.

• Don't divulge everyone's email address when sending out group emails. Use the BCC field to

"blind courtesy copy" your recipients so they can only see your email address.

• Don't include huge file attachments. This means resizing and compressing photos, not sending

movies or other large documents.

• Don't send files that require proprietary applications to open them - consider sending files in

standard formats: .pdf, .jpg, etc.

Using a Web Browser

The Web is a part of the Internet that has made the Internet the place to be. The World Wide Web (www) is

a collection of electronic documents and media that are linked together like a spider web. It uses hyperlinks

to connect between the billions of individual pages out there on the web. These documents are stored on

computers, called web servers, located anywhere around the world.

Since you're taking this course online, you already know something about using a web browser. You're

using one right now to access this page of content. But, what's actually going on in your computer, and over

your network connection, when you load a web page in a browser window?

You enter a URL (uniform resource locater) into your browser's address field to load webpages. This URL

points to a specific file on a specific server that has made itself available for web traffic. You type

something like www.google.com, but browser is able to translate this domain name so it knows exactly

which computer to connect to, and which page to load. The server sends the data required for the web page

to your computer, and your web browser then interprets that data to be displayed on your screen.

Web pages usually contain hyperlinks (links) to other web pages. Links can be either text or images that

reference the URLs of other web pages. Because you can link to anywhere, from anywhere else, it's a

"web" of information.

Your web browser knows how to interpret the code used to create web pages - HTML, JavaScript, XML,

etc. It can read a bunch of text documents with this code on them and allow them to display with graphics

and other multimedia elements. This is because web pages use the "HTTP" hyper text transfer

protocol....and these "standards-based" languages are the way everyone can participate in the Internet.

For example, you type in: http://www.apple.com/quicktime/index.html

and your browser knows to

• use http protocol

• go to a server named www.apple.com

• open a folder called quicktime

• and display a page called index.html

Internet Explorer or...

Debates about which browser to use has been going on since practically the beginning of the web.



You can use whatever browser you want, but not all websites work with all browsers. Internet Explorer is

the most popular browser - mostly because it's already installed on everyone's PC. I think at last count they

had about 70% market share in the browser world. But, they no longer make a Mac version, so Mac users

often use Safari - because it's already installed on everyone's Mac (and also available for Windows). There

are other browsers out there, some are better known than others, and some work better/faster than others.

Firefox, Google's Chrome, Omni Web, Opera, and others.

Browser basics

Whatever browser you're using, you can do basically these same things:

• The Back button returns you to the previous page you were viewing. 

• The Forward button takes you to a page you have backed up from. It's only active after you've

used the Back button.

• The Home button takes you to a home page specified in the browser preferences. 

• The Reload or Refresh button downloads the web page from the server again. It's useful to

sometimes try clicking this button if a page doesn't fully load.

• The Stop button stops the browser from loading the current page. This is especially useful if you

are on a slow connection to the Internet, or waiting for large media files to download.

• And, with the Print button you can make a hard copy of the current document loaded in your

browser.

You can bookmark pages that you like or use often. And most current browsers have search features built

right in to the toolbar so you can quickly search the web for content that you want. I remember the days of

the web before such effective search engines! It was crazy trying to use the web to get anything done before

search engines. To me, these modern-day search engines are really the single most important tool that made

the web powerful, useful, and easy to navigate.

What is HTML?

An acronym for HyperText Markup Language, HTML is the computer language used to create web pages

on the Internet. HTML uses a list of tags that describe the general structure of various kinds of documents

linked together on the Web.

When viewing many web pages you'll notice the URL in the address field ends in .html. HTML is the

language of the web. It allows designers to combine text with pictures and other digital media to come

together as a nicely designed web page displayed in your browser window.

Hypertext is what made the web a web. It created the ability to weave a web between many pages - it

created what we know today as links. It's a revolutionary way of thinking about communication - it means

that you can weave your way around a vast amount of data, discover either what you're looking for, or go

on a wild ride through many different topics. In the days before search engines (yes, such days existed),

you literally prowled around, following links - sometimes aimlessly wandering. Today, search engines



allow you to more easily find specific information on the web. 

HTML is a basic "tagging" language. It wasn't invented for artists or web publishers, but rather was

designed with scientists and educators in mind from the early days of the Internet. It's not that hard to learn,

but it does require learning a new language. This course isn't designed to teach HTML, there are plenty of

other online resources that you can use to learn HTML. But, hopefully, even just know a little about what's

behind the curtain will give you a sense of what it takes to put digital media on the web.

HTML pages are stored as ASCII (text-only) files on a web server. You already have the tools you need to

create a web page - a word processor capable of saving text-only files. Many people no longer code their

own HTML, but rather use a web page development application to graphically design pages without

needing to learn how to code. (Adobe Dreamweaver is a very popular choice.) But, even using a fancy

program to create your website doesn't change the fact that all pages on the web begin with text-based

documents.

So, these text-only files are saved, and uploaded a web server. What's a web server? It's simply a computer

connected to the Internet that allows others access to these files. The text files are written in HTML, and

then transmitted to your (the client) computer using a web browser. The web works as a server/client

technology. The files are transmitted over HTTP - HyperText Transmission Protocol. Look at this web

pages address in your browser. Notice how it, and almost every other web page you'll see, starts with

http://. This lets both client and server know that the data being sent, and received, is in a format specified

for web communication. Any computer connected to the Internet can be used as a web server - you can use

a Mac, a PC, or any computer.

Want to see the "tags" required to display a web page? You can View Source from a menu in your web

browser. If you do, you'll see the text file (html) that is being used to display the current page. You can

view the code on any page you visit -- a great way to start learning HTML on your own. 

Here's a sample:

<html>
<head>
<meta http-equiv="content-type"
content="text/html;charset=ISO-8859-1">
<meta name="generator" content="Adobe GoLive 6">
<title>What is HTML?</title>
</head>
<body bgcolor="#ffffff">
<table width="400" border="0" cellspacing="2"
cellpadding="0">
<tr>
<td width="5"></td>
<td><img src="../images/logo.jpg" alt="Digital Media
Skills" width="300" height="65" border="0"></td>

</tr>

What about Images and Media?

What's so cool about the web, is that you can use simple text files like the one shown above, to also display

images, movies, and audio on your web page.

The code below is what causes an image to be displayed.

<img src="../images/logo.jpg" alt="Digital Media Skills"
width="300" height="65" border="0">



The above code displays this:

Without getting too caught up in teaching HTML, this is saying look for a image that can be found inside

an images folder. Look for a file named logo.jpg. If you can't find such a file, display the alternative text

"Digital Media Skills." Place the image (or words if you can't find that file) in a box 300 pixels wide, by 65

pixels high, and don't put any border around it. 

Since the HTML text file is looking inside specific folders, for specific file names, it is crucial, you name

your files properly. If you are working in multimedia, save your files in the right places, and give them

logical, easy to remember, standard file names, with proper extensions. And, some web servers a case-

sensitive. So if you have a file logo.gif and Logo.gif and Logo.GIF they would all be seen as different files

by the web server. It's best to get in the habit of always capitalizing in the same way, so you won't have to

guess at what you called a file. My personal preference is to always name files in all lower case, and to

never include any spaces in filenames for documents I know I'll be putting on the web.

Using File Transfer Protocol (FTP)

If you want to share files over the Internet, whether that's audio, video or text-based HTML files, you'll

need to be place them on a web server in order for others on the Internet to have access to these files. How

do you get these files to the web server? One very common solution is to use File Transfer Protocol, or an

FTP application.

File Transfer Protocol (FTP) is a protocol (like http is a protocol, or a standards-based, recognized way, to

perform a task), that lets you transfer files (any type of files - text, graphics, movies, etc) between different

computers on the Internet. So you can use FTP to transfer files (upload) from your computer, to a web

server that your ISP allows you to access. You can also use FTP to transfer files (download) to your own,

local computer from a web server on the Internet.



The process is quite easy. Usually, there are usually two windows - one is "your stuff" and the other is

"their stuff". To upload a file, it's just a matter of dragging it from "your stuff" to "their stuff" and letting it

copy to the web server.

Using WebDAV to upload files

WebDAV is an alternative method used to share files on web servers. You can use WebDAV to permit

authorized users to connect to a website and to share files on that site. If you use WebDAV servers

appeared as shared drives on your desktop. It allows users to create, change and move documents on a

remote server without having to download, change, then re-upload the file.

File Formats

Since FTP and WebDAV assume you're working within the standards they recognize, they assume certain

file extension for certain types of files. Here's a list that shows you just how many there are - some more

common than others. Check it out at: http://www.matisse.net/files/formats.html

Copy and Paste
Ah, copy and paste. These are two commands that you'll master during your digital career! (Along with

Save.) In your word processor, you've certainly copied and pasted. 

Copy and Paste is a basic, fundamental skill in word processing, graphics, video and audio editing. To

copy, you need to tell the application what you want to copy. You do this by selecting.

In a word processor, you place you cursor at the beginning insertion point, click and drag until you've

highlighted the entire word, sentence, or paragraphs you want to copy, then let your mouse button up. Now

you've told your computer "this is the thing I want to do something with".

Next, you need to tell the computer what you want to do with this selection. In most applications, you can

go to the Edit menu, and you'll see options for Cut and/or Copy. Selecting Cut removes the selected item

and places it on a virtual clipboard. It is stored in RAM in your computer (or the computer's temporary

memory). Selecting Copy leaves the selection where it is, and makes a copy of it in RAM on the Clipboard.

Now, if you move your cursor to the new place you want this selection to go, you can go back to the Edit

menu and choose Paste. And the text block will be pasted right where you asked it to go.



You can copy and paste from one part of a document to another part of the same document (within a
document), and from one document to another document (between documents). In multimedia applications,

you may even be able to copy from one application into another (between applications).

This is basic editing, whether you are talking about editing words, audio or video. It's all the same

principle. If you understand Copy, Cut, Paste then you have a good start with most any application.

Copying Files from the Web to Your Computer

So you can also copy files, or parts of documents from the Internet to your own "local" computer. For

instance, if you're reading this using a web browser you can copy the image below. Try it!

On a Mac, hold down the CTRL key, click on the image, and then choose Save to Desktop (or just drag the

image from the browser to your desktop). On a PC, just right click on the image. From the contextual menu

that appears, choose to download the image to your computer hard drive (to use later), or copy it to your

computer's clipboard, where you can paste it into a document that accepts images (like your word processor

might, or an image editing application).

With text on a web page, you can pretend it is just like your word processing application. Select the text

you want, from the Edit menu, choose Copy. In the other application or document, go to the Edit menu, and

then choose Paste.

A Word of Caution

Just because something is available to be copied and pasted doesn't mean it's right to do it. It can be

plagiarism, or copyright infringement if you do this. It is a serious offense. Keep your own personal

standards, and your integrity. Use the information you discover wisely. Include quotes and credit where

you get your information.

Searching the Web

Can you imagine how crazy the web would be if we didn't have search engines? You could spend a lifetime

surfing the Web, following links from one page to another, but you'd never get anywhere! You need to be

more efficient when it comes to finding the specific information that you need on the Web. Understanding

search engines and how to use them can save you many hours of frustration.



Searching the Internet (or any large database) can be partially a skill, partially luck, and a little bit of art.

Luckily, there are a lot of search engine services out there that just keep getting better and better.

By far the most popular, Google has created a search engine routine that is quick and effective. There are

literally dozens of these search engine tools that you can use to help you locate exactly the information you

need. Part of the trick is in understanding how they work, so that you can use the right tool for the job. At

last check, Yahoo was a distant second to Google.

Indexes like AltaVista, Ask, and Google find individual pages of a website that match your search criteria,

even if the site itself has nothing to do with what you are looking for. These "indexes" are large databases

that scan the web to extract data from web pages. Some search on every word in a document, others on

titles only. You can often find unexpected gems of information this way, but be prepared to wade through a

lot of irrelevant information too.

Company Profile video - The beginnings of Google: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OlRDtPCyGqY

Search (and Find) what you're looking for

To perform a search, you first go to the web page for whichever search engine you prefer. Google or

another search engine is built right in to the toolbar of many browsers.

Entering keywords for your search criteria is an art. Boiling down what you are looking for to a few

keywords can make or break your search. Experience is probably the best teacher for this, but if you

conduct a search and find you're getting results that are not even close to what you need, try different

keywords. This can be tricky, but also it does help you refine your ideas. Here are some tips:

• Be Specific - include as many keywords as you can

• Use "+" between words to make sure your getting results that includes ALL your specified

keywords. Like "digital+audio+Mac"

• Use "-" to exclude specific words. Like I recently did a search like this: "stock+footage+free-

royalty" because when I searched initially on "free stock footage" I got a bunch of results that

included "royalty-free" footage, which wasn't actually what I wanted.

• Use quotes to search for exact text strings. Like "Yosemite camping reservations" 

Search For Graphics, Audio or Video

This can be really cool and fun. I must remind you about copyright here again - just because you find

exactly the graphic, audio or video clip you want, doesn't mean you can just go ahead and use it. Consult

you local reference librarian or lawyer if you have a particular situation you need to discuss.

A little-known, but one of my favorite mechanism for searching for multimedia on the web is AltaVista

(http://www.altavista.com). Google also has pretty good media searching also. You can search for regular

web information with AltaVista, but I really like the way they show your search results for images, audio

and video searches.  You can also try flickr which has millions of images - (http://www.flickr.com)

Many people are using Creative Commons as an alternative to copyrights, and you can find a whole lot of

media there (http://creativecommons.org) For music, you can do a check for "podsafe" audio - where you'll

find music that artists are putting out for others to use - in podcasts or other formats. 

When searching for media, you still enter keywords, but the results you get can be hit or miss. If I do a



search on "red dog", I get a smattering of reddish colored canines, some signs that are red with the word

dog on them, and even human beings that must go by the name Red Dog. But, you can refine your search

further to get another set of results that may be closer to what you want. With advanced searches through

Creative Commons or elsewhere, you can probably find something that's just right.

• To try out Google, go to: http://www.google.com

• To try out AltaVista, go to: http://www.altavista.com

• To try out Yahoo! go to: http://www.yahoo.com

And, have you tried out Bing or even the Wolfram|Alpha decision engines? It's the "next generation" search

engine. Try them out.

Understanding Browser Add-ons

Add-ons (also known as plug-ins) are typically tiny, little software applications, which extend the

capabilities of your web browser (or other application). They let applications like Internet Explorer,

FireFox or Safari play audio or video clips, display PDF files, or show animations.

When you install a browser it has a lot of plug-ins already included. Any additional functionality you want

in your web browser can be "added-on" by downloading these tiny, usually free applications from the web.

Since your web browser's primary function is to read the text documents (HTML), and display them

properly, you need plug-ins to let the browser know how to handle a type of file that it doesn't know what

to do with. For example, you need to tell your browser how to handle a .mov (QuickTime movie) file.

These plug-ins work in conjunction with your web browser, to provide as seamless a web experience for

you, no matter what type of media you're viewing.

You can see what browser Add-ons you have in Explorer by going to the Tools menu in Internet Explorer

and then choosing Manage Add-ons.



QuickTime, Acrobat, and Flash are some common plug-ins that you'll probably want to add to your

browser.

Once again, I hope you can see why it's important to understand file extensions and proper file naming.

You wouldn't want to save your movie as .txt file, because your browser wouldn't know what to do with it!

Computer Server Types

Any computer can be a server, but typically a server is a very fast computer, with a lot of hard drive space,

and has fast network access. A server "serves" files to a client. The client makes file requests of the server.

This is considered Client/Server technology.

There are not really "server" types - because the server hardware is just a computer. Server types are

typically the software that is running on that computer that allows one machine to be a web server or a file

server. Let's take a look.

File Servers

These are typically storage spaces on a company or school computer where everyone can save their files.

You probably don't have a file server at your house, though some who do lots of video editing at home

might. As computers get more powerful and smaller, server rooms like the one shown above are going

away in favor of "server virtualization". And any powerful desktop computer at your house could be used

as a server. 

For example, at work my department has a server, and each person in our department has a partition of the

main hard drive where we can store files. Each partition is password protected, so I only have access to my

own data.

These file servers are great backup solutions. Everything I do on my local computer, I upload to the file

server. So, when my computer died last year, I didn't lose much data, because it was all copied to this file

server. Another benefit of file servers is how they facilitate multiple people working together on big

projects. For example, I can write scripts, upload them to the file server, and an editor can download them

from this file server. This way, we know the server always has the "current", or most recent version of any

document.

Web Servers

Web servers can be regular desktop computers, but typically they have a lot of storage space, and a fast



Internet connection. In order to be able to "serve up" web pages, an administrator will need to use a

software application that allows them to open a "port" or connection to the public using TCP/IP and HTTP.

You, on your computer with your web browser open, make a request to this web server in the form of a

URL (the web page address). You basically say "hey, I want to see this web page that is stored on your

hard drive."

This is a photo of Tim Berners-Lee's original NeXT machine - the first ever web server. 
The sticker on it reads "This machine is a server. Do not power down!!"

If the server has been set up to be a web server, it understands what you're asking for, and serves it right up

to you. It can understand your request because it has web server software loaded, and both client (you), and

server are speaking a common, standards-based language of the Internet.

Again, this computer doesn't have to be anything special, it could be your desktop computer with this web

server software installed on it. You can also use web servers to deliver podcasts, blogs, and other

downloadable media.

Streaming Servers

Streaming is a common way to delivery video over the Internet, and rather than users downloading the

media to their computers, it is played (or streamed) in real time from one computer to another over the

Internet. 

A streaming server is typically not your common desktop computer. Typically, a streaming server has to

pump out a lot of data, in a timely fashion, so it is often a really fast computer with a really fast data

transmission bus. And, it should have as much hard drive space as possible!

These servers have software loaded onto them that understands RTSP (real-time streaming protocol), rather

than, or sometimes in addition to HTTP (hypertext transmission protocol - like a web server understands).

Digital Imaging Basics

We have been using pictures to communicate meaning since the first cave pictures. As a society, we've

become comfortable with images, and with the immediate gratification that pictures provide. Pictures

matter because they're an integral part of our everyday experience--and many of us just don't realize the

hold they have on our lives. We're voyeurs.



"Pictures serve as a sort of visual undergrowth in the recesses of our lives. The weather forecast that helped

me determine how I'd dress today was created by meteorologists examining sequences of still photographs.

The security cameras in my office, my bank, and various public buildings around me, are snapping my

picture in a stream of still frames. My wallet contains pictures of my kids, and a photo ID that allows the

state and national governments to keep tabs on me. My computer screen-saver consists of a virtual slide

show of pictures of my family. When I took a spill on my bike last month an X-ray photo in the emergency

room determined that I hadn't broken anything. We're all living our own "Truman Show"--with

photographs at the center of it all. The bottom line is, that our culture's addicted to pictures. Pictures are

direct, visceral, sensory, and immediate." - David Friend, photojournalist.

You can use your home computer for digital imaging to:

• Import

• Organize

• Edit

• Print

• Email

• Create a web album or slideshow

• or insert in images into documents or movies

And, you can get started with little more than an inexpensive digital camera, a scanner, or even grab some

right from the web.

Samples

Let's take a look at some other people's graphics to get a sense of what's possible. It's important to know

that almost every image you see today, from the front page of the newspaper to the banner on your favorite

website, has been altered in some way. 

https://www.photoshop.com/index.html?bypass&wf=share

http://www.nydigitalsalon.org/10/artists.php?nav=artists

http://www.siggraph.org/artdesign/gallery/S06/index.html click the letters to the right to see many different

artists' work at the Siggraph 2006 art show.

Graphics Overview

What's the analog equivalent to the word processor? Handwriting on paper. You can't copy and paste, and

can't save multiple versions, or use different fonts or file formats without re-writing the entire document.

By going digital, you have new flexibility and power available to you. You enhance your abilities when

you go digital.

And even if you haven't yet "gone digital", you can take your analog images into the computer, and



duplicate, alter, or enhance them in a lot of creative and time-saving ways.

Over the next few pages, we're going to be discussing digital imaging. We'll also talk about analog

imaging, so if you're a filmmaker, or traditional photographer, you can make connections between analog

and digital imaging.

Brief History of Graphics on Computers

Really, up until 1984 and the advent of the Macintosh, personal computers were seen as big, ugly, number

crunchers with which artists would have little use. They were capable of doing math, spreadsheets, and

word processing, but nothing a whole lot more creative than that. The original Mac in 1984 made computer

imaging possible for average home users. It shipped with two programs, MacWrite, and MacPaint.

Mac Paint's tools have been the inspiration for tool palettes for just about all other current drawing,

painting, and rendering programs, including Photoshop. It created bitmap graphics that you could use in

other applications. For example, you could make a graphic in MacPaint, and then insert it into your

MacWrite document! This was revolutionary in 1984.

Of course, the original Mac was only black and white, so MacPaint was a one bit, black and white bitmap

painting program which only handled graphics at a resolution of 72 dots per inch

MacPaint has its share of groupies still, but most of us have moved on to Photoshop. Check out a bunch of

MacPaint drawings to see what it could do with so little! Let's find out why.

(http://www.folklore.org/StoryView.py?project=Macintosh&story=MacPaint_Gallery.txt)

There are basically two types of digital graphics file types – vector and raster (bitmap). And there are two

types of applications you can use to work with these files, Illustration software (vector) and image editors

(raster). 

Vector Graphics

Vector graphics are mathematically drawn objects that are calculated using Bezier curves and straight lines.

A vector is simply a list of numbers and directions on how to get from one point to the next. You give

instructions about how thick the lines should be, what color, etc. For example, a line is defined by its start

point, end point, slope, etc. This means you can represent a line of any width, color, or length with a tiny

amount of data.



Since vectors are only dealing with points and lines, you can enlarge them quite easily without any loss of

detail. This makes vector graphics great for logos and diagrams that might need to be output at different

sizes.

Illustration software allows you to create drawings using lines and curves. Vector illustrations can be easily

edited by moving points, adjusting curves, and changing the colors of various objects. Because they consist

of points and objects rather than pixels on a grid, vector images are free from the confines of pixel

resolution (more on this in a moment). Unlike bitmapped images, they will always print at the highest

resolution possible, giving you printed output with smooth fills and crisp lines no matter what size you

print it. However, vector graphics generally cannot contain the high level of detail as bitmapped images so

they often have a stylized, cartoon-like appearance. Perfect for logos, maps, and other design elements that

need to be output at any size. Adobe Illustrator is one of the leading software packages that create vector-

based artwork. 

Vector graphics are the mainstay for the computer gaming industry. Why? Because they have tiny file

sizes, and are quickly drawn. This is because they simply store the instructions about how to draw the

objects, not the objects themselves! All the hard work of doing the calculations needed to actually draw the

objects in your online game, is done by your computer, not the remote server that is sending the images. It's

ingenious! What's even cooler? They make all the backgrounds and characters by combining lots of simple

geometric objects together. Objects can be lines, curves, and other geometric shapes with editable attributes

such as color, fill, and outline. 



Vector images are often composed with solid areas of color or gradients, but they cannot depict the

continuous subtle tones of a photograph. For those, you need raster images.

Raster (bitmap) Graphics

In this book, we'll focus on rasterized or bit-mapped images. They are far more commonly used, and easier

to work with for us commoners who are not trained artists. Raster images are what you get from digital

cameras, scanners, and video cameras. And, it's what you get when you use the most popular image editing

application on the planet, Adobe Photoshop

Rather than mathematical representations of an image, raster images are made up of thousands of little

squares called pixels. Pixel is short for picture element. Can you see that the image on the left it is an

extreme close up of the image on the right? It has been zoomed in to 1600% so you can see each individual

pixel that is used in that image.

But, when zoomed out to its normal size (shown above right) you can't see all the individual pixels - you're

eyes aren't that sensitive. So we see it as a "image" rather than a series of pixels

Though you can draw and paint, almost all image editing software includes features for photo enhancement

and retouching. It's popular and fun - you can enhance your photos, combine them in interesting ways, alter

the colors, fix some mistakes, etc. All without having to know how to draw.

Images that are created and edited in this type of application are referred to as bitmaps because they are

made up a series of pixels in a grid. The advantage to bitmapped images is that you can get a great deal of

detail, as much detail as a photograph. The downside is that you will always be confined by the pixel

resolution of the image

Image editors are used to edit digital photos and scanned images (which are always bitmap-based) and for

creating continuous-tone and photo-realistic artwork

Bit Depth (Color Depth)

This grid of pixels (or a bit map) is filled with binary digits (bits) representing the color of each pixel. Each

pixel can contain only one color.

So, if you have a 1-bit image, you get one digit to represent your color. So, a 1-bit image lets you have

either a 0 (lack of color, or black) or a 1 (all colors, or white).

 1-bit……..2 colors



 2-bit……..4 colors

 3-bit……..8 colors

 5-bit……...32 colors

 6-bit……….64 colors

 7-bit……….128 colors

8-bit………….256 colors

on up to

 24-bit …………16,777,216 or "millions of colors" 

Each time you have more bits available to you to store color information, the picture looks better (closer to

reality). And, as the picture looks better, the file size gets larger. Why? Because there are more bits needed

to represent each color in each and every pixel!

A typical 24-bit image is considered "full color" and generally uses 8 bits to display all the various shades

of Red, 8 bits for the Greens, 8 bits for the Blues. RGB is the same way your computer divides up color to

send to your monitor. RGB mode images look fantastic when displayed on your computer (or TV) monitor.

You can go even higher resolution and rather than 8 bits per "channel" (color) you can have 16-bits or even



32-bits per channel. The file size goes up accordingly, and depending on what you're using the images for,

you may never need to use this high of a bit-depth.

Image Resolution

Resolution of your image refers to the actual number of pixels that make up your complete image. Or, if

you think about this in analog/digital terms, it is the number of times your image is "sampled". So, lets say

you take a picture with a digital camera with a resolution of 9 pixels (this wouldn't ever be the case, but this

is the simplest case).

High resolution - you could fit a lot of pixels (boxes) into a small space. You would need a lot of pixels to

fill a large area. 

Medium resolution - you can fit few of this sized pixel into a larger space. Larger pixels like these would

require somewhat fewer numbers to fill your screen than above. The bigger the individual pixels, the more

likely you are to notice them.

Low resolution - where the pixels are even larger. You'd need fewer pixels to fill a large area. If you

compare this last image with the first one, you can see it has exactly the same number of pixels (9), but it

takes up about twice the area of the first one.

This is important

The higher the images resolution, the larger its file size will be.

To calculate how large the file size will be for any image take:

(Image Height (in pixels) * Image Width (in pixels) * Bit Depth)

divided by 8 (to convert bits to bytes)

divided by 1024 (to convert to KB)

Resources

Fundamental physics of light and color (and vision) can be found at:

http://www.glenbrook.k12.il.us/gbssci/phys/Class/light/u12l2d.html

Color in Motion - an interactive site with lots of great info on using color in communication:

www.mariaclaudiacortes.com

Drawing on Your Computer

In addition to manipulating photos, you can also use your computer as a drawing tool. Of course it helps to

know how to draw, but it's not necessary in all cases.

One of the first computer drawing applications was created by Harold Cohen in the 1970s. The application

AARON was designed using artificial intelligence to create an autonomous machine that created visual art.

Thousands of AARON images have been created, and they have changed and grown over the past 40 years.



"I wrote it to discover what an independent (machine) intelligence might do, given some knowledge of the
world and some rudimentary physical capabilities. And, in the process, to have it teach me about
possibilities I hadn't imagined. I'd be happier if AARON's work in the future were less like human work, not
more like human work." - Cohen 
(To see some of AARON's images and learn more about the project go to

http://www.viewingspace.com/genetics_culture/pages_genetics_culture/gc_w05/cohen_h.htm

Unlike Cohen's AARON - where the machine actually creates the images, the applications we'll be talking

about require you to bring your own human ideas to them to create images.

Many of the painting and drawing applications let you simulate the quality of the paper, and the writing

implement you'll use to draw with. You can make crayon drawings, or sophisticated vector-based artwork

from scratch. Corel's Painter is a leader in this space - http://www.corel.com/servlet/Satellite/us/en/Product/

1166553885783 (free trial download available)

Other applications let you paint complete terrains and landscapes to create realistic imagery for use with

video or print. Bryce is a leader in this space. http://www.daz3d.com/i.x/software/bryce/-/

Many people who use these programs decide to use a graphics tablet rather than a mouse to draw. A tablet

is typically connected to your computer by the USB port (there are also wireless-bluetooth enabled-tablets).

The graphics tablet lets you draw like you were using a pen on a tablet surface, giving you more precise

control with more natural movement than a mouse. The tablet senses where the pen is, and also how much

pressure is being applied, so you can get quite natural looking results.

Using a Digital Still Camera



There are a lot of different digital still cameras on the market today. Probably the most important thing to

look for in a digital camera is its image resolution, and how, and on what media it stores images.

A 3 megapixel camera is a solid camera that will take high resolution pictures that you can print out with

good quality. What is a megapixel? Take the (number of pixels wide) times the (number of pixels high) and

if the result is 3 million pixels, then you've got a 3 megapixel camera. 

There are cheaper 1 megapixel cameras that may be adequate for some needs (certainly okay for web

images, probably okay for making small prints). There are digital cameras on the market that are up to 20

megapixels, and higher. In general, the higher pixel count, the more expensive the camera.

You'll find that you can get "pocket cameras" which are typically small and are pretty much automatic

everything. Even the camera on your cell phone can be better than missing that great photo opportunity. On

the other end of price spectrum, you can get digital SLR (single lens reflex) which are great for the more

serious photographer. Like all electronics, price comes down every day, and a good DSLR camera is

possible for a lot of people now. The DSLR's often let you change the lenses, just like you might have done

with your old film SLR - and you can get completely automatic or fully manually access to settings.

Another issue is how your camera stores the pictures you take. Most cameras have either a smart media

card or compact flash card that lets you store a lot of pictures on a large card. You can take the photos from

the card, and then import them into your computer (usually via USB). This way you can then erase the

memory card so you can use it over and over. No film needed, ever.

As a general idea - a 4 megapixel camera shooting at its full resolution will let your store close to 700

images on a 2GB memory card. An 8 megapixel camera would cut the number of images in half, etc. 

How Does A Digital Camera Capture The Picture?



Every camera has a lens that can see the world around it. On a digital camera the lens focuses the light onto

a CCD or charged coupled device. This CCD has a matrix of millions of photocells that create pixels.

These photocells sense the intensity of light that is shining through the lens. To capture color information,

each pixel has RGB sensors.

So a digital camera can "sample" image data from the real-world, and then convert it into digital pixel

information that your computer understands. The more samples your camera stores, the better resolution,

the better quality your digital pictures will be, the larger the file size.

You can transfer these pictures into your computer and then use an image manipulation program like

Photoshop to edit, crop, and enhance them.

Resources
If you are looking to purchase a digital camera, this site can help you narrow down your choices.

http://www.dpreview.com/reviews/compare.asp

How Does a Scanner Work?

A scanner "takes a picture" of sorts to get a fairly accurate representation of your printed document. It

works a little like a photocopier, so anything you can place on your scanner can be scanned. You can use a

document, but you can also scan your kid's latest painting, or even a three-dimensional object. The

resolution of your scanner is indicated by how many samples are taken from an image, on a per inch basis.

Scanner resolution is often referred to as dpi (dots-per-inch) or as ppi (pixels-per-inch). The standard

scanning resolution for the images to be used on the web, sent through email, or generally "seen on a

computer screen" is 72 dpi. This is the average resolution of most personal computer screens. This

resolution works well because it is relatively low, so it keeps the file sizes low, but high enough that we

aren't complaining about the quality.

For images you want to print, the standards for scanning are significantly higher. If you intent to print out

the image, for a poster, a brochure, or CD cover, you'll want to scan and work at a resolution of at least 300

dpi. You might consider scanning at the absolute highest resolution your scanner can produce.



The main thing to remember; the higher the resolution the finer the detail, the larger the file size, the better

quality print you'll get.

Types of Scanners

The flatbed scanner is the most popular type of scanner. They look something like a small copy machine.

You place your picture or image on a pane of glass. Flatbed scanners are ideal if you want to scan a wide

range of items, such as photos, books, documents, and even 3-dimensional objects. An automatic document

feeder (ADF) can be added to some models to ease scanning multiple pages. You'll find a lot of "all-in-one"

printers that both copy, scan and print (maybe even fax). These are generally adequate for most consumer

needs.

If you need to scan slides, negatives, or transparencies, a film scanner might be just what you need. These

are specially designed with a much higher resolution than other types of scanners. If you'll only

occasionally scan film, then you can get a transparency adaptor for your flatbed scanner. Film scanners are

only practical for those who will scan film or negatives regularly. 

You can use an image editing application like Photoshop to alter your scanned images, just like you do with

images from a digital camera. Once the document or image is scanned, it is converted from analog to

digital format, so you can the incorporate it into your multimedia work.

If you don't have access to a scanner but need to digitize an image, consider using a digital camera to take

pictures of the artwork or image you want digitized. This is sometimes the easiest, and cheapest solution.

Your local Kinkos and Office supply superstores also have good equipment you can use on a pay-per-

service basis.

Graphics File Compression Formats

Just like you can save your word processing document in a variety of formats, you can save an image in

even more formats. Some formats work great for one use, but terrible if you want to do something different

with them. Photoshop let's you save an image file to any of these file formats show below.



And, each of these formats has a lot of variants to it! We won't have time to cover all of them in depth in

this course. Let's focus on three very common formats (.gif, .jpg, and png). We'll start with these because

they are the standards for saving images for the web and screen (non-print). In other words, your web

browser knows how to read and display these kinds of images, without needing any special plug-ins. It's

just built right into the browser. And, they are easy to use with lots of other applications - so you can

include them in word processing documents, PowerPoint presentations, and video editing software.

CompuServe GIF format

CompuServe? Isn't that an Internet Service Provide of yesteryear? Yep, and that's why they took the time to

come up with a file format that heavily compressed graphics so they took up very little space on your hard

drive, and also loaded quickly over even the slowest of Internet connections. This compression is often

referred to simply as GIF that stands for Graphics Interchange Format (pronounced with a hard g like

graphics).

An image file, like any other computer file, is a collection of bits. If you attempt to read a graphics file in a

text editor, it will either not open, or come up as a bunch of mish-mashed characters. Why? Because your

text editor is expecting a binary sequence representing ASCII text characters, not graphics.

In a GIF image, the first pixel in the file goes in the upper left hand corner, and the second one goes just to

its right. The image is scanned from left to right, top to bottom, until all the pixels have been specified. 

Each pixel has a color. Like in most digital images, GIF images define pixel color using Red, Green, and

Blue components. A naive representation of the image would simply store three bytes for each pixel. But

then a 640x480 pixel image (which is a standard size) would be around 1MB of data. This is how much

space is needed on your hard drive to store your uncompressed image. At 56k modem speed of 56 kilobits

per second, it would take 131 seconds, more than two minutes, to download the 1MB image. GIF

compresses the data, reducing the number of bits required to accurately represent the image. But how does

it work?

The first kind of compression that GIF uses is called a colormap. Instead of allowing the image to contain

all 16 million colors that a "full color" image would include, GIF restricts the image to a maximum of 256

out of the 16 million. It can be any 256 out of the 16 million, so there is no loss of richness of possible

colors. But no more than 256 distinct colors (2 to the 8th) can be used at the same time in any one image.

The colors are stored in a colormap table (see below), and the color for each pixel is specified as an index

in a table. So instead of using 24 bits for each pixel, a file only contains an 8 bit index (2 to the 8th). In

Photoshop terms, this is known as "Indexed" color, rather than RGB.



What you see below is a digital photo, and on the right is the 256 colors (color table) that GIF compression

chose to best represent the image.

With a colormap table of 256 entries, the above scheme reduces the amount of data by a factor of three. But

GIF does better than this. The second kind of compression that GIF includes is called run-length coding.

This makes use of the fact that neighboring pixels are often the same color in a typical image. Like, check

out the red wall. The image to the right is saved as a GIF, and it's only 36K.

When several pixels have the same color, instead of storing them individually, they're stored as a run-

length, followed by the color. For example, a sequence of three red pixels could be stored as "Red Red

Red" or "3, Red". The specifics of how this is done is a little complex but by doing this GIF compression

can save a lot of file size for an image, and will look great - depending on the contents of your image.

How is a GIF file converted into an image? To make things easier, here are the first few bytes of the file

above written in binary (each line is a byte, or 8 bits): 

1. 01000111 -> 'G'

2. 01001001 -> 'I'

3. 01000110 -> 'F'

4. 00111001 -> '8'

5. 00111010 -> '9'

6. 01100001 -> 'a'

7. 01110100

8. 00000011 -> 884 pixels wide

9. 00101011



10. 00000100 -> 1067 pixels high

11. 11110111 -> Global colormap present, 256 colors, 24 bits per color.

12. 11111111 -> background is color index 255.

13. 00000000 -> zero

14. 00000000

15. 00000000

16. 00000000 -> color 0 in the colormap = (0, 0, 0) = black

17. 10000000

18. 00000000

19. 00000000 -> color 1 in the colormap = (128, 0, 0) = red

20. 00000000

21. 10000000

22. 00000000 -> color 2 in the colormap = (0, 128, 0) = green

The first six bytes contain six ASCII characters. For the example above, the first six characters are the

ASCII characters "GIF89a", indicating that this file is compatible with the GIF standard, written in 1989

(that is a long time ago, and GIF is still in widespread use!). You may also see "GIF87a" which was an

earlier version of the standard. So far, we haven't seen any information about any pixels, just header

information that decodes what kind of file we're looking at.

From here on, the bytes do not correspond to ASCII characters. Next comes a sequence of bytes that give

the size of the image, two bytes for the width (line 8 above), and two bytes for the height (line 10 above).

The image described above happens to be 884 pixels x 1067 pixels.

Byte 11 tells how the colors are stored in the file. In the file above, and in most GIF files, this byte indicates

that the file contains its own colormap (as opposed to using the default colormap), that the colormap

contains 256 entries, and that each color in the color map is specified using 24 bits. If the colormap is not

present, then the GIF standard assumes that a pre-defined default colormap is to be used. These pre-defined

standards vary between the Mac and PC.

Byte 12 gives the index of the background color in the colormap, in this case it is color 255 (usually this is

white). Byte 13 is always zero.

The first 13 bytes are the "screen descriptor". In the file above, this is followed by 768 bytes of colormap

information. In GIF files, the red component comes first, followed by green and then blue. Zero indicates

the minimum intensity of that component, while 255 indicates the maximum intensity.

Images Compressed with GIF

The GIF standard is great for making really small files for the web. Typically, GIF is not efficient at

compressing full color photos. Because of the way it stores information, GIF compression is best for

graphics which rely on flat color space and have sharp edges. The lossless compression of the images

reproduces the original graphic perfectly, and is great for sharp lines and clean edges. Like vector graphic

images, or text on a solid background. Use GIF for screen shots, logos, or anything where you want your

text to be very readable. 

Two more unique properties of GIF are that it allows transparency - so if you have a logo you want to use

on a red background on one page, and a green background on another, you can do this without altering the

logo (just change the background image or color in the web page for example). And, I'm sure everyone's

seen those little animations - GIF allows for including multiple images in sequence to create an "animated

gif" (shown below). 



Thanks to Steve Neuendorffer for his thorough article on GIFs.

Understanding JPEG Compression

Images with continuous-tone color, like photographs, do not always compress efficiently using GIF

compression; JPEG compression is a far better choice for photographs (as we will discuss later). That

doesn't mean that you can't use GIF compression on photographs (we did it above), it just means that,

usually, JPEG compression is more appropriate - giving better image quality with a lower overall file size -

on photographs.

JPEG stands for Joint Photographic Experts Group, a bunch of photography experts got together and came

up with a compression scheme that worked well with full color images. Making them small, and easily

portable.

Remember this photo shown to the right? This one here is saved as a JPEG, and it's only 16K for the same

image and the same size as the 36K GIF shown above! Proving that GIF isn't always the smallest, or the

best choice when it comes to photos. Photos have a lot of gradient color changes throughout the entire

picture, making it hard for GIF to use is "run-length coding" efficiently.

JPEG compression works by throwing away (to save file size) a lot of the color information in the image. It

is considered "lossy" compression. The human eye is far less sensitive to chroma, the hues in the image,

than luma, the brightness in the image. JPEG breaks up the resulting image into 8x8 pixel tiles and applies

compression to each of these small tiles based on the quality setting. 

When the compression setting is too high, the quantizing effect means that individual tiles become visible

which produces the undesirable JPEG "artifacts". Can you see them in this image to the right? This is saved



at the lowest quality JPEG setting. It's only 4K though. But the color is not as good as the image above, and

there's a kind of "blurry" nature to it. (Look closely at the frame of the painting on the wall to see the most

obvious artifacting.)

The more you compress an image using JPEG compression, the smaller its file size will be, but the more

your image quality will suffer. Conversely, the less you compress an image using JPEG compression, the

larger its file size will be, and the better your image quality. Yep, it's always a trade off between quality and

file size, especially if you are planning to deliver your graphics over the web.

This dog picture (shown below) is saved as a JPEG at 60% quality, which is pretty good at getting the file

size down. The picture below is zoomed way in (to the pixel level) so you can see the effects of the JPEG

compression. Can you see the 8x8 grid that JPEG works on?

Understanding PNG format
PNG is a relatively new (1996-ish) invention compared to GIF or JPEG (which came about in the late 80s)

and stands for Portable Network Graphics. It was designed to be an alternative to the GIF file format, but

without the licensing issues that were involved in the GIF compression method at the time.

There are two types of PNG: PNG-8 format (shown below left), which holds 8 bits of color information

(comparable to GIF), and PNG-24 format (shown below right), which holds 24 bits of color (comparable to

JPEG). Look at the sky in the photos to see the most obvious differences.



PNG-8 bit photo (above)

PNG-24 bit photo (above)

PNG-8 often compresses images better than GIF, better looking at smaller file sizes. PNG-24 is sometimes

less effective than JPEGs at compressing photos, resulting in larger file sizes than the equivalent quality

JPEGs. However, unlike JPEG, PNG-24 is lossless, meaning that all of the original image's information is

preserved.

PNG is a better choice than JPEG for storing images that contain text, line art, or other images with sharp

transitions. Where an image contains both sharp transitions and photographic parts a choice must be made

between the large but sharp PNG and a small JPEG with artifacts around sharp transitions.

PNG also supports transparency like GIF (and unlike JPEG), but can have varying degrees of transparency

for each pixel, whereas GIFs can only have transparency turned on or off for each pixel. This means that

whereas transparent GIFs often have jagged edges when placed on complex or ill-matching backgrounds,

transparent PNGs will have nice smooth edges. It does not support animation.

Because PNG is not a lossy compression, it's a great format to save your intermediate work with. There is

no "generational loss" with PNG like with JPEG.

Other Graphics File Formats

Let's look at a few of the other image file format available, just so you know something about them. (Oh,

you might notice that I don't include samples of these formats for you to see. Why? Well, because you can't

display image types other than .jpeg, .gif, and .png on the web!)



Photoshop

.psd

When you save an image in Photoshop format, it means that only Photoshop will be able to open it and

understand everything about your graphic. There are some benefits to saving your work as a Photoshop file.

Most importantly, it keeps all your layers (you'll learn more about this later), so it makes changing your

image easier. Photoshop is an uncompressed file format - so it's great for works in progress. PSD files can

not be displayed on the web. And, because they can only be opened by Photoshop, its not a good choice for

images that you need to send or share with others - unless you know the other person has Photoshop.

BMP

.bmp

This is a bitmap file format. It is the default format supported by the Microsoft Paint program. Since this

file format does not lose any information when saved, its size tends to be bigger than most other formats.

Most graphics applications can read and edit images in this format. BMP files are used for making

wallpaper in Windows. BMP does not display on the web.

DICOM

This is the file format that is used in the medical imaging community. So you can import CT-scans, digital

MRIs, etc. You can "layer" multiple images in this format to compare things like tumor growth between

different images, and bone healing over multiple images. 

Photoshop EPS

.eps

This is an Encapsulated PostScript file, a great option for line art and for when you want to import graphics

into a page layout program (InDesign, for example). PostScript is the underlying page description language

that can be output extremely accurately by professional print shops. Encapsulation includes not only the

text, but the graphics. Used mostly in high-end print production.

PCX

.pcx

Similar to BMP files, this is a format often used with Windows applications such as Paintbrush (PCX

stands for PC Paintbrush Exchange). Typically it stored 256 colors, but has been adapted to display full

color. Not such a popular format anymore.

Photoshop PDF

.pdf

Portable Document Format lets you save virtually any document — from a simple Microsoft Word file, to a

CAD drawing, to a graphically rich brochure — in a compact Portable Document Format (PDF). You can

feel confident that these PDFs can be viewed and printed by anyone, anywhere, across a broad range of

hardware and software. Once saved as PDF, the file is "locked" so it can't be edited or changed.



Photoshop 2.0

.psd

This keeps everything that Photoshop 2.0 could understand. It's probably not worth saving anything to this

file format anymore, but it exists in case you need to open, or save a file for someone with a really old

version of Photoshop. It doesn't support layers.

PICT File

.pct

PICT is the (old) Macintosh OS standard for filing images. It can handle image data both in the paint and

draw modes for programs like the extremely-old MacPaint and MacDraw. PICT can also process data in

full color without difficulty. Because it is the original standard for the Macintosh OS, Macs can read and

produce PICT images from almost any application. PICT is short for Picture. QuickTime can also import

PICT files.

PICT Resource

PICT resources are useful in Macintosh software development, but you should avoid them in desktop

publishing or graphics.

Pixar

.pxr

This format is used in high-end graphics machines and 3D imaging programs.

Raw

.raw

Professional and high-end digital cameras will sometimes let you capture "raw" images. The confusing part

of Raw is that it isn't one single thing, but rather a set of proprietary file formats from different camera

makers. Some have referred to it as digital negative - where you have a set of instructions that can be "read"

in a lot of different ways. So, theoretically, as the Raw importers improve over time, you can get better and

better results from the same image. Produces extremely large files. This format is getting to be quite

popular even with photo amateurs and is available on most digital SLR cameras.

Digital Negative format

.DNG

Given the chaotic world of different RAW formats, Adobe came out with free standard called DNG (which

is the default if you are using Adobe Lightroom). Unlike JPEG and TIFF formats that store images that

have been processed by the camera, camera raw files capture unprocessed or minimally processed data

directly from the camera sensor. Because they are analogous to film negatives in a photographer's

workflow, camera raw formats are often referred to as 'digital negatives.' Camera raw files must be

processed before they can be used, typically through software provided by the camera manufacturer or

through a converter like Adobe .dng.

Scitex CT

.sci

This is for proprietary Scitex (very high end) image scanning systems used in high-end prepress workflow.

The CT references Continuous Tone. It is a bitmapped file format. I've never used it, so I can't say much

more about it.

Targa

.tga

Most common in the video industry, this file format is also used by high-end paint and ray-tracing

programs. The TGA format has many variations and supports several types of compression. This file

format is used to display AVID Truevision images and is sometimes supported by DOS applications.

TARGA is an acronym for Truevision Advanced Raster Graphics Adapter.



TIFF

.tif

Versatility and compatibility make the TIFF (tagged image file format) image format the optimum choice

for almost any non-web based project. It works on both the Mac and PC platforms, supports almost any

picture bit depth, and allows various forms of compression. Because it's so versatile, TIFF is a popular

format with graphic designers. It is a lossless compression.

Photoshop DCS 1.0/2.0

This is used for full-color printing applications. It's a form of EPS file. Select this choice only if the print

shop asks you for a DCS file, or a 5-part EPS. It can make a file print out faster, but really only use it if

someone asks you to.

Summary of common image formats

GIF

Better for clipart and drawn graphics with few colors, or large blocks of color

Can only have up to 256 colors

Images are "lossless" - they contain the same amount of information as the original (but with only 256

colors)

Can be animated

Can have transparent areas

JPEG

Better for photographs with lots of colors or fine color detail

Can have up to 16 million colors

Images are "lossy" - they contain less information than the original

Cannot be animated

Cannot have transparent areas

PNG-8

Better for clipart and drawn graphics with few colors, or large blocks of color

Can only have up to 256 colors

Images are "lossless" - they contain the same amount of information as the original (but with only 256

colors)

Cannot be animated

Can have transparent areas

PNG-24

Better for photographs with lots of colors or fine color detail

Can have up to 16 million colors

Images are "lossless" - they contain the same amount of information as the original

Cannot be animated

Can have transparent areas

Size Conventions
It's important to know that when we talk about the "size" of an image, it can mean two different things. One

could mean the "file size" or how many MBs it is. Or, it could mean "dimension," or the width by the

height of an image. When referring to dimensions of an image, the values are always given first width, then

height. So a 640 x 480 image is NOT the same as a 480 x 640 image (the first is wider than tall, the second

is taller than wide). Sometimes dimensions are referred to in pixels (as above), or sometimes its 5 x 7

(implying inches)...and just to confuse the situation, we always call a 5x7 image a 5x7, regardless of

whether its tall or wide. We never call it a 7 x 5.

Storing Your Images



When you save an image on your computer, you should use the file extension .gif. .jpg or .png depending

on the format you've chosen. This will help keep it clear both for yourself, and also let a web browser know

which type of image it is being asked to display. And, if you ever need to upload your images up a web

server, or an online photo sharing site, they'll need to know the file type too.

It's my recommendation that whenever you're working with an original uncompressed image, you should

keep this original image in its pristine format (in most cases .psd photoshop documents, but you could also

use PNG-24 if you'd like), and save off copies with compression (either .jpg or .gif). This way, when you

need to go back to make changes to your image, you can make them to the nice original, rather than an

already compressed image.

Unlike making a direct copy or duplicate of a file, lossy-compression is actually changing your file. So, if

you compress an already compressed JPEG, you'll lose even more information. You'll experience

generation loss, just like if you dubbed a cassette or VHS video over and over again. For this reason alone,

file management of graphics is critical.

I recommend storing all your images in one place on your computer. Say, a Pictures folder that is either

already part of your system, or one you create yourself. 

If you are working on a multimedia project or website, you will absolutely want to create an Images folder,

where you place all the graphics you'll be using in your project. This way, its easy for you to find the right

files. For example, this course is a big website I've created. It has one folder called Images that holds all the

graphics for the course. The HTML web pages are stored outside that Images folder in another folder I call

"content". 

With projects that involve a team of creators it's crucial that everyone knows what kind of files you have,

where they are stored, and if they are seeing the most recent version. Losing a file in the middle (or at the

end) of a project is really painful, and can cause you to miss important deadlines. And re-doing work can be

costly, especially if you're getting paid by the job, not the hour. Not knowing what a file name represents is

a real problem too. It may be a pain in the beginning to organize everything, but in the middle of a project

you will pat yourself on the back for the preparation. And so will everyone you work with!

If you are using a Mac, you might try using iPhoto (free) to catalog all your images. It gives you a great

way to quickly look through your entire library of graphics and pictures, and you can organize them into



subsets by creating albums. Apple's Aperture also has excellent file management options (not-free). 

On either platform you can use Adobe Bridge (comes with Photoshop), or on a PC, you can view Properties

(right-click on the file name) to see the file type and size and get a quick preview of the image. Or, simply

set your images folder to Icon view and you can see a thumbnail preview of the file.

Online photo sharing

Or, better yet, consider using Flickr (http://www.flickr.com/) or Picassa (http://picasa.google.com/)

websites to organize all your photos online.

Picassa is a free google application that lets you upload, do some minor edits, organize, create slideshows,

print, etc. If you're interested in knowing more about this free service, watch their marketing video at:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rskC6c_5L1M

Windows users can get the Picassa3 application at http://picasa.google.com/

Mac users can use the web uploader to get photos online by going to http://google.com/mac

Flickr (http://www.flickr.com/) is another online photo storage space that lets you upload photos, create

albums and slideshow and share your images with a very large community of other Flickr users. In fact, if

you so choose, you can make your Flickr photos searchable by Creative commons users. This is where I

found a lot of the photos used in this course. You can limit your search to works you can adapt and build

on, and even for just images that are available to use in commercial works. Try it out at

http:/creativecommons.org.

Hexadecimal Color
Hexadecimal color is the color space that the web uses. It's really important to web designers, and good for

our purposes to help explain some of the fundamentals of digital imaging. We'll find out more about what

goes into making colors, how colors are displayed on screen, and a basic understanding of hexadecimal

counting.

First: Hexadecimal. We think in decimal number (base 10). Computer think in binary numbers (base 2).

The web thinks in hexadecimal colors (base 16). 

Decimal number use 10 digits

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Binary numbers use 2 digits:

0 1

Hexadecimal numbers use 16 digits:

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B C D E F



The colors that go into displaying images on your computer monitor - or television - are Red, Green, Blue.

So far we've been talking about RGB primarily. But the "primary" colors used in painting are red, blue, and

yellow. Remember the color wheel (shown above)?

The three primary colors are red, blue, and yellow because there are no two "lesser" colors that make them

up. Purple is not a primary color because it can be created by combining equal parts of blue and red.

In the world of mechanical things that make color, like a television, or a computer screen, color is created

through the mixing of three basic colors to make other colors. It's a process known as "additive color".

A computer monitor works with light. For example, mix a computer's additive colors, red, green, and blue,

together, you get white. Shine a white light through a prism, or lead crystal glass, and you'll see a rainbow

of colors come out the other side. If you did this with paint, and added red, green and blue together, you'd

get mud, not white.

In Hexadecimal numbers, Zero, "0", is the smallest representation of a color. It's almost the total absence of

color. While "F" is 15 times the intensity of the color of 0. Combinations of these digits create different

shades of a particular color. Double Zero, "00," is equal to zero hue. FF is equal to a pure color-say pure

red, pure green or pure blue. Double Six, "66" is about half-way between no color and pure color....so is

looks like a medium-red, medium green, or medium blue.

This color representation is done three times, once for red, once for green, and once for blue, in that order.

Put the three, two-digit, codes together and you get a 6-digit hex code the web uses.

RRGGBB

The hex code is just a representation of the red, green, and blue intensity, in that order. The computer

creates the three color intensities, mashes them together, and you get a single shade of color.

For example, white is a blending of all colors full on (like the prism shows). So white is comprised of as

much R G and B possible, or FFFFFF. In a computer, or television, the combination of all three primary

colors creates white. 



To get black 000000. All three settings of red, green, and blue are set to a total absence of color. Black.

To get pure red - FF0000 (all RR, and no GG or BB)

To get pure green - 00FF00 (no RR, All GG, and no BB)

And pure blue - 0000FF (no RR or GG, and all BB)

Or pure "gray" - 666666 (half way on for each color)

The hex color code represents the millions of colors, 24-bit RGB color palette. In 24-bit color, there is 

• one 8-bit palette, with 256 shades of red, 

• one 8-bit palette with 256 shades of green, and 

• one 8-bit palette with 256 shades of blue;

the three palettes are combined to make the millions of possible colors. 

Because we're counting in base-16, or hex, however, we only need two digits to represent all the numbers

from 0 to 255. The value "FF", then, is equivalent to 255; the number "00" is equivalent to 0, etc.

Any color in the millions of colors in the RGB spectrum, can be coded using these hex codes. Only a

fraction of these colors, however, are officially "web-safe". (More on this in the next topic)

Hexadecimal Color Chart

Below you'll find the complete color spectrum, with each colors hexadecimal code. Hex codes are really

important when you're working with graphics on the web. They play a big role in how Photoshop uses

color for the web. 

See them online at: http://html-color-codes.com/

Web-Safe Colors

In the early days of the Web, Netscape decided that 216 colors would form the official "web-safe" color

palette (shown below). This set of colors was subsequently adopted as the official, technical standard across

the Web. Under reduced color display conditions (monitors using only 256 colors, or 1000's of colors—this

is the old days of computer monitor technology), a browser will revert to this "web-safe" color palette so it

can display color properly. Under reduced color conditions, any color that is not web-safe will change into

its closest web-safe color approximation, either by using two web-safe colors dithered together, or by

converting it to its closest single color. We're not talking here about "images" - like if you have a JPEG

image, it doesn't need to only have web-safe colors, but rather things like web page background colors, or

table heading colors, or anything you want to send as hexidecimal code to a web browser, rather than an

image.



What's Dithering?

Dithering is the process of mixing different-colored pixels together to give the appearance of another color.

Imagine for a moment that we needed to show an orange square, but our program didn't have orange in its

color palette (this is just an example, every application can display orange). We could make several tiny

squares of red and yellow, mingle them together, and presto... it would appear like we have orange when

zoomed out to a "normal" size. However, our dithered orange would look a little grainy compared to a real,

genuine orange square. Dithering often produces results that are less than spectacular: text can become

almost unreadable, and photos and graphics can lack detail and sharpness. For that reason, may web

designers want to use a color palette that will never need to be dithered. (The artistic-side of me says that

this dithering can also produce cool looking effects!)

For example, I once worked with a color palette from a design firm that gave all the 'corporate colors' to be

used in signage, etc - not a one of them were "web safe"! So, when it came time to putting up a website that

looked like it came from the same place as all this real-world signage - we have to use images for all our

backgrounds, rather than just hex code in the webpage. And, all our type had to be converted to images so

that the color was right (it wouldn't have been when rendered in the web page). And so if you are working

at a large organization, which has both a "real-world" and a web presence, you'll want to consider this web-

safe palette as you design.

Under full 24-bit color conditions (millions of colors found in modern monitors), this forced color

conversion doesn't occur. However, there are many users who don't have full 24-bit color monitors, either

because they're using laptop computers, or because they're using cell phones or other unusual web-

browsing devices. Because of this, it will be important to design websites using web-safe colors for some

time to come.

Most importantly, if you choose from these 216 web-safe colors, you can be sure that they'll display the

same on a Mac and a PC. Although, in general, the PC tends to display colors "darker" than a Mac - so

keep this in mind if you are designing web pages - check on both platforms, especially if you have low-

contrast pages!

How can you easily tell whether a color is "web safe"? Easy. Web safe color may only use the following

Hex digits: 00 33 66 99 CC FF in any combination. The web-safe color palette was created by engineers

(notice its numerical regularity!), not by graphic designers. As a consequence, it is rich in vivid, primary

colors, but lacks subtle earth tones and many so-called "corporate" colors. You won't find paper-shades,

taupe, ecru, variations in off-white, or other subdued colors so popular in the print world. The web-safe

color palette is the reason that web design has become known for vivid, jewel-tones and bright, garish color

combinations.

Why Photoshop is King of Image Manipulation

Photoshop has been the No.1 choice for graphic professionals for years - and that's saying something for an

industry that hasn't been around all that long, and has also seen a lot of changes.

You can spend a lot of time working with Photoshop and still only use about half of what it offers. And,

there are many other places to learn Photoshop tips and tricks once you have a foundation of some

important skills. In this course you'll learn:

• a basic, introductory set of information about how digital images work, 

• the basics of how to manipulate an image, add text, crop, resize, etc, 

• which file format to save your image based on your output needs, 

• and something about organizing these images on your computer or the web. 



With Photoshop, you can either work creatively/holistically with images, or mathematically/logically. You

can use either side of your brain and come up with really fascinating results. Sometimes the results will be

great, and just what you want, other times you'll get stuff meant for the digital garbage dump.

Photoshop tools have become a standard across a lot of image editing and drawing applications. And notice

how similar they look to the old MacPaint tools we already saw.

When learning the basics of Photoshop, try to translate from something you already know - probably a

word processor is a good analogy. If you think in general terms, rather than following some online step-by-

step tutorials, you might just find that you can learn a lot more than just Photoshop! This, of course, is the

goal. Since you'll never be able to know the latest version of each and every piece of software, it's key to

understand the fundamentals, and be able to translate this knowledge to new situations when needed.

When you later decide to try out video and audio editing software you'll find the tools will be somewhat

different, but many have the same principles behind them. I'll try to point out the similarities as we go

along. You'll discover many of your own, too.

And, Photoshop for the Mac and the PC work practically the same. So you'll have no problems switching

back and forth between these two platforms. This is another reason why Photoshop is such a popular choice

for graphics editing.

A few interesting resources

Here's an interesting look at Google streetview (which gives you a close up view of the world, including

anything that is happening on the street when the little Google driver comes by documenting) 

http://www.artfagcity.com/2009/08/12/img-mgmt-the-nine-eyes-of-google-street-view/

An a very neat to watch video timelapse that walks you through the creation of a Macworld magazine cover

- from product photography to desktop publishing.

http://peterbelanger.com/posts/36-cover-creation

Audio Overview
Or how sound works in the physical (analog) world.



Waveforms

Every sound you hear is made up of sound waves traveling through the air, hitting your eardrums. The hairs

in your eardrum vibrate according to this change in atmospheric pressure, and your brain interprets this as

different sounds.

A sound wave (sine) looks like this:

And acts like this on your eardrum:

Sound acts the same way when it comes through your amplified speaker system. Take off the cover plate of

your speaker, and watch the cone of your speaker move in and out, just like the above graphic. (You might

have to turn up the volume a bit to really see it.)

The simplest of all sounds is that sine wave you see above. Yep, the same sine of sine, cosine, and tangent

-- made famous from your math class. Luckily, you won't need to break out your calculator for this. Sine

waves are based on circles. In audio, sine waves are the result of tracing a circle's circumference over time.

Can you see how the point on the circle goes around and, if drawn over time, creates a sine wave?

This sound wave, like any other wave, needs a medium to travel through. In most cases this is air, but, it



could be water or something else. Have you ever been in a pool and tried to talk to a friend underwater? It

sounds weird, doesn't it? It sounds weird because sound waves travel through air at a faster rate than they

do through water.

Frequency

Sound pitch is measured as frequency, or how many times per second the pattern of waves repeats. This is

easiest explained with simple waves. Play the QuickTime movie below to see and hear what a sine wave

sounds like as you double its frequency.

Notice that the higher the pitch is, the more sine wave "periods"of the wave you see?

Hertz (Hz) is the measure of how many vibrations per second occur. It's often seen as KHz or kilohertz

because, in audio, typically the waves are moving fast. For example, 20Hz is 20 vibrations per second,

while 18.5KHz is 18,500 vibrations per second. A newborn baby, with no hearing damage, can hear just

over 20KHz, while people with some hearing loss (due to normal living conditions), usually hear up to

around 17KHz. 

Typically, men lose some high-end hearing earlier than women. Pay attention here. What's the reason for so

much of everyone's hearing loss? Headphones playing music way too loud right next to your eardrums.

Especially the "ear-bud" style headphones that you jam right into your ear. Why? Remember those pressure

waves that cause your eardrum to vibrate causing you to hear sound? Well, when you've got headphones in

your ears, they can act like plungers, pushing lots of high pressure (peaks) into your eardrum, but

preventing the equivalent low pressure (valleys) out of your ear. Just be careful those of you who listen to

many hours of music on your portable players!

Timbre

Timbre (pronounced like tam-bur) is the tone color of a sound. So, not every tone with the same pitch

sounds the same. Obvious, right? If you hear an orchestra tuning, you hear them all playing 440Hz (concert

pitch A), but the oboe sounds different than the violins. That's because they have different "overtones" that

go into their waveforms. 

Amplitude



The amplitude, or height of a wave's peaks and valleys, determines how loud it sounds. This is referred to

as dB or decibels in the audio world.

The human ear is incredibly dynamic in that we can hear a very large range of amplitudes. The faintest

sound that you can just barely hear is called the "threshold of hearing". On the other end of the spectrum is

the "threshold of pain". The most intense sound that the ear can safely detect without suffering physical

damage is more than one billion times more intense than the quietest sound. That's a pretty dramatic range.

Because of this huge range, decibels are based on a logarithmic (or exponential) scale. The threshold of

hearing is 0dB. A sound ten times more intense (like rustling leaves) is 10dB. Normal conversation is

probably close to 60dB. A rock concert (by law) shouldn't ever exceed 115dB. The threshold of pain is

about 130dB or 1013 times louder than the threshold of hearing.

Many years ago I used to do "sound control" at the auto races. We'd set up a microphone a specific distance

from the track and make sure that no car went over 90 dB. If they did, that car got a technical black flag and

a mandatory pit stop for them to fix the noise! The microphone was connected to an "SPL" or sound

pressure level meter. This way we had a specific way to measure this, rather than just a subject feeling

about it.

Resources

If you want to check out more about the physics of sound, which is fascinating and can help you make

connections between math, computers, and physics (making an excellent multimedia generalist) try this

site:

http://www.glenbrook.k12.il.us/gbssci/phys/Class/sound/soundtoc.html

Audio Overview

Or how sound works in the computer (digital) world.

Microphones and Speakers

Microphones and speakers have exactly opposite functions.

Microphones are designed to record an incoming audio signal (sound wave). They then convert the sound

wave by use of a transducer into a corresponding electrical signal. Magnetic tape, for example, stores this

electrical signal in "magnet" form. Your hard drive stores this signal as a string of binary numbers.

A speaker is designed to take an electrical signal (or wave) and convert it, through the very same

transducer, into a corresponding audio sound wave that our ears hear as a "reproduction" of the original

sound.

A transducer is at the heart of making amplified music. It converts one type of energy into another. The

more accurately your microphone and speakers reproduce sound, the better your system and the closer your

recording will sound to "real life". This sounds easy enough, but there are a lot of places along the signal



flow that degradation of your audio signal can occur. Our job is to try to eliminate as much of this

degradation as possible.

Mixers/Multitracks

Mixers, at their core, are designed to combine various audio signals and "mix" them down (typically) to a

stereo output. For our sake, it's important to know about combining signals.

Ultimately, if you're sending a stereo signal through an audio device to someone's headphones or speakers,

it means you can send them a Right and a Left channel of audio. Sometimes these two signals are slightly

different from each other, and you can get a spatial sense, or placement of sound sources. For instance,

when you listen to the radio do the vocals sound like they are coming from only one of your speakers? Or

does it sound like they are coming from someplace in-between both of your speakers? It's the illusion of

stereo to be able to place sounds (or pan them) from stereo right, to stereo left. A typical use of the stereo

field is when you are doing a spoken-word interview with two people to have one person's voice coming

from "stereo right" and the other person coming from "stereo left" to help the listener keep track of who is

speaking.

But, what do you do when you are in a more complex recording environment. For example, maybe there

are two mics recording the vocals, and three guitars that each had their own mic. For this you use mixers.

Mixers let you to have 8, 12, 24 or more input channels, and ultimately, mix down to two outputs (stereo).

This is because most people only have the capacity to play back two channels of audio (like on your home

stereo, on your iPod, or your computer). Some systems allow for more than two channels - maybe your TV

has a "surround sound" system? With Dolby 5.1 you get 5 channels of sound. 

You should consider your audience when deciding how many channels of output you need. A mono audio

file is half the file size of a stereo file. Let's find out why.

What is Digital Audio?

By encoding analog sound into digital format, you can edit and process sound digitally - using the exact

same principles you use with your word processor. You can add effects and edit as many "generations" as

you want, without any loss of quality. Just like you can have a text document, and make a copy of it, add

bold and other formatting, cut out a few paragraphs, and have no loss in your text documents "quality", the

same is true for your audio, if you know the right file formats to use.

Digital means Sampling

Unlike sampling color, where you simply analyze one particular pixel and determine what color you have,

with audio you need to add the dimension of time.



A sample is a digital representation of the frequency of a sound at a particular moment in time. To

represent a frequency you need to sample it at least two times a cycle. At its simplest, the sampling theorem

states that in order to uniquely represent a continuous-time signal by a discrete set of samples, the natural

frequency at which the signal is sampled must be greater than twice the highest natural frequency in the

original signal. The minimum natural sampling frequency is often referred to as the Nyquist sampling rate.

The math of this isn't as complex as you might think. If you are trying to represent the entire audio

spectrum (20Hz-20KHz), according to the Nyquist theory, you need to sample at minimum 40,000 times

per second (two times the highest frequency). The number of times per second you digitally "sample" a

wave is called the sampling rate. The CD sampling rate slightly higher than this minimum, it is 44.1KHz.

This means that samples are being taken 44,100 times per second to produce CD-quality audio.

If you sample a wave less then twice in one period, you get an aliasing effect that will not accurately

represent the audio you are digitizing.

Want to hear how this sounds. Go to the below link and listen to a frequency sweep. It should just sound

like it keeps getting higher and higher pitched, but doesn't. It's a slide from 440Hz up to 44,000 Hz (well

above your hearing range). (Your doggie can hear frequencies this high!)

http://www.indiana.edu/~emusic/foldover.aif

For a visual analogy: In old movies, wheels on wagons sometimes appear to spin backwards. This is

because the cameras did not sample the visual images fast enough to properly reconstruct them later during

playback. Aliasing explains the reasons for this odd visual effects. In the graphic above see how the blue

waveform is "aliased" so it appears to be going much slower than the green wave.

Bit depth is simply the "depth" of sound. Either 8bit, 16bit, 24bit, even 32bit or 96bit. Most humans can

only recognize bit depth up to around 14 or 15bits, so its certainly arguable that anything over 16 bit is just

overkill, causing larger files without any recognizable quality change. But, some claim to be able to hear

this. Audio bit depth can be understood as the number of digits that can be used to represent your audio

sample.



Confused? Does this graphic representation help? To make life simpler, lets take a 2-bit sample of this sine

wave. 2 bits means we can represent 0, 1, 2, 3 (or 00, 01, 10, 11 in binary).

See how choppy the blue blocks look? This will result in an audio wave that should sound like a perfect

sine wave, but rather will sound distorted.

In 8 bit resolution, 8 bits are used to store the measurement, so the measurement can only take 28 or 256

different values. In 16 bit resolution, 16 bits store the measurement, so the measurement can take on 216 or

64,000 different values.

Sampling at 8 bit saves you some space, but often introduces a lot of "hiss" into a recording. Very roughly,

8-bit resolution is telephone quality, 16-bit is CD quality sampling and results in clear sound. This is a case

where you'll need to consider your audience. What sounds terrible on your nice home stereo system, might

sound just fine coming out of terrible speakers on your computer. Or, maybe not. You (or your client) will

need to balance audio quality and file size considerations.

Seeing Sound

You've already seen some sound. Remember the most basic sound there is—the sine wave.



In Audacity, ProTools, or anytime you're working with digital audio, you'll typically be working with more

complex waveforms than sine waves (although, sine waves are pretty cool). These complex waveforms that

you'll run across while editing digital audio will look at bit more like this:

As you get experience editing audio, you'll learn to sort of "read" the waves, so just by looking you'll know

where to perform edits. The horizontal scale (across) represents time, and the vertical scale (up and down)

represents amplitude. So where there is very little amplitude, is a good indication of where you can

seamlessly make an audio edit.

In some studios or other basic audio production class, you'll start by editing audio the good old fashion way

—with reel-to-reel tape machines. You'll "scrub" the tape over the playhead, slowly moving the tape back

and forth with your hands, until you find the silences between words or musical notes. That's where you'll

want to make your edits - in the silence.

What you're typically looking for are spots where no one will hear that you've made an edit. If you're

editing spoken word, you'll also need to consider intonation (or how the words are spoken), grammar (does

what they say make sense anymore), and pops and clicks that are the by-product of poor audio edits. Good

audio editors will also make sure the pacing stays consistent, and that narrators breaths are naturally

spaced.

Pops and Clicks? How do you avoid getting pops and clicks? Edit at the decay or the end of the sound, and

before the attack of the next word (or note if you are editing music).

ADSR

All sound has a certain envelope to it - or the way its amplitude changes over time. This is referred to as an



audio envelope or ADSR. ADSR stands for Attack, Decay, Sustain, Release of a sound. It's not the sound

itself (which would be its timbre, frequency, etc), but rather a way of describing the intensity of the sound

over time.

Let's take a piano note as an example. It may have an envelope that looks something like this:

Most sounds have an initial, fairly quick attack, or beginning of the note. Think of the piano note. There's

silence, then suddenly a loud sound. The loudness decreases (decay) a slight bit, then the sound seems to

hold (sustain) as long as you hold the key down. Release the key, and the sound naturally fades away.

In the analog audio editing world, you'll need to be able to hear and really listen for the attack of a sound to

make decent edits. In the digital world, you need to listen, but you also get to look to see where the sound

starts.

Soundcards

You can add a PCI sound card that goes right into your computer's motherboard. PCI (peripheral

component interconnect) slots are standard buses on pretty much every computer. Your computer can have

several of these slots which you can fill up with soundcards, graphics cards, or whatever add-on specialties

you need. 

In general, Macs usually come with all the cards you need for general purpose graphics, audio, and video

built-in to the system. And, as we progress forward with technology, these internal PCI cards are quickly

being replaced with external devices that typically connect to your computer with a USB or Firewire

connector. Many Windows PCs let you choose your on-board soundcard.

Most sound cards will let you record audio into your computer, get a line-level output, a speaker or

headphone output, and maybe even a digital audio or MIDI in/out port.

These sound cards interpret all the digital data (samples) that are created and they know how to convert the

samples back to analog audio waves that you can hear. They are DAC and ADC, or digital to analog

converters and analog to digital converters. They are really the best way to get audio in to your computer.

If you have a "headset" microphone that has mini-stereo plugs, you plug these into the soundcard jacks on

your computer.

USB or Firewire Audio Interfaces



USB 2.0 and FireWire are both speedy, and efficient at handling lots of data. (USB 1.1 is not really fast

enough to handle audio.) Nowadays you can get a whole range of audio "boxes" that you can use to record

multiple tracks of very high quality audio directly to your computer's hard drive. 

Very popular options are the Digidesign audio interfaces. Many schools have a ProTools|HD setup, which

is quite nice, but out of the price range for the average home audio person. For us, there's the Digidesign

MBox line, available in either in USB or FireWire depending on your needs. These devices are great for

audio recording, and they can get you "in the game" for about $300 on the low end. I used the entry level

MBox at my job at Apple recording professional voice-over talent, so don't always assume you need the

"top of the line" device.

Recording Hardware

There's some interesting portable audio recording hardware out there that's very convenient. You can check

out the Zoom PS04 that is a handheld 4-track recorder which records to a Compact Flash Card. A former

student turned me on to these, and they seem pretty convenient. The benefits to a Compact Flash recording

device are at least two-fold. One, you don't have to worry about a tape device that has working parts in it

(ie physically moving tape over heads), and so they should be pretty durable. And, better still, you can

transfer the "files" right from the device to your computer, just like copying a file (and NOT like having to

play the tape back and waiting "real-time" for it to record to your hard drive).

Personally, I just needed two channels of recording, so I did some searching and found two others - one by

mAudio that I liked (and CCSF Broadcasting has several of these). I personally opted for a portable

Marantz, which is a bit larger in physical size, but has the added bonus of real XLR inputs, so you can

easily use nice microphones with it if you want. So, for $100 more I opted for the Marantz PMD 660 and

I've been using it to record interviews, either with its internal mics, or with external mics depending on how

much set-up I want to do.

Anyhow, these Flash Media recorders are pretty nice - and perfect for podcasters (more on this later) and

for recording without lugging a laptop around.

DSP cards

DSP cards, also known as "farm" cards, actually contain DSP (digital signal processor) chips to process

specially-coded applications. Traditional audio cards facilitate audio I/O with your computer, but DSP

cards go a step further by taking the processing load off your main computer's CPU. The result is greatly

enhanced performance, and the ability to run more simultaneous tracks! They are becoming less necessary

as CPU's become faster and more efficient, and more and more of the input is being handled by external



Firewire and USB dedicated boxes. Multi-core processor remove some pressure from needing to buy

special DSP cards. Historically, these DSP cards are expensive, and do only one thing - process audio. So

they are not very practical for most "general" media makers.

Speakers

Are you listening to (or worse, mastering audio) on your computer using your computer's built-in speaker?

And, is that speaker located right in the computer case, situated someplace on the floor? Or coming out of

tiny speakers on your laptop? This is no way to hear audio.

There are really great external (typically USB) reference monitors that you can attach to your computer to

get awesome audio from your computer. It's really worth it to get some of these speakers, even if all you

ever do is listen to CDs in the background while you work. They will let you hear what you record with

more accurate detail.

ProTools

ProTools is the audio editing application that you'll find used in most of the other audio production courses

in the Broadcasting Department. ProTools is an industry-leading audio editing application. You can have a

"low end" system (ProTools LE running with an MBox) or you can go to a top-of-the-line ProTools|HD

system.

Audacity



Audacity is a very good little audio editing application - and it has the benefits of being: 

• free 

• available for Mac and Windows systems 

• fully functioning, never expires, open-source software 

Audacity has a pretty similar interface to ProTools, and it's actually easier to use. If you learn Audacity

now (popular with podcasters) you'll quickly be able to transfer your skills to ProTools when you take a

more advanced course in audio production. But your basic editing skills learned here will certainly help

when you come to use their nice equipment!

QuickTime Pro

For $30 you get a simple, but really powerful, audio and video capture, editing, and authoring tool -

available for both Mac and Windows. Yep, you can use QuickTime Pro to both record and edit video and

audio files. Powerful, but simple, you can cut, copy and paste to edit media. Meaning, you get a "cuts only"

editor - so you can chop up audio and reorder stuff, but you can't do cross-fades, dissolves, or work very

precisely with multiple "tracks". 

QuickTime Pro is often called the Swiss-Army Knife of the multimedia world - maybe it's not the "best"

tool for the job, but it is always nice to have around when you don't have something more powerful. It's

completely cross-platform, so it works seamlessly on both Mac and PCs. And, it also lets you import and

export nearly any file format - so you can convert files, compress audio and video, create movies from still

images, etc. We'll get into this more later.

GarageBand (Mac)

GarageBand (Mac-only) is one of the easiest to use digital audio applications, and it comes with hundreds

of sound effects, music loops, and background sounds you can mix with your own recording. It comes



included with iLife.

Adobe Audition (Windows)

Adobe Audition (about $350) is a professional-level audio editor that lets your record, mix, edit and master

audio. Formerly known as Cool Edit Pro.

Video editors as Audio editors 

Bundled for free with your operating system, you have iMovie (Mac) or Movie Maker (Windows) available

for you to use. Both are mostly considered for their video editing abilities, but hey, you can use them to edit

audio-only too. 

Remember, most media makers don't need to know every intricate detail of every application, they need

only know how to get going with a project, and where to look for help! I only mention these apps here so

you understand that you can use whatever program you want (or are forced to use) as an audio editor. They

all adhere to the same basic principles.

MIDI and Sequencing

MIDI is simply a protocol (like a digital language). The MIDI spec was created back in the early 1980s, so

electronic musical instruments could communicate with each other. MIDI stands for Musical Instrument

Digital Interface, and is used for many different things, including musical sequencing, composition, and is

even used in live shows to run lights. It's a standard created by the music industry, so all digital keyboards

"speak" the same language. Your computer doesn't care if you're using a Korg or a Yamaha MIDI

device....all it knows is it's receiving digital data in the form of a MIDI signal.

However, don’t confuse MIDI data with digital audio information. These MIDI cables do not send actual

audio waves. Rather than, say, recording a trumpet by using a microphone connected to your computer

(digital audio), with MIDI, you're saving the recipe, or set of directions about how the trumpet was played.

So, MIDI files are tiny in comparison to digital audio files because they are sending instructions, not audio.

MIDI sends instructions that let your computer know things like which instrument you were playing, which

notes you played, in what order, and for how long, and how loudly each note was played.

Unlike digital audio, your computer is being sent instructions on how to play the MIDI file, and your

computer needs to have some kind of MIDI device (or capability) to actually play the audio. QuickTime

provides a software MIDI device, so you'll be able to hear MIDI files (you can download them from the

Internet). iTunes and Windows Media Player also gives you a MIDI player.

MIDI data is transmitted using a binary number system. A serial interface (typically USB nowadays)

translates musical actions into numbers and sends one at a time through a MIDI cable. The message might

have "Note ON, MIDI channel 1, play the 55th note, at a velocity of 123."

MIDI is a whole different domain of audio and music.

Audio Mastering/CD Burning



You can burn CDs and DVDs without any additional software on Mac OS X and with Windows XP or

higher. These will let you burn great "data" disks for backups and file transfers.

If you want to do something fancier, like make an audio CD or something like that, you can use iTunes

(free for Mac or Windows) or an application like Adaptec Toast (Mac) or Easy CD Creator (Windows).

These programs will convert your audio files into a standard format, let you vary gap time between songs,

and you can re-arrange track order. They can even digitize audio for you!

Understanding Audio File Size

Remember when we were talking about sampling and sampling rate? One reason 44.1KHz was picked as a

standard sampling rate for audio CDs was because of the Nyquist theorem. Take 44.1KHz and divide by 2

(because, to not alias, you must sample at least twice in one period of the highest frequency wave you'll

sample). 44.1 divided by 2 is just a bit over 22 kHz, which is 22,000 cycles per second. That's slightly more

than most humans can hear (20Hz - 20KHz), and not so coincidentally sampling at 44.1KHz allows a full-

length symphony to be stored on a single CD. A CD can hold somewhere between 650-700MBs of data.

Important: So if we have 44,100 bits per second, then to find out how many bits per minute, we'd multiply

by 60. But wait, there's more! Aren't we using 16-bit resolution? So 44,100 (samples) x 60(convert to

minutes) x 16 (bit depth) = 42,336,000. That's a lot of bits per minute!

But we don't store things as bits on a computer, we use 8-bit bytes typically. So dividing 42,336,000 (bits)

by 8 (to get bytes) gives 5,292,000 (or 5 MB approximately). And that's why a single track (not stereo) of

digital audio takes about 5 megabytes per minute, per track. The image shown above shows a 3:23 AIFF

file, with a Channel count: 1 (mono), and 17.1MB file size.

For a stereo file it is about 10 MB/minute (double because you have two channels).

The point to remember here is that uncompressed, 44.1 KHz audio, takes about 5 MB a minute mono. So if

you know the size of your hard disk, you can do the math. If you have a 2.5 GB hard drive, that can be

written as 2500 MB, which is roughly 500 minutes of uncompressed audio (2500 / 5 = 500 ). It is good to

know the "order of magnitude", or approximately how much space your audio is going to take up before
you start recording. Will you have enough space? Like the old days when you thought about if you brought

along enough tape, you'll want to make sure you have ample room on your hard drive to cover your

recording session.



Sometimes you need to know not only overall file size, but continuous bit rate. You'd want to know bit rate

whenever you need to transmit data over a network. For example, modems work in bits per second. Your

modem doesn't care about the overall file size, it just needs to have data transmitted under a certain bit rate,

so it can keep up with the data flow. Remember, this is bits were talking about here, not bytes.

To work out the bitrate of an audio file, use this formula:

sample rate * bit depth * number of channels = bitrate.

Then bitrate divided by 1000 to get Kbits.

For example for CD-quality, the formula would read: 

44100 X 16 X 2 = 1411200 divided by 1000 = 1411.2Kbit/s.

This is why you don't get CD quality audio delivered in real-time over the web! No one can sustain that

kind of data rate. That's why smart folks came up with amazing audio compression schemes, like MP3 and

others.

Uncompressed Audio

The file sizes calculated above are for uncompressed audio - which are often stored as .wav files on the PC

or .aiff on the Mac. The next topic covers more about other audio file formats.

Other Common Sample Rates

16 KHz………. Used in some telephones applications, and for extreme data reduction

32 KHz………. Used in some broadcast systems and the R-DAT spec (digital audio cassette recorder)

44.1 KHz……..Widely used in many formats, including CD audio as seen above

48 KHz……… Used for digital video recorders (DV-cameras), and also available on many professional

audio DAT (digital audio tape) recorders.

…and higher… Double (96 KHz) and quadruple sampling used in DVD audio (often 192 KHz)

Uncompressed Audio File Formats

Just like you learned before with graphics file formats, there are a lot of different file formats for audio too!

Luckily, there are only a few formats that are used all the time. (The .jpg and .gif of audio, if you will.)

.aiff

aiff stands for Audio Interchange File Format, the gold standard of uncompressed 16-bit audio. AIFF is a

file format for storing digital audio (waveform) data. It supports many different bit resolutions, sample

rates, and multiple channels of audio. This format is very popular on the Mac platform, and is widely used

in professional programs that process digital audio waveforms (including ProTools and Audacity)



AIFF travels well between almost all computers (Mac and PC), and different software applications can

import AIFF files. It's like the "text only" of audio. AIFF is capable of 8-bit, 16-bit, 24-bit and 32-bit

resolution. It takes about 10MB for one minute of stereo audio at a sample rate of 44.1k and a bit depth of

16 bits.

.wav

The .wav file format was designed for PC users and Windows systems, but it's now usable with most audio

programs on either a Mac or PC. Wav is similar to AIFF for bit-depth and sample rates. Wav is an

uncompressed audio format. Saving either as .wav or .aiff is mostly a personal choice, since the formats

are nearly identical.

.SD2

.sd2 or SDII is another (less-popular) uncompressed audio file format. It stands for Sound Designer II, and

is exactly the same as AIFF, but with added proprietary information such as markers and regions (used in

many audio editing applications). It's still fairly popular on Macs, even though the old Sound Designer

application is long-since defunct.

.au

a-law, is an uncompressed audio file format used with Sun computers or .snd used with NeXT's

Audio Compression

When you record and edit your audio in most any audio editor, you're working with uncompressed audio

files. These are very high quality, and take up a lot of room on your hard drive. They are wonderful if

you're planning to put out a CD, but these uncompressed files are not manageable size downloads over the

Internet. So, we need to compress the audio into a format that is popular (ie., something everyone can

play.), sounds good, and produces small file sizes. The image to the right is an example of an over-

compressed graphic, where someone has sacrificed quality for small filesize. Let's see if we can do better

than this with our audio - where we get small files that sound good.

There are millions of parameters you can set, but in general, you can compress your audio so it still sounds

good, but takes up a lot less bandwidth. Compression is a skill and an art, and its not something you can

learn overnight. It's a great field to get into if you love audio, and are interested in math and acoustics.

Popular lossy-compression formats

.mp3

MP3 is the closest thing to an audio compression standard; MP3 has become a source of great controversy

as it facilitates the transfer of near CD quality music on portable media players, and over the Internet. MP3

stands for MPEG-1 Layer 3. Bit rates range between 8Kbit/s up to 320Kbit/s. Typical bitrates used are

128, 160 and 192Kbit/s. A 128Kbit/s MP3 gives a file one tenth the size of the original uncompressed

audio file - and most people can barely hear the difference.



The beauty of MP3 is it's size vs. perceived sound quality. And, its easy to download and then transfer to a

portable MP3 player. It can also be streamed to MP3 client software (such as QuickTime), and is

recognized by most web browser audio helper applications. Files are encoded at certain bit-rates depending

on your target download speed and audience.

MP3 has become a standard in music broadcasting. The MP3 file format is supported in popular packages

like WinAmp, Internet Explorer, iTunes, and QuickTime. And, if you save your audio file as an MP3, you

can be almost guaranteed to get a high quality audio, which will play on nearly any computer.

We'll cover some of the old controversies around MP3 audio in a future topic.

AAC

This is a fairly new format that is becoming more and more popular. Advanced Audio Codec creates audio

that sounds better than MP3, and is about 2/3rds the file size of an MP3. Pretty amazing. Smaller files that

sound better. AAC is part of the MPEG-4 or DVD standard, so it has the added benefit (or problem) of

having "digital rights management" built right in to the spec. Apple uses AAC format for the iTunes Music

Store online music service, and the iPod is one of the few portable player than can play both MP3 and AAC

formatted audio files.

Container formats

.ogg

The Ogg (Vorbis) files format is a free, open standard for audio data. It is considered a "container" format

because you can wrap audio, video, subtitles, etc. into the same file format. Because it is open source and

free, it's often used to encode free content, and also used in audio for video games.

.mov

Apple's QuickTime "track-based" container format allows for media files with synchronized audio, video,

text, effects, and even interactive programming (called QuickTime sprites).

Streaming audio? Downloaded audio?

Audio over the web can come as downloadable files, or streaming media that is played while transferring

to your computer and never downloaded. There's both good and bad about streaming.

So, there's the basics. Let's try out both streaming and downloadable files, so you can see it working in

practice.

Go to Apple's QuickTime Movie Trailers (http://www.apple.com/trailers/) page and pick any trailer you

want to see. These trailers are all downloadable, so you choose small, medium, or large based on how fast

your connection speed is, and how much you value quality.

To see QuickTime streaming in action go to http://www.cybertechmedia.com/samples/taylors.html.

Depending on your connection speed, you may notice it takes a few seconds to "negotiate a connection".

But once it connection, then you don't need to wait to download any files.



Think of streaming like a bucket brigade that is trying to put out a fire. One person scoops up water into a

bucket, and then hands it to the next person in the line. Each person in the line simply hands off the bucket

to the next person, until it reaches the fire. In the hurry to get water on the flames, some people in the line

could spill water from the buckets, or entirely drop a bucket full of water. There's nothing to be done, just

let it drop, and pass the next bucket along.

So, in streaming, each bucket is a packet of data (bits) that makes up your audio or video file. Those bits

are transmitted (in real time streaming protocol or rtsp) down the line, until they reach your computer.

Your computer holds the packets in RAM until it gets what it thinks will be "enough" packets to provide

continuous playback. But, when someone drops a bucket, digital data is lost, and you'll notice it in the

quality of your playback. Streamed video over a poor connection can look or sound "garbled," or may

briefly pause while it renegotiates a decent connection.

Which Method Should You Deliver With?
When deciding on the best way to deliver your audio or video over the web, you have to decide whether

you want your listeners to wait for your media (HTTP/FTP delivery - remember these terms from our

Internet week?) or streaming (RTSP delivery - real time streaming protocol)? For live feeds that must be

transmitted in real time, streaming is the only answer, but for other types of movies, each delivery method

has its pros and cons.

HTTP (Downloading) Advantages:

• No special server software needed 

• Movie gets transmitted, no matter how slow the connection 

• With a fast connection, movie plays as it downloads--it can appear like streaming to the audience

(Fast Start) 

• Lost packets are retransmitted until they are received, ensuring you get excellent quality

HTTP (Downloading) Disadvantages:

• Because the media needs to be compressed before it's delivered, you can’t transmit live feeds 

• Audience must download the entire movie, even if they just want to see one small part of it 

• Leaves a copy of the movie on a users local hard disk--where they can copy or re-distribute it if

you're not careful

Streaming Advantages:

• Only way to transmit live feeds (compression is done "on the fly") 

• You can send one live stream to many simultaneous viewers 

• Random access within prerecorded movies (no downloading, so they can simply reconnect at a

later point in the movie) 

• Never uses more bandwidth than it needs. 

• Doesn't leave a copy of the movie on the viewers hard disk

Streaming Disadvantages:



• Requires a streaming server and/or broadcaster - this can be expensive 

• Movie breaks up if data rate exceeds the connection speed 

• Lost packets are gone for good; movie always loses some data. 

• Some media types and compressions don't stream

Download or Streaming, You'll Need a Player

Once the media arrives at your computer, regardless of whether it's streamed or downloaded, you need a

media player that knows how to interpret the data packets. Your big choices are:

• QuickTime Player

• Windows Media Player

• Flash/Shockwave

• RealAudio Player

When you're a consumer of media, you almost never have a choice about which player to use. Typically,

content providers give you one choice, and you just need to use that player if you want that content. Some

content providers give a choice, and this is good. Remember this when the time comes and you are making

media! People don't like to have three players on their systems, but often that's what's necessary when

people provide content only encoded in Real, or only in Windows Media, or only in QuickTime.

You may find that one player "hijacks" another....meaning, content you were expecting to hear in

QuickTime, may now be taken over by Windows Media Player. You can change this by going into your

Mime settings in your web browser, and setting them back to whichever player you prefer. 

Is one player better than another? Well, that is really a matter of preference. Is one player more popular

than another? This is evolving all the time. Here's what I can tell you. There are far more Windows users

than Mac users. Every Windows machine has Windows Media Player already installed. That's a lot of

people. But, every iTunes user, whether they are on a Mac or PC, has QuickTime installed on their

computer at the same time iTunes is installed. So, in the past several years, QuickTime installations have

gone way up.

Getting audio into your computer

Wouldn't it be great if you could record your own audio into your computer? Without having to use an

expensive studio? Sure, there are limits to what you can do at home, but it is very liberating to be able to do

this yourself. You really needed a very expensive studio to even think about doing this not that long ago -

but now, most everyone's home computer (Mac or PC) is capable of recording audio. 

We'll be using Audacity to do our recording and editing. Whether your using a Mac or a PC, the easiest

solutions to get audio into your computer are to use:

1. the built-in microphone that might be on your computer, or 

2. a USB desktop or headset microphone, or 

3. a desktop or headset microphone with a stereo mini plug. 



4.

Alternatively, you can hook up an audio device like a recorder, or mini-disk, or DAT (really, any device

with a line out). 

Option 1 - though not the highest quality, the built-in microphone is probably set as the default input

source. Laptops that come built-in internal microphones might be just fine for your recording needs. The

microphones are not of the highest quality, but one big benefit is convenience. They are always there, you

don't have to cart them around, and they "just work" without lots of futzing around.

If you do a lot of recording "on the go" then using your internal microphone might be a great option for

you. You should definitely make some test recordings before you jump in and record something really

important to verify that the quality is high enough for your needs.

If its not "just working," you should refer to the operating system-specific directions that follow.

Option 2 - USB microphones work great for recording spoken word. They provide high quality recordings

and are pretty cheap. Probably, the most important part is that, in most cases, you can simply plug in a USB

microphone to your computer and it "just works," without requiring the user to futz around with the sound

control panel or downloading special drivers.

You can get either USB desktop or headset microphones. I prefer the headset models that can often produce

better recordings, because the microphone stays a fixed distance away from my mouth, regardless of how

animated I am when speaking. Flailing hands and sweeping gestures will be picked up by your desktop

microphone, but may not be heard by your headset microphone.

You'll find a lot of different brands -- mostly in the $30-$100 price range. There's very little difference

among this group. My recommendation is to find one that fits your budget, and on your head comfortably! I

know -- that probably sounds crazy. But the more comfortably the headset fits you, the more likely you are

to "forget" its there while you're recording - so you'll sound natural and at ease.

Personally, I use a Logitech USB headset that I think I paid $49 for. I've heard good things about the Sure

and Cyber Acoustics headsets.

I recommend plugging in the headset before you launch Audacity, so you're sure Audacity "sees" the

headset. If this doesn't "just work," you should refer to the operating system-specific directions that follow.

Option 3 - stereo mini plug headsets have the same decent sound quality, but they lack the "auto-detection"



properties of their USB equivalents. You'll need to change your Control Panel or System Preferences to let

your computer know where to "listen" for sound. Refer to the operating system-specific directions that

follow.

Let's start out the recording process by getting a little more familiar with Audacity.

Recording setup (Environmental)

Microphone placement

Where you place the microphone can make a huge different in the quality of your recording. You don't

want to be "eating" the microphone, nor do you want it so far away that you're barely "there" in the

recording.

Headset microphones

If you're using a headset microphone, then you have the added bonus that the mic will stay a constant

distance from your mouth. So, you should get a nice, consistent recording level provided you keep speaking

at about the same volume. Even with a headset mic, you should try out some different placements.

Some people find they are heavy breathers, and get a lot of wind noise in their recordings. Try out the

unconventional idea of moving the microphone above your nose, so you're not breathing into it, or moving

it down a little further away from your nose, or even near your chin. Make sure your voice still sounds

good when you experiment like this.

Don't fiddle around with the cable or the headset itself while your recording. If you're nervous (there's no

reason to be -- you can always do it over, unlike when you're actually talking to someone), try not to tap

your hands or foot.

And don't chew gum while you're recording!

Desktop or headset microphone recording considerations

The microphone needs to be placed a few inches slightly to one side of and below the speaker's mouth. If

the microphone is too close to your mouth, it will record "popping" noises from your breath, especially

when you pronounce words starting with the letter "p". Bass sounds will also be accentuated.

If the mic is placed too far away, the input gain in Audacity will have to be increased, and you risk

recording background sounds.

Experimentation with microphone placement will guide you in the right direction.

Popping, heavy breathing and wind noises can be practically eliminated by placing a wind screen over the

microphone. Most microphones come with wind screens, and they won't "harm" your recording in any way.

I recommend just using them.

Holding the microphone in your hand doesn't work so well, it makes it easy to think you're a rock star --

and start "eating" the microphone - and because you move your hands more than you think you do. The

microphone should be fixed on a stand so that it's easier to stay a constant distance from it.



The microphone should to be isolated from any vibration that can be transmitted through the table. A sheet

of foam rubber placed under the stand does the trick (or even a towel). Many mic stands are lined already

with rubber to eliminate this problem. But if you happen to have a metal desk with your computer sitting on

it, you might want to add an extra layer of padding, just to make it quieter.

Collar or clip microphones work well very well, provided they don't hit buttons or jewelry during the

recording. These are sometimes referred to as "lavaliere" microphones, which are the kind of mics that you

see newscasters wearing for broadcasts. They are great to use if you're recording a lecture, because they

travel with you, and you can get them either wired or wireless. And the wireless ones have little FM

transmitters, and are way more reliable (but a bit more expensive) than Bluetooth microphones.

Some microphones will record sounds coming from all directions (omni-directional), and some from only

one direction (uni-directional). If you're recording just your own voice, try to use a uni-directional

microphone, which can help eliminate some extraneous background sounds.

Built-in microphones often pick up the sound of the recorder's electronics and other stuff. This is true,

whether you're recording with a built-in microphone on your laptop, or using the built-in mics on your

portable digital audio recorders. This noise is often minimal, but still there.

Ideally, to get a clear, not distorted speech recording you need:

• a good microphone and connection to the recording device (or computer);

• good volume from the person speaking (neither too soft nor too loud); and

• a speaker who maintains a fairly consistent loudness level and distance from the microphone.

Environmental considerations

To reduce the effects of environmental noise in an ordinary office or room:

• choose a quiet location, ideally with a rug on the floor.

• cover large reverberant surfaces with blankets or cloths.

• unplug any unnecessary electrical appliances.

• turn off the phone ringer.

• turn off your cell phone.

• close doors and windows - put up a "Recording in progress" sign to eliminate knocks from would-

be visitors.

• turn off noisy, fluorescent lights, and personal fans or heaters.

• remove anything that ticks, buzzes, bangs, rattles, squeaks, hisses, or, otherwise makes itself

heard.

• keep the microphone at a constant distance to get a constant volume.

Try to do all of your recordings on the same computer and in the same environment if you can.

Do everything you can to create a relaxed recording atmosphere. However hard you try, the tension mounts

as the time for recording nears. Your voice changes when you're tense and your listeners will detect this. So

be yourself and just talk naturally and express your passion for your subject.



Water - be sure to drink enough if you're doing a long recording. You can edit it out easily later, and it will

improve your sound quality.

Lip balm - this may seem like a weird thing, but dry lips often cause "crackles" when recording, especially

at the beginning of sentences when you're likely to have closed your lips together for a second. A little lip

balm can keep them from sticking together and thereby eliminate that "click".

Setting Up Audacity 

You can get a fully functioning version of Audacity as a free download from

http://audacity.sourceforge.net/download and just choose the version for your operating system. You'll also

want to download the LAME MP3 encoder library (the link is on the same page as the link to download

Audacity) to allow you to save your work as an MP3 file.

For Windows - http://audacity.sourceforge.net/download/windows

For Mac - http://audacity.sourceforge.net/download/mac

The main program files are about 3 megs, the documentation (http://audacity.sourceforge.net/help/) is about

1/2 meg. There are also step-by-step tutorials (http://audacityteam.org/wiki/index.php?title=Tutorials).

Plug in your microphone

Unless you're using the built-in microphone on your computer, plug in your microphone before you launch

Audacity. This way Audacity will be more likely to "just see" it. And, if your mic has an on/off switch, be

sure it is turned on.

Create a new project

After you've downloaded and installed Audacity (and moved the folder to your Applications folder), see if

it works! Launch Audacity by double-clicking the application icon.

Without doing any recording, go to the Audacity (or File) menu and then choose "Save Project As..." When

you create a new project, Audacity will make a folder containing all the files associated with your project.

Ultimately, you'll have a project file (and folder) for each of your podcast episodes.

The Audacity project file is just the instructions that tell Audacity how you want your audio edited and

stored. If you copy only the project file (Minimalism.aup, shown below) and not the entire session folder

(15podMinimalism, also shown below) to other disk (for backup), you will not have the actual audio files

and your tracks will be blank when you open your session. So, the folder you create when you choose

"Save Project As..." contains both the project file, and all the audio (b00000.au, b00001.au, etc) sliced and

diced in a way that only Audacity can understand.



In other words, the session is tiny in file size because all it does is tell your computer which audio files to

play, when to start each file, how loud to play each file, etc. But, the audio files themselves are all found

inside the "15podMinimalism" folder.

Give your project a unique and identifiable name you'll remember for years to come. This way, if you ever

want to go back and change or reuse a portion of an earlier show, you'll know which Audacity project goes

with which file.

Check your recording preferences

If you're using a USB headset, chances are you won't need to get too involved in the Audacity Preferences.

In the Audio I/O tab (shown above), be sure the device you want to use appears in the Playback and

Recording pop-up menus. If you leave the Recording Channels menu set to 1(Mono), you'll get a single

track for your microphone recording. This is the method I use. If you want to record your voice in stereo,

set this menu to 2(Stereo).

If for some reason you are not using headphones to monitor your recording, you'll want to make sure that

you don't check (not selected) "Play other tracks while recording new one" to avoid an echo or potential

feedback in your recording.

Record your voice right to your computer

First, make sure your microphone is plugged in to your computer properly - whether you're using a USB or

non-USB microphone. Let's test it out and see if it's going to work. We'll futz later if this doesn't work.



Just click the Record button (the red circle highlighted above)at the top of the Audacity window, and start

talking. Audacity should start recording to a new track automatically. You should plan to leave a few

seconds of silence at the beginning of your recording. This way, you're sure that you will get it all. Take a

look at your levels, as the waveform scrolls by on the screen.

Adjust the Input Volume (shown above), or talk louder or softer into the microphone, until you have a

waveform that almost reaches the +/- 1.0 marks, as shown below.

When you have a decent input level, click the Stop button (highlighted below).When you're recording

something that you care about, you should also leave a few seconds of silence after you stop talking, so you

don't cut yourself off.

Plan B for recording issues

If "just clicking record" doesn't work for you on your computer, go to the File menu (or Audacity Menu on

a Mac), choose Preferences, and then click the Audio I/O tab. Check to make sure the Playback Device and

Recording Device menus are set correctly for your particular recording system. The specific setting will

depend on whether you're using a Mac or PC and what type of microphone you're using.

Plan C for recording issues

If you're on a PC, I highly recommend reviewing the easy to follow directions (http://fog.ccsf.cc.ca.us/

%7ecreitan/fr1a/rechowto.htm) about recording audio in Windows. It walks you through a series of

common "missed" settings that can turn your PC into a recording machine. 



Did you see it?

I know - just by looking at something is a weird way to know if you've actually recorded audio. But if you

see a waveform, then you're almost there! Now, click the Rewind to Beginning button (highlighted below)

to bring the playhead (I-beam cursor) back to the beginning of your recording.

Okay, the moment of truth. With either your headphone connected or though your computer speakers, click

Play (highlighted below) to hear your voice recording.

Now what?

Good? Bad? Not what you expected it to sound like? Some have found that actually getting audio recorded

onto your computer is the hardest part of the process. From here, it's all practice, practice, practice. You can

refer back to the recording considerations if you need some ideas for improving your recording quality. But

mostly, you'll learn from doing. And remember, perfection isn't necessary - production is.

Now, repeat after me. "Something worked. Save your file." And again. You don't want to loose any

creative work - ever. So, save your project every step of the way. Do it now, even for this test recording.

Go to the File menu and then choose "Save Project."

Getting Familiar with the Audacity Interface
With Audacity, you'll find audio editing is similar to word processing. You can make selections, cut, copy,

and paste from one section to another.

If you've never used a digital audio editing application, your first look at the Audacity interface might be a

bit intimidating. But, let's start with what you already know. Don't those big buttons look familiar? You

already probably know how to Rewind, Play, Record, Pause, Stop, and Fast Forward audio, right? They

work exactly like the controls on your CD player.

In addition to these familiar tools, the Control Toolbarr also contains tools you'll often use while

recording and editing in Audacity.

The "Selection Tool". This is the main tool you'll use to select audio. Click in a track to position the

cursor, or click and drag to select a range of audio. If you drag from one track to another, you can select

audio on multiple tracks. You can extend a selection (add to a selection), by shift-clicking a later point in

the track. Playback will always begin at the position of the selection tool. If a range of audio is selected,

only the selected range will play. This tool behaves just like the I-beam cursor in Microsoft Word.



The "Envelope Tool" gives you detailed control over how your audio tracks fade in and out, right

in the main track window. When the envelope tool is selected, the audio or amplitude envelope of each

track is highlighted with a blue line (shown below), with control points (think of these as keyframes) at the

beginning and end of each track. To change a control point, click on and drag it down to decrease the

volume. To add a new point, click anywhere in the track where there's not a control point already. To

remove a point, click on and drag it outside of the track, until it disappears, then release. To change the

level of an entire track, you might try the Mix slider, described below.

The "Draw Tool" lets you draw in parts of the actual audio waveform. This is especially useful for

eliminating small pops and clicks from material. "ALT + click" smooths an area of audio, and "CTRL +

click&hold" edits only one sample, whether you move the mouse left or right. Zoom in on a waveform

really close, where you hear a click or a pop, and you can, literally, re-draw a "more correct" waveform.

This can often improve the sound. In theory, you should need to use this tool only when something has

gone wrong, such as if you've recorded or edited something poorly. It's really a tool of last resort.

The "Zoom Tool" is a quick way to zoom in or out of a specific part of the audio. To zoom in, click

anywhere in the audio. To zoom out, right-click or shift-click. In addition, you can zoom into a region by

clicking and dragging the mouse to highlight the region you want to see, then releasing the mouse button.

You can also use the keyboard shortcuts "CTRL-1" to zoom in and "CTRL-2" to zoom-out. You can zoom

in really far, so you can see the waveform really closely-to the sample level. This is really useful when you

are trying to edit a wave exactly as it crosses the "0" point (or when it's completely silent). This will

eliminate those annoying 'pops' you hear with bad editing.

The "Time Shift Tool" lets you change the position of tracks relative to one another in time. To use

this tool, simply click in a track and drag it to the left or right. This is useful if you want to begin your

recording with some music, then have your spoken words come in later. To align two tracks together, or

reset their time-shift back to zero, use the "Align Tracks Together" or "Align with Zero" commands in the

"Align Track" submenu of the Project menu.

The "Multi-tool" mode will change functions, depending on where on the track the cursor is

located. It might take a little time to get used to this tool. But if you do, it can save you a lot of clicking.

The Edit toolbar

The "Cut" and "Copy" tools remove or copy the selected audio and place it on the clipboard. At any time,



only one "thing" can be on the clipboard. But it may contain multiple tracks.

The "Paste" tool inserts whatever is on the clipboard at the position of the selection cursor in the project,

replacing whatever audio data are currently selected, if any.

The "Trim" tool deletes everything but the selected area. This is a "destructive" edit, in that you cannot get

the trimmed portion of the waveform back (except if you choose "Undo" immediately). This is confusing -

Audacity is a "nondestructive editor", in that it stores only the changes themselves. It does not actually

change/delete anything from the original audio files. However, you might have to re-import an audio file to

get a portion back that has been trimmed, deleted, or changed in other ways. One way I get around this

"fear of loosing something" is to simply cut the audio I don't want, and paste it into "scratch tracks" that I

"mute" (more on this later).

The "Mute" tool erases the audio data currently selected, replacing them with silence, unlike "cut", which

removes the selected audio and pushes whatever follows it to fill in the silence. Sometimes, this can be

useful. But it's often risky to have perfect silence in your audio file. It makes the "background noise" that's

everywhere else in your piece seem louder, once you're audience hears pure silence.

The remaining tools (shown above) -- undo (which is unlimited -- you can undo all the way back to the last

time the document was saved), redo, and the zoom tools -- are self-explanatory.

Editing in Audacity 

The Edit window in Audacity is where you'll spend hour after hour refining how your piece sounds. You

can have more than one "track" of digital audio. In fact, with Audacity you can have an unlimited number

of tracks, depending on what your computer can handle. A project with multiple tracks is shown above.

Let's take a closer look at just one track, as shown below to the right. 

You should name your track, so if you have a bunch of different tracks, you can identify them easily. The

track shown at the right is named "Voice." Naming the track will help keep you sane during editing.



If you decide you don't want the track, just click the "X" (delete track) to remove the track from your mix.

The 441000 Hz sample rate is how your analog audio (say, your voice) was "sampled" by the computer,

and turned into digital audio. The important thing for you to know about sample rate is that 441000 Hz, or

44.1KHz, is considered "CD quality", which is high quality. All tracks in your Audacity project must be

sampled at the same rate. 44.1KHz is the default. To change this, you'll need to edit your Preferences.

Each track in Audacity can have a different pan or spatialization to it. This can be really useful if you have

an interview and want one person to sound like they are sitting on the right, and the other like they are

sitting on the left.

The track volume slider is a fast way to raise or lower the volume for the entire track. So, rather than using

the Envelope tool as discussed above -- where you can gradually fade in part of the audio, then fade it out --

the track volume is a global adjustment for your entire track. You can use the track volume and the

Envelope tool in combination.

With "Solo" pushed you can "solo" this track. So, if you have a lot of tracks, and you just want to hear this

one, "solo" will turn off playback of all the other tracks.

"Mute" is the opposite of "solo". If you don't want to hear this track, just press "mute", to turn its playback

off temporarily.

And finally, the little down arrow to the right of the track name ("Voice" in the above graphic) is actually

a pop-up menu. It lets you name the track, change the way the waveform is displayed on the track, assign

the track as a left/right track, and change other track options.

You may want to plan out your production from the beginning and start recording into tracks in an

organized way. A typical arrangement might be to use the top channel for narration. The next can be used

for any pick-ups if you fumbled during the original narration. Tracks 3 and 4 could be used for music or

ambient sounds. You can think of the "tracks" in Audacity much like Layers in Photoshop or, if you prefer,

transparencies that you lay, one on top of the other, to make a complex image. The beauty of tracks is that

they allow you "build" a complex project, by piecing together simple things - your voice, some background

music, sound effects, whatever.

As you get experience editing audio, you'll learn to, sort of, "read" the waves, so you know where to

perform edits. The horizontal scale (across) represents time, and the vertical scale (up and down) represents

amplitude. So, a good indication of where you can make an audio edit seamlessly is where there is very

little amplitude.



What you're typically looking for are spots where no one can hear that you made an edit. Things you'll want

to consider include: intonation (or how the words are spoken); grammar (does what they say make sense

anymore?); and pops and clicks that are the by-product of poor audio edits. Good audio editors will also

make sure the pacing stays consistent, and that narrators breaths are spaced naturally.

A quick edit
Now, for the fun part! Rewind to the beginning of your recorded vocal track, and then choose the

"Selection" tool.

Start by playing the sound file. Press the spacebar on your computer (or press the play button in the

transport window), and notice where the audio actually starts. Is there a bit of silence before you start

talking (see below)? You can probably do this by eye -- there will be an obvious change in the waveform as

the narration starts.

With the selection tool, drag over the audio you wish to remove (see below). When you have two choices:

You can either press the Delete key, and Audacity will not only remove that selected silence, but move

your narration back in time, to the beginning of the channel; or click the "Silence Selection" button in the

Edit toolbar, which will convert whatever background noise recorded to silence.

Play it again and listen, to make sure you didn't cut out any good audio accidentally -- just the silence at the

beginning of the file.

And there you go. You've just made an audio edit in Audacity.

What you see below is a visual representation of an audio waveform. You can see how editing audio is just

like cutting and pasting in you word processing application.

A word about Pause

Audacity can't do anything if it's left in "pause" mode. So, if you play part of your file, and then click

"pause", you're "stuck". You can't switch tools, or really do anything else until you "stop" the playback (or

recording). This happens to me all the time. So, if something doesn't "just work", the first thing to check is

if the pause button is engaged.



Importing audio into your Audacity project

If you're trying to use audio that you've digitized on your computer previously, or acquired from someplace

(like the Internet), you can get it into Audacity easily to edit or mix with your own audio files. In general,

you'll want to make sure that the music you use is copyright-free. You can use whatever audio you'd like

for your class project, but you want to be careful how you use copyrighted audio outside an academic

setting. A good place to find copyright-free music is through creativecommons.org, podsafeaudio.com or

ourmedia.org.

I first suggest copying the "foreign" audio file into the project folder created automatically by Audacity for

the session. This is helpful not only for your computer (it knows to locate all its audio files in one folder,

rather than scattered around your computer and hard disk), but for you (so you don't delete the audio that

you left stored in some random spot on your computer accidentally).

Audacity will import MP3, WAV or AIFF format audio files. You cannot import any "copy-protected"

audio like files in AAC or WMA or most other proprietary formats.

To import audio into your Audacity project, go to the Project menu, and then choose Import Audio. Browse

your computer for the file you want to include. If it's a supported format, it will appear as a new track (2

tracks if it's a stereo file) in your project. Now, you can edit this music just like you can edit your narration.

You can import as many files as you want, by simply repeating this procedure.

When you go back to the Edit window in your session, you'll see your audio file has been added to its own

track in your session. I suggest saving your session after you get all the audio imported, just to be safe.

Using Sound Effects

Once you get your digital audio into Audacity, you can add a lot of different effects to it. You'll find all the

Audacity effects in the Effect menu (shown below).

Please feel free to try them all out! All you need to do is select a portion (or all) of your audio file, and then

choose an effect from the Effect menu.



Another window will appear asking you to set the parameters for whichever effect you select.

I recommend using "Normalize" on all your audio files. What this does is adjust the volume of audio files

to a standard level. If you set your input levels correctly when you digitized your audio, then you should

have "decent level" signals being digitized. When you normalize, Audacity looks through your audio file to

find the loudest section of the audio, makes sure not to distort that, and shifts the levels up as much as it

can, without distortion. Usually, I normalize to 95 percent of maximum. This will give you a good audio

level for all your files, without needing to worry about distortion. It is not a coincidence that the only

normalization value for Audacity is -3 dB, since this corresponds to 95 percent.

One thing to watch out for: if you captured your audio at too low a level (i.e. you spoke too quietly or were

too far away from the microphone), and then you normalize it, you'll probably hear a bit of noise in the

background. With a little experience, you'll learn the best way to record to avoid this situation.

Saving Your Files

Audacity is great because it forces you to be organized! Right when you create a new Audacity session, you

should go to the File menu, and then choose Save Project As... Audacity asks you to name your session. I

suggest you have an "audio" folder on your computer and place all your audio files in this folder.

I named my Audacity session "First Try," and Audacity created a folder with that name. In the image

above, you'll notice the the "First Try.aup" session file, and the accompanying "First Try" Files folder.

The session file (.aup) is just the instructions that tell Audacity how you want your audio edited. If you

only copy the session file, and not the entire session folder to other disk (for backup), you wont have the

actual audio files --your tracks will be blank when you open your session.

In other words, the session (.aup) is tiny in file size because all it does is tell your computer which audio

files to play, when to start each file, how loud to play it etc. But, the audio files themselves are all found

inside the "First Try" files folder. You can think of the session file as a really smart shortcut, or alias to

your audio files. 

Creating a Mix Down

Once you have a completed edit of your audio, you need to create a final mixdown of your piece. You want

to do this so you can let other people hear your audio, without making them have to have a copy of

Audacity. In Audacity this is called an "Export..."



Think of it like this: if you have a word processing file that you saved as a Microsoft Word document, only

those people with Microsoft Word could open that document. But, if you saved that file as a .txt, or .rtf, or

even .pdf file, most people, regardless of what they use for a word processor, will be able to open your

document.

We'll do the same courtesy for our audio files. Plus, you'll need to be able to do this if you want to put your

audio on the Internet, or use it combined with your graphics and video in multimedia presentations.

Exporting to disk lets you create a new audio file with all of your edits made into a single contiguous

region. Exporting is not only useful for combining "submixes" but is also the process used to create a

master mixdown file.

Exporting uncompressed audio from Audacity

Maybe I'm just really compulsive. But I, absolutely, always save out an uncompressed version of my edited

audio. Why? Well, maybe, someday, there won't be an Audacity anymore (they've been around a long time,

and they are not going away anytime soon). Hey, I was a Mac user in 1984 and I've got files that I wrote

using MacWord that I can't open anymore. Yeah, yeah. That's more than 25 years ago, and I don't even

have a floppy drive anywhere, let alone a 400K floppy drive that would read those disks (except I do still

have that original Mac as an heirloom, and it does still run!). The point is, you'll need to change with the

times.

Okay, I know, I'm straying from the point with a sob story. But, let's say that, in 10 years, you want to use

your audio for some other purpose, like adding video to it, or something we can't even imagine yet.

Wouldn't it be really nice if you could start with pristine audio for your new project, rather than starting

with MP3 audio? I mean, in 10 years, we're all going to think about MP3 like we think about "car phones"

from the 1990s - you know, those big things that took over the center console in your car, and had curly

wires coming from the unit to the headset. And they weighed like 20 pounds.

So, it takes 30 seconds to "Export As AIFF" (Mac) or "Export As WAV" (PC) from Audacity. And I've

never regretted doing this. Go to the File menu and then "Export As AIFF" (Mac) or "Export As WAV"

(PC) from Audacity. 



You'll see the standard "Save File As..." dialog box asking you where to save the mixdown uncompressed

audio file. Make sure you save it to the Audio Files folder of your existing session. This way you'll always

know where you placed it.

Understanding Audio Compression

Audio (and video) compression is a course in itself. But, you're getting a pretty good taste for it. I use a

program called Media Cleaner to encode my audio and video files. When I first started with it....wow, was

it ever intimidating. Here, take a peak. 

Pshew. That's a lot of options! And that's just for compressing audio into MP3 format.

Compressing Audio for streaming on the Web

Let's say you recorded a great speech of yours (maybe your latest paper) into your computer using

Audacity. Then, you edited it so that there are no "um's" and mis-spoken words in it. What's the next step

involved in getting it on the Internet for everyone to hear?

You'll want to encode the audio to a format that works well over the Internet. Just like graphics need to be

.jpg or .gif to be on the web, audio needs to be encoded and compressed into file formats and bit rates that

work for people on a network connection.

Encoding is the term used to describe the process of preparing audio or video files to be streamed or

downloaded over the Internet. Encoding transforms a signal into a form optimized for transmission or

storage. The primary concern when delivering audio or video over the Internet is file size and data rate.

Files that are too large will take too long to transfer, ruining the end-users' experience. To make sure that

your media files play smoothly over the Internet, the media needs to be encoded and compressed. On the

other hand, files that are tiny may sound terrible, totally wrecking the user experience. It's a trade-off

between file size and quality. How do you know what to do?

Most people put up a few different audio files, each with a different compression. Heavy compression so

people on slow 56k modem connections can hear something, and less compression so people with Cable or

DSL get higher quality audio.

128 - 300 kbps (kilobits per second)

Ideal for users with T1, T3, Cable Modems, or High Speed DSL. MP3 quality. Not quite CD, but very clear

if you want to relay every nuance of your audio presentation. Best option for music, or pieces that have a

lot of very subtle sounds. Huge file size, however, and if you want to share your work with those who don't



have a consistent high-speed connection you will have to do a different encode just for them.

64-96 kbps

Near MP3 quality. Still sounds pretty darn good for music, and radio features. Speech is clear and you can

still hear most of the aural nuances of the original recording. You are still limiting your audience to higher

speed users, and if your piece is basically speech with a bit of background noise or music, you are

sacrificing a larger audience for quality you may not be able to hear in certain types of sound files.

56.6 kbps

Ideal for users with a 56.6k modem. This is the most widely accessible bandwidth. Though you lose a

noticeable amount of fidelity, dynamic range, and frequency spectrum from the original recording, it is

clear enough that the most important parts of the audio are there. Though there are few audio artifacts

present after the encode, they are negligible and will probably not distract the listener.

14.4 - 28.8 kbps

Let's just call this the AM radio option. If you are doing primarily speech and want to ensure your piece can

reach absolutely everyone, then this is what you want. Music, however, will become noticeably garbled and

you will probably hear more unwanted artifacts. Hardly necessary anymore.

Streaming

After you compress your audio file as a streaming file, you need to place it on a special "streaming" server,

or RTSP server. We covered this a little bit before, but its good to talk about it again here.

You can set up any computer as a server, but if you want to stream audio or video from a server, you'll

want to get as fast a computer as you can get. You can use a Real Server to stream RealAudio files, a

QuickTime Streaming Server for MP3s, MPEG-4 video (more on this later). With QTSS you'll need a fast

machine, but the software is free!

Streamed audio is never stored on an end-users computer. They click play, after a short moment, the audio

begins to play, and when they stop listening, its gone. If they want to listen to it again, they need to go back

to the Internet, and play it again.

Downloadable audio

Even if you don't intend to stream your audio, you'll still want to compress it for people to download it over

the Internet. You still need to deal with the file size vs. sound quality issues, but, in general, you can deliver

good sounding compressed audio as a downloadable file. MP3 is the format of choice for now, though this

is also starting to change as new codecs are designed. 

Downloaded audio files exist on an end-users computer. You can create "copy protected" files, so they can't

be massively duplicated, but if you let someone download your audio - you're giving them the file.

Podcasts (which we'll discuss in a moment) are popular examples of downloadable audio.

How To Place Audio on the Web

Yes, I know, we are not an HTML class, but this is pretty simple, so I wanted to take you through the

whole process. Once you have your audio file on a server, you'll need to make a web page that calls the

audio file.

Simplified, it would look something like this:
<embed src="http://yourserver/youraudio.mp3">

So on your web page, you force the browser to look for the file you placed on the server.

The end user then uses a media player to listen to (or view) your content. This could be QuickTime Player,

Windows Media Player, or RealOne depending on how the file was encoded. Or, their browser may have a

plug-in that controls playback rather than a stand-alone player.



Stay tuned for changes that HTM5 will bring for putting audio or video on the web.  Life should become a

lot easier!

What are MP3s?

MP3 is simply an audio compression format. It's the JPEG of the audio world in that it compresses audio

files to tiny file sizes, but it doesn't degrade the audio quality too much that you can't stand to listen to it.

You can export audio out of Audacity to MP3 format (using the LAME MP3 encoder). You can even use

iTunes to create MP3 files.

The Great Audio Debate

I figure we should at least mention ye old Napster debate in this class. It still exists - and people are still

"stealing" music online. So lets start at the beginning.

First of all, Napster was/is an online (meaning Internet) service that allowed regular computers to act as

audio file servers - sharing MP3s over a large network called the Internet - the largest network of

computers in existence. Meaning, I have a computer that is on the Internet, and I agree that I want anyone

on the network to be able to "share" my audio files. So, my entire music library, from The Cars to Tom

Waits is now "sharable" by anyone on the Internet. This is often referred to as a "peer-to-peer" network.

The record companies saw this as infringing on their "rights" to owning and selling music. I mean, why buy

a CD if you can just log on and download it for free?

Just so you know, a similar debate started a very long time ago, like with the invention of the record player.

Symphony orchestra conductors thought no one would go to hear live music anymore if they could listen in

the comfort of their own home. The same debate began again when the VCR became so popular (in the late

1970s and early 1980s), which the movie industry tried to banish. Up until recently, the quality you'd get at

home was typically not even close to what you'd get at, say the symphony, or a movie theatre. This is

changing quickly, as each home gets equipped with its own home theatre, complete with Dolby Digital

Surround Sound, 60+ inch LCD televisions, and even stadium seating for the home!

Back to Napster. While you're in the "peer-to-peer" networked system (online), Napster let you see

directories of other users who want to share their MP3 files. All the MP3 directories - of all the users online

- were stored in the Napster database. And, they all were searchable. If there were enough people using

Napster, you could usually find any song you might want to download to your machine, for free. Once

downloaded, your copy was also listed in Napster as a file that can be shared with others.

Napster itself did nothing more than hold the users' directories, allow a search of the master directory held

in the Napster server, and make a physical IP connection between one users computer and another users

computer. The music never went through Napster, but rather transferred from machine to machine. It never

touched a Napster server (it went from peer-to-peer).

It's a good debate - whether to buy music, "rent" it, or "share" it. I suggest researching the progress of the

battle on the web. In fact, if you try going to Napster.com nowadays, you'll find the "free" has turned into

"monthly fee" and "pay per song" service. It has joined ranks with legal music downloading operations, like

the ever-popular Apple's iTunes Store. 



Legal Alternatives

Of course we didn't have this section of the course a few years ago! There are now several places you can

legally purchase and download music from the Internet. One is Apple's iTunes Store (available for the Mac

and Windows). You use iTunes to connect to Apple servers and you can find and listen to millions of songs

they've encoded into AAC format (slightly better quality with smaller file size than MP3, but contains

copy-protection mechanisms). There's popular and obscure music, available for you to legally purchase and

download over the web. Buy a song or an entire album. Search their databases to find stuff you've totally

forgotten about. If you purchase music, it just automatically appears in your iTunes Library. And, you can

play it on your iPod, use it in video projects, and even burn it to your own CD. And best of all, no more

waiting hours and hours for somewhat flaky downloads that Napster had, with unreliable quality encoding.

Every song is encoded in high quality, and downloads are fast.

Everyone else is jumping on the bandwagon - including Microsoft, Real Networks and WalMart. It

continues to grow...but Apple seems to have cornered the market on this one for now. 

Exporting MP3 files from Audacity

Most people don't want to open up your Audacity project and see all your tracks and edits. Plus, they can't

play the Audacity project on their iPod or other MP3 player. Nor can you play it on the Internet. Really, it

can't be played anywhere but on your own computer. Exporting lets you create a new audio file, with all of

your edits made into a single contiguous region.

In Audacity, go to the File menu, and then choose "Export As MP3...". If your "Export As MP3..." option



is greyed out (not available) that means that you haven't yet downloaded the LAME MP3 encoder - a plug-

in to Audacity that let's it export MP3 files. You can download the encoder at

http://audacity.sourceforge.net/help/faq?s=install&item=lame-mp3

Once you download the file, you'll need to unzip it and then I suggest moving it to the same folder that

holds your Audacity application files.

You should be able to relaunch Audacity and then get a working File > Save As MP3 menu option.

Using LAME for the first time

If you have downloaded the LAME MP3 Encoder, the first time you use it, you'll need to tell Audacity

where it's stored on your computer. You do this by first Exporting as MP3 and when it asks you where

the .dll file is, just point Audacity to that plug-in folder you downloaded - inside it you'll find a .dll file. 

After you choose "Export As MP3..." you'll see the above "Warning" message, which is nothing to get

alarmed about. It's just notifying you that, no matter how many tracks your Audacity project has, they'll all

get mixed down to standard two stereo tracks (based on how you set the Pan while you were editing). This

is a good thing -- just click OK.

Then, you'll get the standard "Save File As..." window, asking you where to save the MP3 file. You might

want to save it to the Audio Files folder of your existing session. This way, you'll always know where you

placed it. 

After you give your file a name, you'll see the window shown above, asking you to edit the ID3 tags for the

MP3 file. These ID3 tags are "extra" information that you can embed right into your MP3 audio file. This

"meta data" is used by iTunes and other applications to display certain information, like song title, artist,

genre, etc. You can fill in this information, or just leave this information blank, and click OK.

Setting the LAME MP3 encoder settings

I've always just used the default setting, but if you want to change any of the export options, they are

located in the Audacity Preferences (shown below, and in the File Menu) under "File Formats." 



The "standard" Bit Rate is 128kbps (kilobits per second). Higher bit rates produce slightly better quality,

but add to the overall file size. Lower bit rates produce slightly worse sound, but, correspondingly smaller

file sizes. If you export your audio at the standard 128 setting, and find the quality not up to your standard,

then, by all means, feel free to change it. In my opinion, it's not worth trying to save a few K by making the

bit rate less than 128.

Podcasting

I'd be completely remiss to not talk about Podcasting. Way back when, in 2004, a new way for individuals

to get our stories out came along -- podcasting. It's called this due to the incredible popularity of the Apple

iPod, but in fact, you don't need an iPod to either become a content producer, or be a listener. And, many

podcasters are using Audacity to record and edit their audio - so you're half way there!

Basically, podcasting is "do it yourself" radio. You can pick from what others have already produced, and

choose what exactly what you want to hear - and listen to it when you want to hear it. Or, you can produce

and deliver to your listeners whatever content you want to put in your own show. It's bringing radio to the

masses, and you can be a part of it if you want.



But its a bit more than this, because you can "subscribe" to people's podcast channels, and get new episodes

"pushed" to your computer and/or portable MP3 player as they are published. So you can easily keep up

with the latest whatever-it-is that you're interested in. It's very popular and you can easily find podcasts

right from within iTunes. To find podcasts, just go to the iTunes Store and choose Podcasts over there on

the left of the window. You can search based on keyword descriptions or show titles.

The RadioShark Alternative

So you'll find lots of your favorite radio shows also have podcasts of their shows. You can get the NPR

story of the day, or stuff like this. But what about the shows you love that are not available as a free

podcast? I use a RadioShark (http://www.griffintechnology.com/products/radioshark2/) for these. Don't

confuse this with Radio Shack. A Radio Shark is like TiVo for radio. You plug is this little "shark fin-like"

USB device to your computer. It gets you the ability to listen to AM/FM radio off the airwaves on your

computer. You can even listen to and record Internet radio. You can schedule recordings to occur

automatically, and they appear right in your iTunes library. Perfect. So you can listen to your favorite radio

shows whenever you want. Its a pretty nice alternative to recording cassette tapes of your favorite shows!



And Satellite Radio

And we must include Satellite Radio as another viable alternative broadcasting environment. (Hey, maybe

we should include low-power FM stations too?!) The two biggies are XM and Sirius, and they are in the

process of trying to merge. These satellite stations somewhat "globalize" radio - so that you can listen to

stations that broadcast on satellite wherever you go - so you never drive out of range of your favorite

satellite radio station. It's pay radio, but it is turning out to be an interesting player in the broadcast world -

partially because they are not regulated by the FCC.

Oh, and HD Radio

Maybe you've heard your "regular" FM radio station talking about HD Radio. It's basically a way to use the

standard "sidebands" of the FM signal to transmit multiple "streams" of data over a single channel. It can

split bandwidth, so, in a world where the FCC regulates all the airwaves, and the dial is just getting more

and more crowded, HD radio is a way to have distinct stations that are really close in frequency. In other

words, it's possible to have a really great station at 91.2 and a totally different station at 91.3 and they never

interfere with each other.

Another cool feature - because the signal is digital, text-based data such as traffic, stock info and song titles

can be sent out as well. And, the audio that is broadcast is at CD-quality!

Like satellite radio receivers, you need special HD radio receivers to pick up these stations. They aren't as

cheap as "normal" radios ($125 or so in 2008), but the price is coming down every day. And, once you buy

the receiver, the programming is free - no monthly service charges. And they can receive both HD and

analog radio stations.

Internet Radio Stations

You can have your own radio station that plays over the Internet, 24-hours a days. Or conversely, you can

listen to other people's stations right through your web browser or another application. Let's take a look a

few networks where you can find stations.

Live365.com - If you use iTunes, Live365 provides your "radio stations" in iTunes. So, you can listen

through either your browser or iTunes. Choose the type of music you want to hear, and you'll find plenty of

choices. 

If you don't have iTunes, just use your web browser to go to http://www.Live365.com and you'll get all

these live radio stations - and more! Live365 and iTunes lets you listen to streaming MP3 quality audio. In

the graphic above, notice how different stations are broadcasting at different bit rates? 

If you are interested in starting your own Internet radio station, find out more about Live365's packages

(start at $10/ month). http://www.live365.com/broadcast/ There are many others out there too. 

SHOUTcast - is also a network of streaming MP3 audio stations, with even more music. Thousands of

choices, you're sure to find one you like. And, you can set your computer up as a server and broadcast your



own station (they say its free!). http://www.shoutcast.com

Other popular online radio stations include: AOL Radio Network (http://music.aol.com/radioguide/bb),

Yahoo! Music (http://new.music.yahoo.com/) and the UK's own AbsoluteRadio

(http://www.absoluteradio.co.uk/)

What You Already Know

Although you may be new to editing video, there are a lot of things you already know about video on a

computer. You know some things about text file formats, graphics, and audio on a computer. In this book

we're discussing the fundamentals, and the commonalities between all these digital disciplines. 

Video is a series of still images, displayed in rapid succession, that give the illusion of movement on

screen. Video exploits two ways that your brain works to create this digital illusion - pixels and image

sequences. 

First, as you've seen with still images, each image is  a combination of tiny dots (pixels) that, when put

together, our brain interprets as an image. Zoom in and you'll see each pixel, zoom out and you'll see the

image. 

Then, add to this the dimension of time, and you've got video. Sequence one of these still images after

another, and play them fast enough and you've see motion. Slow succession you see a slideshow, fast

succession and you'll see motion pictures.

Televisions

We've already talked a little bit about computer monitors and how they display an image. A television is

similar, but different. A picture is "drawn" on a television or computer display screen by sweeping an

electrical signal horizontally across the display, one line at a time.

Starting at the top, all of the lines on the display are scanned in this way. One complete set of lines makes a

picture. This is called a frame. This sequence is repeated quickly enough that the displayed images are

perceived to have continuous motion. This is the same principle that low-tech "flip books" use; you rapidly

flip through pages of still images to create a moving picture.



Each TV frame is produced by scanning the screen twice, arranged so that the lines of the second scan fill

in the gaps left by the first. Each of these scans (or half an image) is a field. So a 30 frame per second TV

picture is actually 60 fields per second.

Notice the horizontal lines in the image above? This makes "interlacing" visible, where you can see each

of the fields that goes into making up one frame of video. Traditional television broadcasts are interlaced.

So to get one frame with maximum detail, you need to combine the information in both fields. Easy so far,

but what happens when motion is introduced? Because the two fields are scanned sequentially in the

camera, anything in the image that is moving is in a different place in the second field than it is in the first.

This two-field frame helps create smoother motion in a TV picture, but it is also the reason why fields can

cause trouble when it comes to editing.

When a computer plays video on its monitor, it only displays a sequence of complete frames, it doesn't use

the TV trick of interlacing fields.

Title Safe/Action Safe
Every TV displays a slightly different image. Even with the same brand TV, two different units may show

very different amounts of pictures, just because of the way that they are physically manufactured.



One will show more of the edges, while the other might cut some of the edges of the frame off. Some

televisions, or professional field monitors used in video production, sometimes have an "overscan" option

that let's you see the total image. Each TV will cut off a different amount of edges of the picture because

each piece of glass the image is projected upon is slightly different. And, though you might think this

wouldn't be the case with new LCD and Plasma screen televisions, it is. Though not to the same degree as

the old tube televisions, you just can't ever know exactly where the edges will be for everyone's individual

TV. 

Below is an example of "title safe" area. Title Safe is the minimum that any commercially available

television will display. Don't put titles or text that extend over these boundaries so that letters don't

accidentally get chopped off. Action safe is a slightly larger area that you can assume that most everyone is

seeing. I think that most LCD and plasma TVs fall within this Action Safe area. Many professional video

editing applications will overlay a safety grid while you're editing - so you know where to place your text

on screen.

Measuring Video Time

Video time is often referred to as "timecode" or worse "SMPTE" (pronounced "simp-tee"). The Society of

Motion Picture and Television Engineers (SMPTE) standard is how each hour:minute:second:frame of

video gets addressed - either by your computer, or by video editing equipment. SMPTE can lock

(synchronize) video, audio, and other information.



The most common form of SMPTE timecode is an 80-bit (10 byte) frame that contains the following

information:

• A time stamp in hh:mm:ss:ff (hours:minutes:seconds:frames) format 

• Eight 4-bit binary groups commonly known as userbits 

• Various flag bits 

• Synchronization sequence 

• Checksum 

Don't worry, unless you're interested in being a video engineer, you probably won't have to know this level

of detail in your daily work!

Timecode defines how frames are counted, and impacts the way you view and specify units of time

throughout a project. You specify a timecode style, based on the media most relevant to your project. For

example, you count frames differently when editing video for television than when editing for motion-

picture film. By default, most digital video editing programs display time using SMPTE video timecode:

hours, minutes, seconds, and frames. 

At any point in your project, you can change to another display format for time, such as feet and frames for

16mm or 35mm film, or even measures, bars and beats. Timecode never changes the actual frame rate of a

clip or project; it changes only how the frames are numbered. In other words, if you change timebases, your

audio won't suddenly sound low and stretched out, or fast and chirpy. Timecode counts complete frames-

not fields, even if your video is interlaced.

To Drop or Non-Drop a Frame

Just to make your life a little more complicated, there is 30 fps timecode (called non-drop frame timecode),

and then there's 29.97 fps timecode (called drop-frame timecode). What's the deal with that?

You'll want to use drop-frame timecode whenever you're editing NTSC video that must match a specific

real-time duration, such as a television commercial that must be precisely one minute long. When you

work with a project using the NTSC-standard 29.97 fps timebase, the fractional difference between the

29.97 fps frame rate and 30 fps frame numbering causes a difference between the stated duration of the

program, and its actual duration. While tiny at first, this difference gets larger as program duration

increases, preventing you from accurately creating a program of a specific length. Drop-frame timecode is a

SMPTE standard that maintains time accuracy by eliminating this error. No frames are lost, because drop-

frame timecode doesn't actually drop frames, only frame numbers.

If the precise duration of a program isn't critical, or you're not working for a television station, you should

specify 30 fps non-drop-frame timecode, which doesn't renumber any frames. The timecode running time

will not exactly match normal time. This mismatch amounts to an 18 frame overrun every 10 minutes - tiny

when you're not working for television. Non-drop frame timecode is easier on the brain to compute (for me,

anyhow) and the difference is so slight, for my work, it mostly doesn't matter.

Aspect ratio



Video producers significantly change most movies from their original theatrical presentation, because

standard television screens have a different shape than standard movies.

The standard (non-widescreen) television has a ratio of 4:3, the same as many computer monitors. Film and

High-definition TV are in the 16:9 ratio (widescreen) that is becoming more popular in households every

day. Many computer monitors, and laptops are also using the widescreen aspect ratio.

Frame size and resolution

Frame size is expressed by the horizontal and vertical dimensions, in pixels, of a frame. When we looked at

digital images, we talked about "full size" images with a frame size of 640 x 480. In digital video editing,

frame size and resolution are the same. 

720 x 480 pixels is a standard DV NTSC frame. How do they jam more (720) pixels into the normal space

of 640 pixels? Aha....Digital video camera don't use square pixels! They use rectangular pixels that are tall,

and skinny. So their height is the same as a square pixel, but their width is slightly narrower. So it takes

more of them (720) to fill the same area (640).

Higher resolution digital video cameras preserve more image detail, but produce larger files. If you change

frame size, keep the dimensions proportional to the original video clip.

Bit depth

As you know, a bit is the most basic unit of information storage. The more bits used to describe something,

the more detailed the description can be. Bit depth, just like in still images, indicates the number of bits set

aside for describing the color of one pixel. 

8-bit color can display 256 colors - this isn't used in video production anymore.

16-bit color can display "thousands" of colors. This is standard "component" YUV video.

24-bit color can display 16 million colors. This is the digital video, RGB standard.

Film vs. Video

The word "telecine" is derived from the words television and cinema. Telecining is the process by which

film (shot at 24 progressive frames per second) is converted to digital video, which normally runs at 29.97

interlaced frames per second. Professional video editing applications, like Final Cut Pro for example, have

some nice features that can make this process easier for filmmakers who want to take advantage of digital

editing applications, or create films that are meant to be shown on a television, rather than through a

projector.



A common "trick" (read: the cheap way) to digitizing film is to project the film onto a screen, and set up a

digital video camera on a tripod and record from the screen. This is a fairly cheap way to get film digitized,

and preserves a lot of the "filmic" qualities of your media.

Analog Video

Analog camcorders record video and audio signals as an analog track on magnetic videotape. As digital

technology continues to improve in quality and drop in price, analog video is becoming less popular. I

mention these formats here for historical purposes, and because many people have old tapes lying around

that they'll want to ultimately transfer.

Each time you make a copy of an analog tape, it loses some image and audio quality. Analog formats lack a

lot of the impressive features you'll find in digital camcorders, and, in fact, they are hard to buy nowadays.

The main difference between the available analog formats is the kind of videotape the camcorder uses and

the resolution. Analog formats include:

Standard VHS:

Standard VHS cameras use the same type of videotape as a regular VCR. Because of their widespread use,

VHS tapes are a lot less expensive than the tapes used in other formats. Another advantage is that they give

you a longer recording time than the tapes used in other formats. The chief disadvantage of standard VHS

format is that the size of the tapes necessitates a larger, more cumbersome camcorder design. They have a

resolution of about 230 to 250 horizontal lines, which is the low end of what's now available. These are

pretty dated, but everyone has a collection of VHS tapes around the house - and now is a good time to think

about converting them!

VHS-C:

VHS-C camcorders record on standard VHS tape that is housed in a more compact cassette. You can play

VHS-C cassettes in a standard VCR, but you need an adaptor device that runs the tape through a full-size

cassette. Basically, though, VHS-C format offers the same compatibility as standard VHS format. The

reduced tape size also means VHS-C tapes have a shorter running time than standard VHS cameras. In high

quality mode, the tapes can hold 30 to 45 minutes of video. They can hold 60 to 90 minutes of material if

you record in extended play, but this sacrifices image and sound quality considerably. This format was

pretty popular in the 1980s.

Super VHS: 



Super VHS camcorders are about the same size as standard VHS cameras, because they use the same size

tapes. The only difference between the two formats is that Super VHS (SVHS) tape records an image with

380 to 400 horizontal lines, a much higher resolution image than standard VHS tape. You cannot play

Super VHS tapes on a standard VCR, but, as with all formats, the camcorder itself is a VCR and can be

hooked up directly to your television or to your VCR to dub standard VHS copies These were popular

among "prosumers" in the 1990s.

Super VHS-C:

Basically, super VHS-C is to super VHS as VHS-C is to standard VHS: It's just a more compact version

that uses a smaller size cassette. 

8 mm:

These camcorders use small 8-millimeter tapes (about the size of an audio cassette). The chief advantage of

this format was that manufacturers could produce more compact camcorders, sometimes small enough to fit

in a coat pocket. The format offers about the same resolution as standard VHS, with slightly better sound

quality. Like standard VHS tapes, 8 mm tapes hold about two hours of footage, but they are more

expensive. To watch 8 mm tapes on your television, you have to attach your camcorder and use it as a

VCR. Somewhat popular in the 1980s.

Hi-8:

Hi-8 camcorders are very similar to 8 mm camcorders, but they have a much higher resolution (about 400

lines). Hi-8 tapes are more expensive than ordinary 8 mm tapes. This was a common format in the 1990s,

but the tape was pretty fragile so it doesn't hold up well over time. But, it has a nice "bright" quality to the

picture. It was used by "prosumers" and has similar quality to SVHS tape. 

Digital Video

Digital camcorders differ from analog camcorders in a few very important ways. They record information

digitally, as bytes, which means that you can record an image as good as your lens can "see", without

losing any image or audio quality when you play the tape back. You can duplicate a digital tape as many

times as you want, without loosing quality. Digital video can also be easily downloaded to a computer,

where you can edit it, post it on the web, or even offer it as a video podcast. Digital video has a much

higher resolution than analog video. 

Web Cameras



Often built right in to your laptop computer, these webcams can be great if you're the star of your own

vodcast show. They are quite simple to use, and if you have your laptop, you have everything you need to

record! They are often not the best quality, but would be adequate for many vodcasts (remember, we're

talking about shooting for the small screen, not the big screen). They record audio and video right to your

hard drive, and they can also be used with real time video-conferencing systems (like iChat AV, Skype,

etc).

Flash-based

Flip USB video camera. I think of these cameras as webcams that you can take with you without lugging

around your laptop. They vary in quality and format, but they record to an SD or Flash Card, which can be

removable or not. A common version of this (shown to the right) is the Flip camera that has become the

easy-to-use camera of choice for YouTubers.

Don't expect to find any fancy features with these, but they are the kind of camera you can throw in your

bag or backpack and just take it with you everywhere you go. I like this Flip camera, you don't even need to

carry a cable around with you - the USB jack needed to connect to your computer is attached to the camera!

For me, I find these a little bit limiting because you can't remove the media from them - so if they have

1GB of storage, that's all you get - you can't just put in an 8GB card to expand them. So they can be a little

limiting. When you read the specs for these cameras, be sure to note what quality provides which recording

time - and stick with the highest quality recording (which will get you the least recording time).

Digital Still Cameras

Hey, don't forget that some digital photo cameras also shoot small amounts of video. The quality can really

vary on these, as will the amount of recording that you can do, but they are yet another way to shoot video.

Canon and Kodak have some great, very small still cameras that also shoot video which are worth looking

into.

Your Cell Phone

Absolutely not the quality you'd normally choose, but a lot of cell phones can also shoot video - so if you're

out there and something amazing happens - just use your cell phone video and see what you get!

DV Cameras (Digital Video format)



This format came into existence around 1998, and has been a great performer ever since. For what it's

worth, this is the kind of camera I own. DV cameras transfer their data to your computer using IEEE

Standard 1394 (Firewire) and some use USB 2.0. DV connections let you transfer digital data (both video

and audio), directly from a DV camera to a digital editing system without any conversion loss. DV

technology simplifies the process of bringing footage from your camera into your computer, and gives you

high-quality video at low cost. Became widely used in the late 1990s and is still popular. They come in two

basic quality choices - 1 or 3 chip (CCD). We'll start with the ones that record to mini-DV tapes.

1 chip (1CCD)

These are great "consumer" level cameras. They are pretty affordable and will give you years of great use.

The tapes run anywhere from $5-$10 depending on where you buy them. The 1CCD (which you might see

written on the side of the camera) stands for 1 Charged Coupled Device. This is basically the image sensor

that the camera uses to pick up the light and color information through the lens and write it to the DV tape.

To create any image, three colors are required: red, green, and blue. With a single CCD system, one sensor

sees all three colors and interprets them.

3 chip

3CCD cameras capture image data by assigning one color to each chip, resulting in more accurate color

information. With a 3CCD system, one sensor is dedicated to see and interpret each color (red, green, blue),

resulting in three times as much color information. You'll get better detail and more accurate colors with a

3CCD camera. And, you'll have better looking "low-light" images because you basically have three times

the "seeing" power. They are more expensive than single chip cameras, but probably worth the investment.

Hard Disk Drive Recorders (HDD)

Like the DV cameras listed above, these will also come in 1CCD and 3CCD varieties. What makes these

different is that rather than recording to mini-DV tape, they record to an internal hard drive. The drives are

not removable, so you get what you get, and can't upgrade these. They'll record in some format other than

DV (a standard and editable in iMovie and Movie Maker). Sony is big on this kind of camera, and their

HDD recorders record in MPEG2 format - which is nearly impossible to edit on a Macintosh.

You'll find 30GB on up hard drive sizes - giving you hours of record time on the drive. Just sync the

camera with our computer to clear off the hard drive and shoot some more.

HDV

I have known many people who have purchased a brand new HDV camera and come up to me so excited to

have their new "hi-def" video camera. Well, don't let this happen to you. HDV does not stand for hi-

definition video. HDV is an "enhancement" to the DV format - but it still records to mini-DV tapes. Both

iMovie and Movie Maker support this format. The quality is dependent more on whether you get a 1CCD

or 3CCD camera. These are good cameras, and the quality can be great, just know what you're buying and

make sure it works with your computer.

DVD recorders

Rather than tapes, some video cameras record right to DVDs. Nowadays, there's even cameras that record

right to Blue-ray (hi-def) discs. I haven't used these, and the media can sometimes get expensive. Most of

the discs are the smaller size "mini-DVDs" and my slot-loading DVD player on my laptop doesn't accept



these. If yours does, this might be a good option.

Video Camera Basics

There are three basic levels of camera you can use to take great video footage. You should choose based on

what you need, what you have access to, or cash to buy!

Consumer cameras are great for the home user, and they are the cheapest video cameras you can buy. In

most cases, this will be a great entry-level camera you can get, and not worry so much about special

features or complicated manuals. These are typically 1-chip cameras. 

Prosumer cameras are the high-end of "consumer" cameras, or the low-end of "professional" cameras.

These cameras are typically 3-chip cameras, but still small, light, and something you can take with you on

vacation without feeling like a news videographer! These work great for home businesses, wedding videos,

public access stations, and uses like that.

Professional cameras are what you see professional videographers using. They are "broadcast" quality.

They are large and bulky, but take pristine quality video footage. They are typically too expensive for the

common consumer or small business. You'll find these cameras in television studios and with reporters in

the field.

Understanding Image Sensors
There are two main types of image sensors, CCD and CMOS. Neither one is inherently better than the

other. CMOS sensors have, in the past, been used in low power, low-resolution situations, where CCDs

have been used in cameras that focus on high-quality images with lots of pixels and excellent light

sensitivity. CMOS quality is improving rapidly, and there's little difference between the two technologies.

CCDs

Like a film camera, a camcorder "sees" the world through lenses. In a film camera, the lenses serve to focus

the light from a scene onto film treated with chemicals that have a controlled reaction to light. In this way,

camera film records the scene in front of it: it picks up greater amounts of light from brighter parts of the

scene, and lower amounts of light from darker parts of the scene. The lens in a camcorder also serves to

focus light, but instead of focusing it onto film, it shines the light onto a small semiconductor image sensor.

This image sensor, a charge-coupled device (CCD), measures light with a half-inch panel of 300,000 to

500,000 tiny light-sensitive diodes called photosites.

The more CCDs (or chips) your camera has, the better the image quality will be. Currently, consumer

cameras have 1-chip, and professional cameras have 3 chips.

Understanding CMOS

CMOS (complementary metal oxide semiconductor) image sensors use a different technology from CCDs

for capturing images digitally. In a CMOS sensor, each pixel has its own charge-to-voltage conversion

(rather than 1 or 3 chip CCD cameras), and the sensor can includes amplifiers, noise-correction, and

digitization circuits, so that the chip outputs digital bits. This seems like it should be great, but with each

pixel doing its own conversion, sometimes adjacent pixels which "should" look similar don't.



And now there's High Definition

Yes, now, even regular consumers can get digital video cameras that record in high definition, or HD.

These cameras are becoming more popular, but they are still pretty expensive. And, think of the hard drive

space that is required to edit the footage! Sometimes you'll see this listed as HDV (high-definition video).

Beware, some cameras have an HD stamp on them, but HD in this case refers to the fact that they record

footage to a hard drive right in the camera.

You'll need to use a video editing application that supports the HD format - but any version of iMovie since

2006 does, as does Movie Maker since Vista (2007). (Read this as your XP versin of iMovie won't edit HD

footage.)

Zoom Lenses

Just like with a digital still camera, a digital video camera usually has both an optical, and digital zoom.

Optical zoom occurs within the optics (the properties of the actual glass) of the lens. It is beautiful quality.

Digital zoom doesn't involve the camera lens at all; it simply uses the camera's processor to expand an

image beyond optical zoom. Digital zoom focuses in on part of the total picture captured by the CCD, and

magnifies the pixels. Digital zooms stabilize magnified pictures a little better than optical zooms, but you

sacrifice resolution quality because you end up using only a portion of the available photosites on the CCD.

The loss of resolution can make the image appear fuzzy (shown below).

When you're using your video camera to shoot footage, be careful to not overuse the zoom lens.

Continuously zooming in and out can really distract from your story. Use your zoom to frame shots, then

use it sparingly while you're shooting.

Here's a tip. If you zoom in all the way, you can really focus on your images. If you zoom back out,

everything in the camera's view will remain in focus.

Using a Tripod



A great feature to look for if you're in the market for a new video camera is called image stabilization,

which helps steady a shaky hand. It works great to give you smoother, non-jerky video footage. Often, I

find that a slightly heavier camera also helps me keep the camera steady (hence I own a prosumer camera

that is larger than the tiny consumer cameras out there).

The best way to stabilize your video footage is to use a tripod. Although you can try your video camera on

a standard still camera tripod, you may find it doesn't let you smoothly pan the camera around or change

the tilt. A fluid-head tripod will be best, but they can be expensive.

Microphones

Every digital video camera comes with a built-in microphone that lets you record audio along with your

video. These mics are typically directional, picking up audio directly in front of the microphone. Some

cameras even have features that "zoom" the audio in as you use the zoom feature on the lens. The mics are

pretty good for most consumer, or even semi-professional uses. Be careful when you're using your camera

outside, these mics don't handle wind very well.

If you need better audio to go with your video, you can use the mic in jack to plug in an external

microphone. Even if all you have is a mini-jack mic input on your camera, you can still attach an adapter

that will convert the input to "XLR", a professional microphone connection. Check when you're buying a

camera to see if you have this option - it can make your consumer quality camera into a prosumer quality

camera with a simple adapter.

Most Sony cameras have "shoe" adapters on the top of the camera. You can use the shoe to attach wired or

wireless microphones to improve your audio quality.

Analog Video Converters

Digital video can be processed in many ways that analog video cannot. Digital video can also be played

over and over without any degradation, when analog video loses quality over time in poor storage

conditions.

So, there is huge benefit to digitizing your old analog video footage. It can preserve the footage, and you

can integrate the old footage and the new footage together in interesting ways.

Analog sources must be converted into a digital format by a digitizer. A digitizer, or converter box, is a

device designed for a certain type of analog source material, such as a negative film scanner, flatbed

scanner, or a video capture board system.

Some computer-based editing software, in conjunction with a capture card, can digitize analog videotape

and save it to disk as clips that can then be add to a project. Capture boards usually come with capture

software and are sometimes bundled with editing software. There are digitizer systems for consumer use,



professional corporate level use, multimedia professionals and broadcast quality.

It is up to the quality of the digitizer card to have the quality standards to be able to digitize the original

video source into a quality digital source for use in production projects.

A short interlude

Technology is obviously changing every day. What was new yesterday, becomes obsolete in a matter of

just a few years. So, you've got lots of old VHS tapes sitting around, degrading year after year on your

bookshelf. Now is the time to digitize them into your computer to preserve them.

I once had a job taking old reel-to-reel audio tapes and converting them to DAT tape - the medium of

choice in the early 1990s. They were trying to preserve these old tapes by converting them to digital. So I'd

load up the reels onto the machine, and play the tape. Invariably, the tape would break during the copy, so

I'd have to splice it back together and start again - hoping it wouldn't break again. Yes, media gets this

fragile after as few as 10 years.

Anyhow, I converted it all to DAT, and now they are in the process of burning it all to DVD or some other

medium.

The moral of the story, you need to kind of "keep up" with your media archives. Even word processing

documents you created a few years ago may not be able to be opened in new versions of software - so,

every so often, its a good idea to go back and check your archives, to make sure they are still in usable

condition.

Another good reason to keep uncompressed, pristine-quality files around. Hold on to your .WAVs or

AIFFs. Keep your .PSDs. And keep your uncompressed, unedited video footage.

File Sizes for video

How much digital video can I fit on a CD-ROM? How big a server do I need to hold my streaming files?

How big a drive do I need to store my digital video and audio files? Video takes up a lot of room on your

computer! Let's do the math. 

The three variables to consider are:

• Disc space available (measured in KiloBytes)

• Data rate for every second of the movie (measured in KiloBytes)

• Duration of the movie (measured in seconds)

Given two of the variables, the third can be calculated using this formula:

Disc Space (KBytes) = Duration (secs) X Data per second (KBytes)

uncompressed video footage =

720 pixels x 480 pixels = 345,600 pixels per frame

at 24-bit color depth for each pixel = 8,294,400 bits

8,294,400 bits divided by 8 (to get bytes) = 1,036,800 bytes or about 1MB per frame.

So uncompressed video footage takes about 30MBs per second - running at 29.97 fps



30MBs x 60 seconds = almost 2GB per minute for uncompressed video (no one really ever uses

uncompressed video)

DV is compressed video (although it's considered "mild" compression, and its super-high-quality, and it

compresses at a ratio close to 10:1).

For DV you get about 5 mins of footage = 1GB

(ps. this doesn't include the audio!)

Working in HD - 1 min = 1GB (this is about half the file size as uncompressed video and 5 times the file

size of DV)

Getting A Hard Drive for Video

First, if 5 mins of DV footage takes up about 1GB of hard disk space, you'll need a large hard drive to hold

even your short videos!

Most video editing software would prefer that you have a dedicated hard drive used only to store digital

video footage - separate from your applications, documents and all the other stuff you've got stored on your

computer. This way, you can reformat the video hard drive after every project, to keep it defragmented and

working great for video.

Hard disk speed is key. Because your camcorder transfers footage very quickly, your hard disk and its disk

controller must be fast enough to accept it. How fast is fast enough? Since each second of DV video

consumes about 3.6 megabytes of disk space, your hard drive must be able to receive and store ("write")

data at a minimum sustained transfer rate of 3.6 megabytes per second. For most modern hard drives, that's

not a challenge, but that's not always the case. Laptop computers, for example, often use slower hard drives

that require less power when operating on batteries and, in some cases, they aren't fast enough to work with

digital video. Best to check before you buy.

Digital Video Editing - How did we get here?

If this is to be your first experience editing video, consider yourself fortunate! You'll be editing video at

your home, on your own computer. It wasn't too many years ago that you had to use a really expensive

editing studio, paying high hourly fees, just to edit video. And, it was probably editing "tape" or analog



video. 

Each time you edited an analog tape, you lost a fair amount of quality. Each copy is considered a new

"generation" of tape, and every generation loses some of its clarity, and some of its color. And, back in the

1980s, there was only "linear" editing system. We didn't call it that then, since there wasn't yet a concept of

"non-linear" editing. But, the general idea was that you'd start at the beginning of your video, and edit it

together one piece after the other, from beginning to end. If you wanted to "add a scene" somewhere in the

middle of your movie, you'd need to "re-assemble" all the edits that came after that spot. It was a pain.

In today's digital world, all editing applications are non-linear, or, they let you insert footage anywhere

you want, and simply shuffle everything down the line. Imagine it this way....if you had to write a paper

using a typewriter, and you suddenly had a great idea after you finished your paper, would you go back and

re-type the whole darn thing? Probably not. The same was true for us old-school video editors. We "got

used to it" the way it was, and often settled for something less than perfect. Especially if we were renting

studio time by the hour. With digital, you don't have to settle. You can work as hard and long as you'd like

to make your project look exactly how you want. (This can be both a blessing and a curse!)

The software application we'll be using is free an already on your computer. Movie Maker for Windows, or

iMovie for Macs.

Connecting Your Camera

Before you can edit the footage you've recorded on digital videotape, you need to transfer it your computer.

The first step required to transfer video is to create a connection between the camcorder and your computer.

This involves plugging one end of a Firewire or USB 2.0 cable into the camcorder, and the other end into

the proper port on the computer.

Both FireWire and USB 2.0 are fast connections, so they can handle the sustained throughput required for

video transfer. Both send information in both directions, so your camcorder can both download video, and

your computer can control your camcorder functions. 

If your camera uses a Firewire cable, in almost all cases this connection is made with a cable known as a

four-pin connector on the end that plugs into the camcorder, and a six-pin connector on the end that plugs

into the computer (shown to the right). This four-to-six pin firewire cable is generally supplied with

MiniDV or Digital 8 camcorders, but you can buy one separately at most electronics and computer

retailers.



With your computer turned on and your video editing application open, and the camcorder turned off, plug

the four-pin or smaller connector of the cable into your camcorder. The cable pretty much only fits in one

place, but if you're unsure, refer to the camcorder documentation to find out where the DV in/out port is

located. Then plug the larger, six-pin connector into your computer's Firewire (IEEE 1394 or iLink) port.

The computer generally has one or more Firewire ports; it doesn't matter which one you choose.

Turn on the camcorder and place it in playback (sometimes called VTR or VCR) mode. This is the mode

you've probably used to review footage on the camcorder's built-in display. Make sure that your computer

recognizes the camcorder. You should either see a message that the device has mounted, or your video

editing application will confirm your camera is recognized.

Hard Drive, Flash-based, or other digital format

If you have a video camera that records without using tape, you can very easily transfer the footage, and

you can do it fast. Unlike tapes which take "real time" to transfer, your digital footage recorded to an HDD,

compact flash, smart card, etc. can simply be copied (transferred) to your computer like you copy any

remote files. Attach the camera to your computer and then the camera should appear on your desktop as

though it were a hard drive. Just copy the files to your hard drive.

Importing Video Into Your Mac

The importing process is pretty similar regardless of the operating system and editing software you are

using. First, in your video editing software, switch to the import or capture section. Because your

camcorder is connected, and turned on, your editing software might switch to the importing mode

automatically, realizing that you're ready to import footage. Typically, you'll see a window where you can

preview your footage and several VCR-like control buttons, labeled with icons for play, rewind, fast

forward, pause and stop. 

Final Cut Pro Main Editing Screen



You'll also see a button labeled "Capture" or "Import." Don't press this button yet because you'll first want

to test that your camcorder is recognized by the computer. You can do this by pressing the "Play" button in

your video editing software. This will send a command from the computer to your camcorder, and your

footage should start playing in the preview window. By clicking on some of the other VCR buttons, you'll

notice that you can rewind and fast forward through footage using the computer to control your camcorder,

instead of pushing the controls on the camera. So, not only can digital video signals pass through your

FireWire cable, but also these basic camera controls can be sent from your computer to your camera. That's

pretty neat.

If footage isn't playing in the preview window, you'll want to refer to the instructions that came with your

camcorder, or check your computer's FireWire interface to see if any special driver software is required or

to perform troubleshooting tests. 

iMovie HD Import Screen

Using iMovie HD ('06)

It is pretty easy to import footage right into iMovie. If it isn't already done, set the "mode" switch to the

camera icon. This is right underneath the main preview window. Then, using the control in the iMovie

window, rewind your camcorder's tape to a few seconds before you want to start the capture. Then click the

"Import" button to begin capturing your footage.

You'll see and hear your footage in the import preview window, and soon "clips" will start to appear in the

"shelf" that sits to the right of the preview window. These clips are scenes from your footage. They are

determined by the time codes recorded onto tape with your footage. Scenes are created based on changes in

the time code set when you started and stopped recording different portions of your footage. In other words,

every time you pressed "pause" or "stop" while you were filming, will create a new clip. When you're ready



to stop capturing your video to your computer, you can press the "Import" button again to stop the transfer.

Don't worry if you accidentally capture unwanted clips. You can delete them later.

All video is transferred at full DV quality, which is 720-by-480 pixels. The digitized footage is stored

inside the iMovie Project itself. So you'll find a single iMovie file per project. By default, they are saved to

the Movies folder, though you can save them wherever you'd like.

One of your classmates suggested this YouTube clip as a good place to get started using iMovie HD http://

www.youtube.com/watch?v=49JBCtj_CUU

A Few Words about iMovie 08

There will likely be a few of you using iMovie HD (circa 2006) and iMovie 08. They look a whole lot

different, but behave mostly the same. If you have iMovie 08 you are welcome to use it. And, there are

really great online tutorials on how to get started available at

http://www.apple.com/findouthow/movies/#tutorial=camcorder

I am *strongly* urging you to upgrade from 08 to iMovie 09. There were LOTS of complaints about

iMovie 08, and it will be worth every penny of the upgrade price to go to iMovie 09. You get a lot more

features and yet it works mostly like iMovie 08 so you won't have something entirely new to learn.

Other popular Apple video editing options include

Final Cut Express

A step up from iMovie, and significantly cheaper than Final Cut Studio ($200 vs $1300), Final Cut Express

gives you a more "standard" video editing interface. More precise editing, fancier titling, better

compression, its a sensible solution for home-based video editing.

http://www.apple.com/finalcutexpress/tutorials/

Final Cut Studio

The whole enchilada. A professional-level video editor and compression package that gives you Final Cut

Pro, Motion (for 3-D animation), Soundtrack Pro (audio post production, color correction, DVD Studio Pro

and Compressor.

http://www.apple.com/finalcutstudio/tutorials/

Importing Video Into Windows

The importing process is pretty similar regardless of the operating system and editing software you are

using. First, in your video editing software, switch to the import or capture section. Because your

camcorder is connected, and turned on, your editing software might switch to the importing mode

automatically, realizing that you're ready to import footage. Typically, you'll see a window where you can

preview your footage and several VCR-like control buttons, labeled with icons for play, rewind, fast

forward, pause and stop. 



With your camera attached, Windows should recognize that new hardware has been attached. You'll see a

window like the one above, where you should click the button labeled "Capture Video using Windows

Movie Maker".

Choose a file name, and where you want your movie saved, and then click Next.

If footage isn't playing in the preview window, you'll want to refer to the instructions that came with your

camcorder, or check your computer's Firewire or USB interface to see if any special driver software is

required.



You can decide how much of your video footage to import, and start and stop the import process as needed.

Using Windows Movie Maker

Windows Movie Maker comes free with your Windows XP or Vista install - so you probably already have

it on your computer. It provides basic video editing capabilities that will get your feet wet with editing

digital video. If you are running Windows 7, please read on for download directions.

Getting started with Windows XP MovieMaker help is available at:

http://www.microsoft.com/windowsxp/using/moviemaker/default.mspx

Getting started with Windows Vista MovieMaker help is available at:

http://windowshelp.microsoft.com/Windows/en-US/Help/ec3fff68-e53c-4168-ae74-

8557325e57e21033.mspx

There's some good tutorials on how to use it at Atomic Learning.

http://www.atomiclearning.com/moviemaker2

If you are using Windows 7 
Just to keep everyone on their toes here, if you are using Windows 7 - you'll discover that Windows Movie

Maker is no longer included with your OS installation. BUT, it is still available as a free download. You

can get it at: http://download.live.com/moviemaker Microsoft has great tutorials there on how to use it.

Cross-platform: QuickTime Pro

For $30 you get a cross-platform, basic audio and video editor that is often considered the "swiss army

knife" for digital media. It can help you out of a lot of binds - from simple conversion from one format to

another, to basic editing when you're on the run. You can even add special effects with QT pro.

I can't tell you how many times a day I find myself performing basic, everyday kinds of tasks with QT Pro,

that don't require waiting for Photoshop or Final Cut to launch. When all you need is a basic function, this

$30 will be the best money you've ever spent.



shown above are a

not upgraded QuickTime …….|…….. Upgraded to Pro in Mac)

Once you "go pro" and enter the registration code you receive from Apple, you'll find that your basic free

QuickTime player gains a whole bunch of new menu options! So if you no longer see the "Pro" tag next to

certain grayed-out menu options, you know you have Pro installed properly, and you can do neat things

with video editing. Like remove the audio from your video. Or cut out a tiny clip to email a friend. Or

compress your footage for use on the web. Just a few of the many options available. 

Neither the icon nor the name of the application change - it's still called QuickTime Player - even after you

enter your registration code.

For a step-by-step tutorial on how to use QuickTime Pro to capture and edit video (yes, you can do your

entire project for this course in QuickTime Pro if you want) go to:

http://www.apple.com/quicktime/tutorials/creatingmovies.html

QuickTime technology is based on "tracks". Each track represents a unique aspect or ability that you can

change over time. A single movie may have many different track types, including video, audio, text, sprite,

Flash, HREF, hinting, QuickTime VR, and chapter divisions. Each track, in turn, may possess many

modifiable properties. Find out more about tracks at:

http://www.apple.com/quicktime/tools_tips/tutorials/tracks.html

If you're interested in captioning video (or audio), check out this tutorial on text tracks that are available for

use in QuickTime Pro.

And now, for one of the most basic reasons to have QuickTime Pro....you can save Quicktime movies from

the web! If you have QuickTime Pro (and if allowed by the content author), you can save a downloaded

(not streaming) movie viewed in your Web browser to your hard disk. Then you can watch it later when

you're not connected to the Internet. If it's a streaming movie, QuickTime Pro will save a small "reference

movie" which points to the stream. To save a non-streaming movie from the Internet, wait until it has

finished loading, then click the down arrow at the very right of the playback controls and choose "Save As

QuickTime Movie" from the menu that appears. Choose a location to save the file to your hard disk.

Want to create a slide show in QuickTime Pro:

http://www.apple.com/quicktime/tutorials/slideshow.html

...and to add audio to your slideshow: http://www.apple.com/quicktime/tutorials/addmusic.html



Cross-platform Adobe Premiere 

One big benefit of Adobe Premiere is that it is one of the few professional-level video editing applications

that can be run on both a Mac and Windows. For this very reason, many people who need to work in a

cross-platform environment choose Premiere. And, the very fact that Premiere is made by the same folks

who make Photoshop, you know that the interface is going to be somewhat familiar.

Using Premiere can be a challenge, but if you get familiar with the workspace, and how to manipulate

video in the timeline, you'll be well on your way to making great videos.

Go to http://www.manifest-tech.com/premiere/quicktour.htm to get an excellent overview of the Premiere

workspace and how to make basic edits.

And here's another good one for Premiere:

http://www.design.iastate.edu/LABS/tutorials/premiere/prbasic.html

Saving your Video Files

Once you've shot your video footage, imported it to your computer, edited it with whatever application

you've got, you'll want to save your project. You'll also want to export your movie. What's the difference

between saving and exporting? Read on.

Saving Your Project

Whatever video editing application you use, you'll want to Save your project (typically a menu option in

the File Menu of any application). This will save a project file that can be opened only by that specific

video editing application. For example, iMovie files can be opened only by iMovie. Windows Movie

Maker files can only be opened by Movie Maker. It's like .doc files only open with Microsoft Word, but

.txt file can be opened by any text editor. 

You'll want to keep this "native" file format in case you ever want to go back and make any changes, or re-

edit your movie. 

Note: If you are using iMovie '08 or '09 the project is saving automatically as you work, there is no option

to Save manually.

Exporting Your Video

Once you've finished editing your video, you might want to Export the video so you can share it with

others, even people who don't have the same video editing application that you do!

When you export your movie from your video application, you make the entire movie a single video clip

that can play on its own, not dependent on your video application or the original source footage anymore. It

becomes a stand-alone file you can burn to CD or DVD or upload to the web. 

Hold on! This does not mean you should feel free to discard your original DV tapes, or your original

footage that you've stored on your hard drive. It would be time-consuming and frustrating if, for any

reason, you ever had to make a slight change to your movie, but had to start over from square one. It's a

good idea to store your original videotapes in a safe place, and, if possible, store your project and all the

associated media files on a DVD or an extra hard drive. Back-ups are important.

Whatever file format you export to (I recommend exporting to DV-NTSC or DV-AVI if you're looking for

pristine quality, and don't care about a huge file size). You'll later want to create a video file that you can

compress for the web, or turn into a MPEG stream for a DVD, or export it right back to DV tape so you can

play it through your camera to your TV. To have the most options, I recommend saving to a cross platform

format, and at the highest possible quality. You can never add quality back in, so save at "full quality" or

"DV" or "HD" so you don't loose any quality from your original footage (depending on what format your

original footage was shot using). Think of this in the same way that you saved a Photoshop image in



addition to a compressed JPEG of the same graphic.

Windows Movie Makers - you'll need this information when you want to export your video out of

Movie Maker in very high quality - and then late you can compress it. 

You'll need to convert (export) your movie as a "standard" format so others can view it. You can do it right

from within Movie Maker.

In the Saving process, you find at some point the small words, "Show more choices."

Click that, and you get three more choices. The third is "Other Settings." Choose that!

Then you finally get a long list of choices for the pop-up menu, one of which is "DV-AVI." Choose this

option - it's a standard format that everyone can read.

Once you export your edited movie as a DV-AVI file, you'll then be able to compress to a standard format.

Don't need a .mp4 or a .mov file? You can then export it using any of the WMV options.



To Stream or Not to Stream

Streaming video is a sequence of moving images sent in compressed form over the Internet and displayed

by the viewer upon arrival. Streaming media is the umbrella term that encompasses video and audio, as

well as additional tracks that may include captioning, URL links, and graphics. With streaming media, a

web user does not have to wait to download a large file before seeing the video or hearing the sound.

Instead, the media is sent in a continuous stream and is played as it arrives. Great if you're trying to watch a

live event.

Streaming media can be live or archived audio or video content, delivered in nearly real-time to an end

user's computer over the Internet. It's also called video-on-demand. For large files, streaming is preferable

to downloading because you do not have to wait for the file to download before viewing it. Downloading a

video file can greatly increase the amount of time it takes to view a presentation - so you might loose your

potential viewers if they have to wait too long. In addition, streamed videos are generally not stored on the

viewers system. 

Progressive downloads (HTTP) are files that are downloaded to the viewers computer - in the exact same

manner that any web page text, or graphics are delivered to your browser. The files do not have to be

completely downloaded before viewing begins (some media players have a "quickstart" feature) but the

final result is that a copy of the movie exists on the viewers computer. For longer (larger) movies and

smaller bandwidth users, this may not be desirable. Determine your audience and their method of Internet

connectivity when planning your video delivery options. 

Streaming video (RTSP) or "True Streaming" uses the Real Time Streaming Protocol to deliver small

packets of the media file from a dedicated streaming server to the end user's computer, not unlike a

"broadcast" signal. Nothing is stored on the user's computer except for a small reference text file

(RealMedia & Windows Media). The file cannot be retrieved later on for playback from a user's hard drive;

the user must reconnect to the original web site to view the media file again. (This can be really useful if

you want to charge admission for viewing, or just want to get a good sense of how many hits you're

getting.) Before any image or sound is displayed, the media player negotiates with the RTSP server to

establish a connection and to match the user's connection data rate to the Internet with an appropriate movie

with similar data rate. 

With television you "broadcast" a signal, but over the web, you've got options. In streaming video to end

users, there are basically three different methods of communicating between IP hosts.

• UNICAST: one host communicating with one other host (one to one)



• BROADCAST: one host communicating with all other hosts (one to all) 

• MULTICAST: one host communicating with a group of hosts (one to some) 

Video Compression Formats

Without video compression, we'd never be watching the all the videos we see on the Internet. But, many

people worry about compression because it modified the video - changing it from its pristine format to

some of lesser quality. Like with other media, video compression is a trade-off between quality and file

size.

Quality vs. Bandwidth

One second of uncompressed NTSC video requires approximately 30 MB of disk space. Because of this,

storing video on desktop computers clearly requires compression, and playing video on desktop computers

requires decompression. Video compression algorithms, or "codecs" (short for compressors/

decompressors), were devised to handle the compression of video, and the decompression when it's played

back.

Encoding is a process that will convert your video/audio material into a file that is viewable on the Internet

(or other medium, like DVD) in a compressed digital format. 

For the highest quality compressed video, it’s important to start with the highest quality source material. It's

best to digitize your video from the master tape; or the highest quality edit that you have. If you are using a

digital format, then a sub-master (a copy) is equally good, but for analog, every copy degrades in quality,

so use the master tape if possible. 

For web-delivered video, the file size must be reduced drastically. As you've learned already, a smaller

display window, slower frame rates, and lower resolution can all help to reduce the file size. Special

encoding software, such as Cleaner, Sorensen Squeeze, or even QuickTime Pro is often used to compress

the video or audio file. With most compression applications you can control various parameters that

determine the file size and quality as well as the final format. 

Many video codecs compress movies by looking at consecutive frames and storing just the differences

(temporal compression), and/or by generalizing an image and removing redundant data (spatial

compression). Other codecs use both spatial and temporal compression techniques. The process of

analyzing each frame and compressing a movie can take a long time and a lot of computer processing

power, but decompression takes place on the end users computer in real-time so you get smooth playback.

Most codecs use lossy compression algorithms, which means the process of compression removes data



from the original movie (like JPEG for still images). You should never compress a movie with lossy

compression multiple times because each pass will lower the quality of the movie. This was also true of

still images (you don't want to jpeg a jpeg file). 

Choosing a codec depends on your source material. For temporal compression, video that changes very

little from frame to frame will compress better than video with lots of motion. A talking-head video, where

there is a speaker, standing mostly in one location, is a good example of a video that has very little change

between frames. For spatial compression, the less detail there is in an image, the better the codec is able to

generalize and compress it.

There are lots and lots of codecs available, and many more in the pipeline. Some are standard components

in QuickTime and Windows Media Player, and some require special installations. We will only discuss the

established codecs here, and only the codecs that are practical for CD-ROM, DVD and Internet video.

Hopefully this list will grow as more technologies become incorporated into the standard architectures. 

Currently popular Codecs

MPEG

MPEG is a format and a codec at the same time-it is a file format that uses compression algorithms (like

DV). There are different "flavors" of MPEG. You can "convert" MPEG movies to QuickTime, which

essentially makes MPEG movies playable using QuickTime players and plug-ins. 

MPEG-2 provides broadcast-quality digitally encoded audio and video. It offers outstanding image quality

and resolution. MPEG-2 is the primary video standard for DVD-Video.

Playback of MPEG-2 video generally requires special hardware, which is built into all DVD-Video players,

and most (but not all) DVD-ROMs in computers. 

MPEG-2 was based on MPEG-1, but optimized for higher data rates. You can get excellent quality at DVD

rates (300-1000KBps), but tends to produce results inferior to MPEG-1 at lower rates. MPEG-2 is

definitely not appropriate for use over Internet connections (though a few companies are using it over high-

performance internal LANs.)

MPEG-3 is our old audio friend also known as MP3.

MPEG 4 is a the newest MPEG standard, and is designed for the delivery of interactive multimedia across

networks. As such, it is more than a single codec, and includes specifications for audio, video, and

interactivity. As of 2008, along with H.264 is the compression format of choice.

The video component of MPEG-4 is similar to H.263 and H.264 (see below), but significantly advanced.

The image quality is significantly improved, and optimized for delivery of video at Internet data rates. 

Both QuickTime and Windows Media technologies can create and playback MPEG-4 compressed video.

H.263

H.263 is a standard video-conferencing codec. It's optimized for low data rates and relatively low motion -

talking heads common to video-conferencing. H.263 is an advancement of the H.261 and MPEG-1

standards, designed with the goal of producing substantially better quality below 64 kbit/sec. It has become

less used since the advent of H.264.

H.264

A relative newcomer introduced with QuickTime 7 in 2007. It delivers great quality video at somewhat

amazingly low data rates. It can give you good quality results across a wide range of bandwidth - from 3G

mobile phones to DVDs and even HD. Its now part of the MPEG-4 standard. It is scalable across multiple

delivery methods, so it's popular for creators who need to deliver video content to many different devices.



Flash video

Popularized by YouTube and MySpace (and sometimes given a bad name because of the often poor quality

of video you find on YouTube), Flash allows you to convert your media to something that most everyone

can play on their computer. It is a step in the right direction so that content developers can produce media,

and compress it in one format that will work in a lot of places. It's becoming a standard, although the

MPEG-4 and QuickTime standards are also everywhere now that everyone is doing iTunes/iPods/iPhones. 

There are two common file extensions for Flash video - .swf and .flv. FLV (flash video) is a streamed file

and the format used by YouTube. FLV is a small file and can be easily loaded over the web. If you want to

play an FLV on your website, you need to embed it to a player. By contrast, SWF doesn't require an

embedded player - it is a completed, compiled and published file that can not be edited.

Previously Popular Codecs

Sorenson Video

The old standby - Sorenson Video has been QuickTime's primary video codec since the release of

QuickTime 3. It has somewhat been replaced by Sorenson H.263 (see below). The Sorenson Video Codec

creates compressed web video that will play on most any computer, no matter how old.

Compared with Cinepak (see below), Sorenson Video generally achieves higher image quality at a fraction

of the data rate. This allows for higher quality, and either faster viewing (on the Internet), or more movies

on a single CD-ROM (often four times as much material on a disc as Cinepak). It is often possible to get

twice the image quality at less than half the data rate. That's an impressive codec.

Cinepak

Cinepak had been (since 1990) the standard codec for CD-ROM video delivery. It plays smoothly on mid-

range and fast machines. The image quality produced by Cinepak is less than optimal - movies look patchy

and pixellated, particularly in segments with detail or motion. Its greatest strength is its extremely low CPU

requirements. As computers have continued to advance in the years since Cinepak was created, developers

are now using Cinepak at higher (and lower) data rates than it was originally designed for, and making

ever-larger and higher quality movies.

Cinepak's quality/datarate was amazing when it was first released, but is not in the same class as newer

codecs available today. There are higher-quality (and lower-datarate) solutions for almost any application.

It is hardly ever used anymore.

Photo-JPEG

The Photo-JPEG codec produces movies with excellent image quality (though it is a lossy codec, the

difference is often undetectable) but that require significant amounts of CPU power for playback. This is

particularly true for large image and/or high frame rate movies. This codec is well suited for slideshows

that use low frames rates and no special video transitions like dissolves or wipes.

Video and Audio Compression Applications

Autodesk's Cleaner (http://usa.autodesk.com/adsk/servlet/index?id=5562025&siteID=123112) software

(formerly known as Media Cleaner) is the most powerful, industry standard compression application for

media professionals available today. It is also not for beginners! Cleaner is available for both Mac and PC,

and gives you access to every aspect of audio and video compression. Because its got a smart interface, it is

simple to "batch process" a lot of media which is great because compression can take a long time (a really

really long time if you're using a slow computer).

Final Cut Pro - a popular Apple video editor use Compressor

(http://www.apple.com/finalcutstudio/compressor/). Regardless of whether you're looking to deliver an HD

broadcast or to an iPhone, you can use Compressor to give set the parameters that fit your audience.



QuickTime Pro can also compress video for you! Yep, for your $30 investment, you can Export movies

with a bunch of basic video and audio compressors. 

For beginners, Sorenson Squeeze (http://www.sorensonmedia.com/) provides an intelligent, yet simple

interface that gives you access to advanced compression for the web. And doesn't require a full semester on

compression techniques to learn how to use it!

To compress your video for this week's homework, you'll choose two different quality settings to export

your project. Below are directions for iMovie followed by Movie Maker directions. You'll end up with two

versions of your edited (short) video. You'll watch them both, compare and contrast file sizes and quality.

iMovie ('06/HD) directions: 

1. Open your iMovie project.

2. Go to the Share menu and then choose QuickTime.

3. In the window that appears, choose Web from the "Compress Movie for" menu,

4. and then click Share. 

5. In the window that appears, choose a name for your compressed movie (I recommend including

the word "web" in the filename so you know which setting you used), choose a location, and then

click Save. 

Note: Exporting from iMovie creates a COPY of your original file. So, just like with Photoshop

and saving JPEGs, you'll have your nice original project, and a compressed version. 

6. Using the same method as above, choose CD-ROM from the "Compress movie for" menu and

export another copy with CD-ROM compression. Give the file a different name and include

"cdrom" in your filename.

iMovie '09 directions: 

1. Open your iMovie project from last week.

2. Go to the Share menu and then choose Export Movie.

3. In the window that appears, you'll do two different compressions:

select the "Tiny" option,

4. and then click Export. 

5. In the window that appears, choose a name for your compressed movie (I recommend including

the word "tiny" in the filename so you know which setting you used), choose a location, and then

click Save. 

Note: Exporting from iMovie creates a COPY of your original file. So, just like with Photoshop

and saving JPEGs, you'll have your nice original project, and a compressed version. 

6. Using the same method as above, select the "Medium" radio button and export another copy with

CD-ROM compression. Give the file a different name and include "medium" in your filename.

Movie Maker directions: 

1. Open your Movie Maker project.



2. Go to the File menu and then choose Save Movie File.

3. In the window that appears, choose My Computer and then click Next

4. Enter a name for your compressed movie (I recommend including the word "web" in the filename

so you know which setting you used), choose a location to save the file, and then click Next.

5. Click the "Show more choices" link to reveal more choices. 

6. Select Other settings:

7. Choose "Video for broadband (150kbps)" from the pop-up menu, and then click Next.

Note: Exporting from Movie Maker creates a COPY of your original file. So, just like with

Photoshop and saving JPEGs, you'll have your nice original project, and a compressed version. 

8. Using the same method as above, choose "High quality video (small) from the "Other settings"

menu (step 7 above) and export another copy with different compression. Give the file a different

name and include "highquality" in your filename.

After you have two video files, each with different compression, watch them next to each other and notice

how they differ in both quality and file size.

Even we can make DVDs

Although a DVD disc looks like a CD, it has many important differences. A DVD is actually two half discs

bonded together. In its present configuration, a DVD may contain data on one or both sides of the disc. A

DVD is the first optical disc to feature two data layers that are read from the same side of the disc. DVD's

also have a dual-layer feature in which a disc may contain data on anywhere from one to four layers. For

this reason a DVD can store up to twenty-five times the capacity of a CD. Additionally, a DVD's data read-

rate is almost nine times as fast as a CD-ROM. And, all consumer DVD players can read and play a CD.

Current DVD standards have settled on a format allowing up to 4.7 gigabytes of data storage per side

(single layer) or 8.5GB for dual-layer discs.

Recordable DVDs match this storage size, but differ in terms of how they go about achieving it. The two

forms of recordable DVD media currently available are called DVD+RW (DVD "plus" RW) and DVD-RW

(DVD "dash" RW). There is another recordable format called DVD-RAM that first appeared in the late

'90s, but its general lack of compatibility with set-top DVD players has made it an unpopular medium for

all but its most die-hard supporters. (We'll discuss Bluray in a moment!)

All consumer DVD recordable technologies contain form(s) of copy protection to prevent the unauthorized

duplication of copyrighted material.(This is because the copy protection is built in to the MPEG-2 codec.)

Don't purchase a DVD recorder and expect to create bit-for-bit copies of "The Matrix" or any copy-

protected DVD to share with all of your friends. Besides the legal issues, it simply won't work without

some sort of secondary application designed to break the rules.

DVDs can hold all sorts of files, from video and sounds to computer data. Given its versatility and

exceedingly high quality, it's not surprising that the format has really taken off since players were first

launched in the spring of 1998.

High-end desktop computers are shipping with 16x speed drives. In a bit of a surprising move, the "ultra-



portable" laptop computers are actually shipping without CD/DVD drives in them at all! In an attempt to

limit weight and save space, these computers let you attach external CD/DVD drives to them, but they do

not ship with them. If having an on-board CD/DVD burner/player is important to you, make sure you check

before you buy.

Picture Quality

The picture quality on DVD is nearly twice as good as that on conventional VHS videotape since tapes

offer a horizontal line resolution of about 300 lines and DVD resolution is typically about 500 lines. Also,

movies on tape will wear out over a period of time, but DVDs can be played again and again without

deterioration.

Archival Quality

They seem pretty indestructible, and they are certainly better than tape, but even your CDs and DVDs won't

last forever. The can eventually "fade" over time, depending on the quality of the media and how you store

them. When the "next best thing" comes along - you'll want to upgrade your DVD collection just like you

might have upgraded your other media files to keep up with the technology.

MPEG compression streams

Storing a two hour uncompressed movie on a DVD would take over 90 Gigabytes, while the storage

capacity of DVD ranges from 4.7 to 17 GB. So uncompressed video wouldn't work, but yet we can rent 2-

hour movies on DVD that contain "bonus materials" and it all fits on a single DVD. The answer to this

dilemma is MPEG compression. DVD-Video supports both MPEG-1 (also used for Video CD in Asia) and

MPEG-2. MPEG-2 is universally regarded as yielding higher image quality, and is the norm for most

DVD-Video titles.

One underlying assumption of MPEG-2 compression is that motion pictures contain lots of redundancy,

both within each frame and between a series of consecutive frames. Another is that there is some

information in each frame that may be discarded without noticeably affecting the way that picture is

perceived when played back. MPEG-2 reduces the overall volume of data both by discarding such "un-

needed" information and by storing redundant data more efficiently.

To realize these efficiencies, MPEG-2 first performs intra-frame compression, similar to the techniques

used in still-image formats such as JPEG. Next comes inter-frame compression, in which a series of

adjacent frames are compared, and only the information necessary to describe the differences between

successive frames is retained. When the encoded material is played back, a decoder extrapolates from the

stored information to re-create a complete set of discrete frames.

Video that has been professionally encoded in the MPEG-2 format may be virtually indistinguishable from

the uncompressed video source. The extent to which the original image quality is maintained depends

mostly on two factors: the bit-rate used and the nature of the video content itself.

Remember that MPEG-2 works by storing redundant information more efficiently. A relatively static scene

(two people talking in front of a wall) will have far greater frame-to-frame redundancy than a fast-paced

action scene (a high-speed car chase). With fewer redundant bits to discard, the action scene will require a

higher bit-rate. Looked at another way, a low bit-rate will cause more compression artifacts (blockiness, for

example) in the action scene than in the static scene.

MPEG-2 video may be encoded in either Constant Bit-rate ("CBR") or Variable Bit-rate ("VBR") modes.

In CBR, bits are allocated evenly across the entire program. But VBR addresses the fact that complex

scenes are harder to encode. In VBR, the average bit-rate may be the same as in CBR, but more bits are

allocated to difficult scenes, and fewer to the rest.

Blu-ray discs

Standard DVD players are ready to play your MPEG-2 compressed video. This is significantly better

quality than VHS tape, but significantly worse quality than High Definition television. The emerging



solution: Blu-ray discs. 

The Blu-ray format was developed to enable recording, rewriting and playback of high-definition video

(HD), as well as storing large amounts of data. Blu-ray offers more than five times the storage capacity of

traditional DVDs, and can hold up to 25GB on a single-layer disc and 50GB on a dual-layer disc.

After a series of starts and stops, and competition from another format (HD-DVD) Blu-ray has seemed to

emerge the winner. 

You'll need a new Blu-ray DVD player to play these disc, and though they are getting more and more

popular, you won't be able to rent every movie in Blu-ray HD format right now.

Audio surround sound

Many movies on DVD offer digital surround sound formats, such as Dolby Digital Surround Sound and

DTS (digital theatre system). These offer a simplified version of the surround sound you hear in a

commercial movie theater. To hear Dolby Digital surround sound you hook up your DVD player to a

Dolby Digital-equipped five-channel amplifier or TV and then add the requisite five or six speakers. DTS is

a little less common, but most DVD players and multichannel receivers are capable of decoding it and

those in the know regard it as the better sounding format.

The difference between conventional two channel components and surround sound products is simple. In

addition to conventional amplification, these products include a surround sound processor, Dolby Pro-

Logic, Dolby Digital, DTS or even a combination of all three. Better products also have a separate sub-

woofer output.

Good speakers have always made a difference with two channel systems, the same is true with surround

sound. All home theater systems require a minimum of five speakers. In addition to the main left and right

speakers that sit on either side of your screen, a center speaker and two rear speakers are also necessary.

Again, do not underestimate the value of quality speakers adding to the quality of your experience.

Some audio surround sound formats include:

• Surround Sound

A very general term for anything that has more than two speakers that is related to home

cinema/theater. With the latest advances now available, and the huge range of options, the term

'surround sound' is now a little vague! 

• ProLogic 

Although quite popular, this earlier 'surround sound' format has its limitations. Basically

'ProLogic' took a stereo sound track and, using complex equalizer techniques, attempted to

simulate surround sound. With the new Digital Surround now available, the cost of ProLogic

equipment has become very affordable and it is the ideal option for those still using Hi-Fi Stereo

VCR's. 

• AC-3

In the early days, the term AC-3 was applied to products that met with Dolby Laboratories

standard for six channel or digital reproduction. Early in '97 the term AC-3 was deleted and the

much more accurate phrase 'Dolby Digital' was adopted. In other words, Dolby Digital and AC-3

are one and the same. (Apple's DVD Studio Pro uses this format) 

• Dolby Digital 

Dolby Laboratories' latest offering of sophisticated sound processing for home cinema sound.

Unlike ProLogic, Dolby Digital features 6 distinctly separate digital channels for true home

cinema sound. However, to truly enjoy the benefits of Dolby Digital you will need a DVD Player

and/or a Dolby Digital Amp/Receiver. 

• DTS 

DTS stands for Digital Theatre System. The advantages DTS has to offer is better and more

detailed sound. Unlike conventional DVD recordings which use a considerable amounts of

compression, DTS is virtually compression-less. This results is dramatically clearer and more

detailed sound, particularly from the rear speakers, together with a much tighter bass sound. DTS



is a feature found on the better DVD players and Digital Home Cinema Receivers. 

• THX 

THX Home Cinema system is an experience rarely equaled by other technologies. THX is not a

new surround system but a standard developed by the blockbuster movie maker, Lucasfilm who

have established stringent performance requirements. THX introduces the same quality and

realism of motion picture audio to your living room. The only catch is that in reality, to truly enjoy

the awesome performance of THX performance takes some serious muscle! 

Making a DVD

There are several programs available for both Macs and PC that will let you make your very own DVD -

complete with motion menus, surround sound audio, and pristine video quality. I've personally never used

any of the applications for the PC, but I have a lot of experience with Apple's simple to use iDVD

application, and the fully professional DVD Studio Pro. If you have made a DVD that plays on a set-top

box from your PC, can you post to the discussion board and let us know your thoughts? Roxio makes one,

but I've never used it.

With iDVD you don't even have to know anything about MPEG or video compression. All you need to do

is bring your QuickTime movies files into iDVD and it'll do all the work for you! iDVD creates the menus

you'll need to interact with your content, and even provides great pre-done templates for backgrounds and

audio.

If you want to "go pro" with making your own DVDs, DVD Studio Pro is the way to go! You can do

anything that you see on the big commercially produced DVDs, including multi-language support, ability

to switch (in real time) between multiple camera angles, and AC3 sound capabilities.

Understanding HDTV

In 1981, the first demonstration of HDTV at the Society of Motion Pictures and Television Engineers

(SMPTE) annual conference in San Francisco took place. 11 years later, in 1992, the FCC gave the TV

industry 6 years to start broadcasting HDTV. That would have been by 1998. Many of us are still waiting.

The advantages of HDTV - better resolution, better signal quality. Your average cable TV comes in at

640x480 (NTSC), while HDTV can receive 1920x1080 pixel resolution.

The TV industry was virtually forced (but didn't do it) to move to HDTV by the FCC. Unfortunately, no

one forced the movie industry to do the same thing. So here we are in 2003 watching DVDs with a

resolution of 720x480 on a HDTV capable of more than twice that.

There are two reasons why the movie industry has taken so long to get HDTV content into our hands:

Content (Copy) Protection and Media. Compressed DVD video takes up about 3.5-4.7 Mb/s on the DVD.

With a dual-layer DVD holding about 7.95 GB, you end up with about 3.8-5 hours of video on a Dual

Layer DVD. The new DVDs use less compression and stay near the max of 7 Mb/s, so they get about two

hours on a disc. HDTV needs about 20-24 Mb/s compressed (broadcast quality) depending on quality, so a

two hour video needs over 20 GB of disc space. Besides capacity, the DVD format only supports a 9 Mb/s

transfer rate, making even short portions of HD content undeliverable on DVD.

Digital TV

While a target date of 2006 was set to discontinue analog broadcasts (twenty years after the formulation of

the original transition plan), the other FCC requirement that must be met is 80% market penetration of

digital TV. This date has now been set to 2009. On February 17, 2009 all full-power broadcast television

stations in the United States will stop broadcasting on analog airwaves and begin broadcasting only in

digital. Digital broadcasting will allow stations to offer improved picture and sound quality and additional

channels. It can also offer multiple programming choices, called multicasting, and interactive capabilities.

Analog

• Date for final transition to digital is February 17, 2009. After that date, full-power stations will



only broadcast digital signals.

• Consumers will always be able to connect an inexpensive receiver, a digital to analog converter

box, to their existing analog TV to decode DTV broadcast signals.

• Digital to analog converter boxes will not convert your analog TV to high-definition. Analog TVs

will continue to work with cable, satellite, VCRs, DVD players, camcorders, video games

consoles and other devices for many years.

DTV

• Digital cable or digital satellite does not mean a program is in high-definition.

• Digital pictures will be free from the "ghosts" and "snow" that can affect analog transmissions.

• Multicasting is available.

• HDTV is available.

• Data streaming is available.

HDTV

• High-definition broadcasts offered.

• Best available picture resolution, clarity and color.

• Dolby theatre surround-sound.

• Dolby surround-sound.

• Wide screen "movie-like" format

Once a digital signal is broadcast, a broader range of options become available in terms of how much detail

will be displayed on your TV screen. As an illustration, think of how the same audio CD sounds better

depending on the quality of the system it is played through. The acceptable performance standard to be

considered HDTV resolution is 1080 interlaced scanning lines (1080i) displayed in a 16x9 aspect ratio.

This is compared to 480 interlaced lines (480i), the conventional analog TV resolution (standard definition

TV - SDTV) in a 4x3 format.

One of the features of digital broadcasting is the ability of the broadcaster to utilize their digital channels

for different levels of picture quality. You can think of this like a reference movie that is sometimes used to

deliver various quality streams over the Internet based on a users connection speed. A broadcaster can send

one true HDTV program of up to six standard definition programs, or various combinations of

resolution/quality in-between at various times during the week. The market will eventually determine how

much HDTV programming is available. The quality of the broadcast sent will be largely determined by

how many HDTV sets are in use. Digital TV has been mandated by the FCC, but high definition has not.

The terms digital and high definition are often used interchangeably, but as you can see, they are not

synonymous.

• ANALOG TELEVISION (SDTV): Conventional analog sets that display images of standard

resolution (480i) and can be adapted to receive digital signals and display them at standard

resolution by using a digital set-top box. 

• HDTV READY MONITORS: capable of displaying HDTV (1080i) resolution but require the use

of an external digital set-top box because they do not have the built-in digital tuner. They do

include an analog tuner to receive conventional analog SDTV broadcasts which are up-converted

to 960i or 480p, resulting in an improved picture quality (no visible scanning lines) 

• HIGH DEFINITION TELEVISION (HDTV): have the internal digital and analog tuners required

to display a minimum of 1080i as well as all lower resolutions. 

HDTV is gaining popularity by the day. As more and more people buy gorgeous new plasma and lcd

televisions, the demand for HD programming continues to rise. 

Satellite TV

A satellite is an object that orbits around another object in space. The satellites that concern us transmit

television directly to your house. These satellites require a special orbit, so a little information about orbits

is a good place to start in understanding satellite television basics.



The time it takes for a satellite to complete an orbit depends upon its distance from the object that it orbits.

The moon is a natural satellite that is 238,328 miles from Earth. It takes 27.32 days for the moon to

complete one orbit of the Earth. The space shuttle operates in a low Earth orbit. The shuttle orbits about

200 miles to about 350 miles above the Earth. The average time for the space shuttle to complete an orbit

around the Earth is about 90 minutes. The moon takes longer to complete an orbit of the Earth because it is

much further from the Earth than is the space shuttle. The type of orbit that is required of the satellites that

transmit television signals to the Earth lies between these two extremes of the moon and the space shuttle.

In order for a satellite to be used for television transmission, it must "hang" over one spot above the Earth.

The types of orbits described so far would require a receiving dish that is constantly moving, in order to

keep up with the transmitting satellite. Television satellites are in a geosynchronous orbit that exactly

matches the speed that the Earth spins. When a satellite is in a geosynchronous orbit, the satellite appears to

be stationary when viewed from the Earth. In order to accomplish a geosynchronous orbit, a satellite must

be directly over the equator and about 22,300 miles from the Earth. This area around the Earth is often

called the Clarke Belt. Satellites maintain proper positioning in the Clarke Belt by using thrusters and on-

board fuel. Ground stations constantly monitor these satellites to make any adjustments that are necessary

to keep a satellite in its orbital slot.

The television signals transmitted by a satellite are quite different from the television or radio signals that

are broadcast over the air. The particulars of a satellite TV signal are beyond the scope of this course, but

there are some basics that you should know. Satellite TV is transmitted by microwaves. Microwaves don't

behave like the lower frequency radio waves of off-air television or radio, which can bounce off

obstructions, clouds, and the ground. Microwaves are strictly line of sight. In order for a satellite dish to

receive a signal, there can be no obstruction between the transmitting satellite and the receiving satellite

dish. The first thing that a prospective satellite dish owner should do is perform a site survey to ensure there

are no obstructions blocking the satellite(s) you want to receive from. Because microwaves are highly

directional, the satellite dish and associated components must be properly aligned. A good scout can help

you align your disk with just a compass!

While DirectTV and Dish Network broadcast digital signals, they are not the same as digital HDTV

signals. Similar to digital cable, these services create a digital transmission of the analog stations and use

data compression in order to transmit as many as 500 channels to subscribers. Digital TV signals are

available through these services with the addition of a High Definition Satellite Receiver and a different

dish (or dishes) on your roof.

Webcasting

Webcasting offers an excellent, cost effective and hi-tech form of communication, which is attracting a lot

of attention. A webcast is when you take the broadcast signal, audio or video, and distribute it via the web.

This is the natural evolution of "teleconferencing". Because everything typically takes place in a standard

web browser, it has great appeal to businesses and educational institutions.

During a webcast or stream, the video or audio files are transmitted as compressed files over the Internet



and displayed to the viewer as they arrive. You remember this, right? The old-bucket brigade. So, the Web

user does not have to wait to download a large file before seeing the video or hearing the sound. They can

view and hear it almost instantly; only an initial buffer is maintained.

(DVR - digital video recorders)

DVRs such as TiVo and Replay TV give you an improved television experience. Some of you might not

remember the days of programming VCRs, loading in new VHS tapes just to record your favorite show

while you weren't able to watch it at its broadcast time. The DVR (and things like podcasts) have

drastically altered the way we consume media.

These units are stuffed with hard drives that let you record what's on TV (with MPEG compression so you

can store more per Megabyte). You get access to all the programming features your DVR provides, from

season passes, where you get to tell your unit "record Lost every time it's on" or even "every time its not a

repeat". You specify how long you want program saved, and you can also use the "always buffering"

aspect. This means that as you watch live TV, the unit is always keeping a 30-minute buffer of what you've

just seen. So, if you get a phone call, you can literally return to your TV after the interruption, and press the

"rewind" button to go back in time to where you left off. You can also use this feature to fast forward

through commercials!

Many people can get a DVR as part of their cable service - these are basically the same as TiVo, but they

have a different interface and some slightly different features.

Summary

Computer literacy is the knowledge and ability to use computers and technology efficiently. The more you

use your computer, the more confidence you'll have to try something new.

Computer technology has made multimedia creation available to anyone with even the cheapest computer.

What used to be a very firm border between "professional" and "amateur" has been blurred, if not entirely

obliterated. Some non-professional filmmakers and artists on the web have audiences larger than major

commercial releases.

In subsequent courses through SFFS and FAF you can expand on the basic skills learned in this course to

begin exploring some of the amazing things you can do with your already existing home computer -- from

digital imaging to audio and video production. And, the same principles will apply - from copy/paste, to

making selections, to choosing the best place to store your files and the proper format to deliver for your

audience.

Remember, you are in charge - your computer is one tool you can use to help you produce your projects.

Use it effectively and it becomes an extension to yourself. You don't think about the pencil as a tool, you

simply use it. You can use your computer in exactly the same way. You are the creative one, telling your

computer tool what you want it to do for you. Don't ever forget that it only understands ones and zeros! So

get in there, roll up your sleeves, and start making something amazing!

Thanks,

Donna Eyestone

About the author: 
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1999 I became a multimedia artist for Apple Computer, designing online training for the iLife applications.
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